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Description of the Scientific Research Goals -'-

During this seven month project efforts continued on the development of advanced analytical
and numerical techniques which can be effectively combined to provide advanced thermo-
mechanical modeling of composite materials with nonlinear constituents. The areas of emphasis
during this period were:I development of thermoplastic and thermoviscoplastic models of composite materials using

transformation strains
0 finite element formulation of bimodal plasticity model in combination with various forms

of dimensional reduction
idealization control for composite materials

Significant Results of the Project

Thermoplastic and Thermoviscoplastic Models of Composite
Materials using Transformation Strains

This part of the research program focused on development and implementation of an
innovative approach for nonlinear problems in multiphase media to replace classical solutions
which rely on finite element analysis of representative volumes. The latter approach has been
employed in our previous research work in the context of the Periodic Hexagonal Array (PHA)
model [9, 14] and required substantial computational effort.

The new approach evolved from our research in uniform fields and transformation fields in
two-phase and multi-phase elastic media [5, 6, 7, 8] and leads to a simple solution of nonlinear
thermomechanical problems in multiphase media. In particular, thermal and inelastic strains in
the phases are treated as transformation strains and the inelastic deformation problem is reduced
to an elasticity problem for the transformation strain in the phases. When such strains are taken
as piecewise uniform in the discretized microstructure, problems of this kind lead to a system of
linear algebraic equations which involve certain eigenstrain influence coefficients and the given
instantaneous constitutive relations of the inelastic phases. The influence coefficients depend
on the microstructure and on elastic constants of the phases, and are therefore constant. These
influence coefficients can be evaluated for any given representative volume element.

This solution strategy is advantageous when the representative volume is subjected to many
incremental loading steps under homogeneous boundary conditions. The results coincide with
those obtained by conventional finite element analysis, but can be found more efficiently. In
particular, in viscoplastic analysis of composites where the inelastic strain in the phases is derived
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from the thermoviscoplasticity theory which was developed under the current project [1], or other
theories with a similar framework, the local stress and strain rates depend on the overall applied
thermomechanical load and the current local fields. In this way, the solution can be found fairly
easily in the new method. In contrast, evaluation of the local fields with the PHA model anc
the finite element method requires evaluation of a local instantaneous stiffness matrix which is a
function of the local stress or strain rate. This causes certain numerical complications since the
local stress and strain rates vary continually.

In the reporting period, we have fully developed computational schemes for evaluation of the
local fields in fibrous media with elastic-plastic and viscoplastic phases using the transformation
strain approach described above. Expansion of the transformation strain method to symmetric
laminated plates was also formulated. The approach for laminates treats the collection of
subelements present in all the layers as one multiphase media subjected to certain constraints
which are derived from the micromechanical model for each layer, such as the PHA model.
and the constraints imposed on the strains in the plane of the laminate. In this way, the
procedure developed for nonlinear analysis of multiphase media is applicable to laminates when
the appropriate influence coefficients derived from the laminate analysis are used.

Finite Element Formulation of Bimodal Plasticity Model in
Combination with Various Forms of Dimensional Reductions

The two mode semi-phenomenological model underlying bi-modal plasticity should give a
distinct computational advantage to models such as the periodic hexagonal array (PHA) model
in which a local finite element solution is required. However, the combination of the need to
always check both modes at a point and the complexity of resolving the slip planes for the
matrix dominated mode introduced substantial increases in the computational effort required to
apply this model. In particular, the need to construct and solve the roots of a quartic polynomial
introduced substantial computational expense [16]. The original implementation of the bi-modal
plasticity model introduces only a small computational improvement over the coarse mesh PHA
model. A more careful examination of the implementation of these procedures has identified a
number of areas where specific improvements can be introduced. Those implemented to date cut
the computational effort of bi-modal plasticity in half, thus increasing the attractiveness of the
model. Additional improvements are possible.

Plate and shell formulations, and the equivalent reduced dimension finite element formula-
tions operate in a five dimensional stress space. Since the basic hi-modal plasticity model was
formulated in a full six dimensional stress space, specific modifications were required to eliminate
the sixth component so it could be used with these finite elements [2].

These versions of the bi-modal plasticity model were then used with both three-dimensional
solid and our previously developed discrete layer theory element [4] finite elements on various
test cases [2, 3, 13]. With total loads taken to from four to seven times that causing initial yield, a
number of solution quantities were compared. Since the linear fibers provide the majority of the
structural stiffness, the overall deformations showed only a small influence due to matrix yielding.
The difference between the solid and discrete layer shell idealizations were not noticeable.
Examination of resultant bending moments along supports showed a more ponounced influence
to the nonlinear material behavior with redistributions of nearly fifteen percent. Examination of
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Ithe stresses through the thickness showed a more pronounced redistribution in specific locations
due to the material nonlinearities. The local stresses also demonstrated the biggest difference
between the solid and discrete layer shell idealizations. Although direct inplane stresses were
nearly the same for both idealizations as the load was increased well past initial matrix yield,
the through the thickness shear stresses showed major differences as the load increased. These
differences can be important in the prediction of failure modes which are dependent on the
values of the transverse shear stresses.

In addition to the above studies, a detailed examination of the formation and distribution
of both the fiber and matrix dominated modes in the layers of both a thin and thick transverse
load plate were examined [121.

Idealization Control for Composite Materials
The goal of the majority of our development efforts to date have focused on the specific

idealizations associated with the mixing models in the presence of nonlinear constituents, and the
through the thickness kinematic assumptions on plate and shell type formulations. The experience
gained in combining these two levels of idealization 13, 12] clearly indicates that the reliable
modeling of the physical behavior of composite structures requires the balanced consideration of
each of the analysis idealizations used to go from the physical system to the numerical analysis

models. The goal of our efforts on this portion of the project was to begin to build on our
expertise in adaptive finite element techniques and idealization control methodologies [11, 151 to
develop idealization control techniques for nonlinear composite materials.

Specification and categorization of the idealization steps associated with the analysis of
composites with nonlinear material behavior is complicated by both the complexity of the
idealizations needed and the close interrelationships among the idealization steps. The prediction
of the performance of composite structures must explicitly account for the physical scales that
control the behavior of interest. There are a variety of methodologies available to account for
these physical scales in an analysis. Of particular interest in composite structures with material
nonlinearities is accounting for micromechanical behavior. The methods available to account for
micromechanical level nonlinearities include:

"* application of micromechanical mixing models using idealized micro-geometry and boundary
conditions to predict the macromechanical constitutive relationship at the material points in
the macromechanical model

"• application of local micromechanical level models coupled with macromechanical models
* application of micromechanical models throughout the entire analysis domain

The second analysis idealization steps critical to the effective analysis of composite materials
are dimensional reductions.

Initial efforts in composite idealization control have focused on implementing and extension
of our currently available techniques within a general analysis idealization control framework
[15]. In addition Professor Fish at RPI has begun extending his superposition concepts to control
the multiscale idealizations common to composite materials (10]. The combination of these two
key capabilities, is allowing us to use a new approach for the adaptive control of the multiscale
idealizations needed for the effective analysis of composite materials [12].
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IDEALIZATION CONTROL FOR THE

ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

M. S. Shephard, J. Fish and M. W. Beall

Scientific Computation Research Center
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY 12180-3590

I
Abstract-The various idealization steps required to go from the physical description of a
composite structures to the numerical analyses used to predict thermo-mechanical response
are overviewed. A general methodology for the reliable control of these idealizations steps
in proposed. One component of this methodology is a general analysis idealization control
system which can easily combine a variety of analytic (numeric) and knowledge-based
procedures through a goal manager and analysis strategist. The second component of the
methodology is the use of idealization regions typically added to lower level analysis models
using superposition techniques. A simple example that demonstrates some of the concepts
is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The reliable modeling of the physical behavior of composite structures requires the
balanced consideration of each of the analysis idealizations used to go from the physical
system to the numerical analysis models. Specification and categorization of the ideal-

ization steps associated with the analysis of composite materials with nonlinear material
behavior is complicated by both the idealizations needed and the close interrelationships
among the idealization steps. This paper discusses a set of techniques currently under
development to control these idealizations.

The prediction of the performance of composite structures must explicitly account for
the physical scales that control the behavior of interest. There are a variety of method-
ologies available to account for these physical scales in an analysis. Of particular interest
in composite structures with material nonlinearities is accounting for micromechanicalI behavior. The methods available to account for micromechanical level nonlinearities
include:



I
I

application of micromechanical mixing models, using idealized micro-geometry and
i boundary conditions, to predict the macromechanical constitutive relationship at the

Imaterial points in the macromechanical model
application of local micromechanical level models coupled with macromechanical
models

* application of micromechanical models throughout the entire analysis domain

Since most composite structures are small in at least one direction, dimensionalI reduction is also an important analysis idealization which is commonly applied.
The techniques under development build on two key capabilities. The first is an

overall idealization control modeling methodology (1, 2, 3] which combines analytic and
knowledge-based applications with the model representations of the composite structure.
A goal manager is used to specify the analyses to be performed and the analyses are

-- controlled by an analysis strategist responsible for performing, evaluating and improving
the analysis idealizations. The second capability, which is key to the efficient and
reliable application of analysis strategies appropriate for composite materials, is multiscale

II solution procedures based on the mesh superposition-method (s-method) [4, 5, 6]. The
s-method for analysis idealization control expands the concepts of hierarchical mesh
overlays to control mesh discretizations, to hierarchic idealization overlays where the
overlays introduce specific local improvements in the analysis idealizations. In the case
of composite materials this includes local elimination of dimensional reductions and the5 explicit representation of micro-structure.

The combination of the overall idealization control methodology with the mesh
superposition method allows the reliable performance of analyses throughout the design
process where the level of idealization control used is that needed at that point in the
design process.

CONTROL OF ANALYSIS IDEALIZATIONS

I Analysis Idealization
The application of engineering analysis typically incorporates a number of idealiza-

tions to reduce the physical behavior of a system to a set of algebraic equations that can
be solved manually or on a computer. Each step of idealization used in an engineering
analysis process introduces some level of approximation. The reliability of an analysis
depends on the ability to understand and control the errors introduced by each step of
idealization [7, 8, 9].

*2
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The accuracy of a solution is a function of the measure(s) of accuracy of interest. It
is therefore important to qualify the error of interest, ea, in an appropriate norm as

S= 1.q - 'U " (1)

where u is the exact solution, upp is the approximate solution, ,.id IlvIja is the norm
written in terms of the variable v. Typically several norms of the solution results are
of interest.

The first step to estimate the errors in engineering analysis is to enumerate the
contributing sources as

Ca, = ea(•, z,, •, f2,D,i3, ) (2)

where T is the basic mathematical model selected to represent the physical behavior of
interest, 0, represents the physical scale the mathematical model is solved upon and the
alterations to the basic mathematical model associated with representation of lower scales,
ýD are the dimensional reductions and associated alterations to the mathematical model
to eliminate physical dimensions, S1 is the domain of the analysis, D are the material
property parameters, 3 are the boundary conditions (also initial conditions when time
is one of the dimensions of the problem), and A represents the discretization used for
the analysis.

Since the exact solution to a requested analysis is generally not known, it is only
possible to obtain estimates of the solLtion error. The goal of idealization error control
is to ensure that

E,. _5 To, i =1, 2, 3, ... , M (3)

where Ta, is the desired error limit for the ith norm, Ea, is the value of the error estimate
for the ith norm, with E,,, - e,, as the solution procedure is refined, and Ea,, ý-_ e•,
for a solution of acceptable cost.

The techniques available to aid in the control of idealization errors include
analytically-based error estimation, hierarchic model comparisons, analytically-based re-
sults for ideal situations, sensitivity analysis, statistical methods, comparison to known
physical limits, test results and reasonable limits, and rules based on experience and intu-
ition[8]. Analytically-based error estimation and hierarchic model comparisons provide
the greatest promise for the reliable estimation of the idealization error contributions.
Analytically-based error estimators have been developed to provide reliable control of
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some of the finite element discretization errors. However, techniques of similar reli-
ability are not readily available to control other idealization error contributions. The
combination of analytically-based error estimation and hierarchic model comparisons is
a promising approach for the control of the other idealizations critical to the analysis of
composite structures.

Framework for Analysis Idealization Control in Engineering Design

The ability to apply idealization control during engineering design requires a system
framework which can house various levels of analysis idealization control along with
intelligent design methodologies and engineering analysis tools. The framework of an
engineering modeling system for mechanical objects (DEALZ) that is specifically struc-
tured to support the idealizations used in engineering modeling and analysis is described
in references [1, 2, 3]. The system architecture is consistent with the architectures being
considered to support design modeling systems in reference [10].

The heart of the system is the representation of the object being designed and
the modelers that support that representation. To support the functions necessary in
the design evolution of an object, its representation is housed in linked functional and
geometric model structures, each of which are controlled by the appropriate modelers.
The other operational components of the modeling system are the applications. The
applications include analysis procedures to answer performance questions, algorithms
to alter the design based on analysis results, and procedures to plan the manufacturing
processes, etc. Applications are separated into two groups based on the technology
underlying their implementation, not on the functions addressed. The first group is
analytically-based applications. The majority of the applications in this group are
numerical analysis and optimization procedures. The second group is knowledge-based
applications. Knowledge-based applications operate from codified heuristics placed in
rule sets.

The task of analysis idealization control falls to the goal manager and the analysis
strategist which guide the operation of the system. The goal manager and the analysis
strategists interact with the models, applications, and databases to track the various
activities that have been performed and guide the application of those that are requested.
The first task of the goal manager is to accept a request to perform an operation, and
determine if the basic information and capabilities required to perform the task exist.
It then invokes the strategist which is responsible for formulating and controlling the
idealization steps required to perform the requested analysis. The goal manager is
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responsible for maintaining information about the status of the analysis goals used for
the design and the goals that have been performed previously.

ANALYSIS IDEALIZATION CONTROL

FOR COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

The close interaction of the methods of idealization control applied to composite
materials tends to make one idealization process flow into the next and makes the
idealization processes dependent upon each other. Although this makes the process
of idealization categorization difficult, and in some cases seemingly arbitrary, it affords
an opportunity to incorporate idealization evaluation processes that can provide useful
insight into multiple idealization steps.

Mathematical model. The derivation of the base mathematical model begins
with a clear enumeration of the physical laws deemed critical to the description of

Sthe physical behavior at hand. In the case of the thermo-mechanical behavior of
heterogeneous materials the minimum scale that must be addressed in any analysis
idealization must be considered. In structural composites of the overall scale considered
here, the minimum level is deemed to be orders of magnitude above that of the individual
atomic units. This assumption allows us to employ classic continuum mechanics in
terms of i) equilibrium of mechanical forces, ii) kinematic relationships relating internal
deformations (strains) to displacements, and iii) constitutive relations between internal
forces and deformations. These relationships must be satisfied at any scale for which they
are constructed. They are valid down to constituent levels where the minimum dimensions
of the constituents considered are well above atomic dimensions. Such assumptions may
not be reasonable in extremely small scale structures such as micromachines or ultra-thin
multichip interconnects.

Physical scale of the solution and representation of lower scales. By their very
nature, the thermo-mechanical analysis of heterogeneous materials at a macromechanical
level must explicitly account for the micromechanical structure and properties of the
constituents. In some simple linear cases, this may be through simple models which are
easy to apply. However, in more advanced situations much more explicit consideration
of the micromechanical level behavior is needed. For example, metal matrix composites
can not be properly designed without explicit consideration of the material nonlinearities.
These materials demonstrate nonlinear behavior early in the load-deformation process,
and the extension of linear results past the limit of linearity is not conservative [11, 12].
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The determination of a homogenization method and its bounds of validity appropriate
for the problem at hand must consider:.

0 the accuracy level required for the terms in the homogenized constitutive model
developed

* the geometry of the microstructure
* the well posedness of the mathematical model with respect to local damage models

due to the possible loss of ellipticyI the material behavior of the constituents
0 the need to use the information generated during the homogenization process to

predict local field information after the global field is determined
* the gradients in the solution parameters with respect to the size of the microcon-

stituents used in the homogenization process

A number of analytic procedures are available to perform the homogenization of
idealized micromechanical geometries when the constituent materials are linear elastic
[13]. In many cases these procedures can be shown to produce tight bounds on the
macromechanical constitutive relations. However, they often do not provide accurate
estimates of the detailed local stresses and strains for other than the idealized geometric
configuration assumed.

When one or more of the constituent materials becomes nonlinear, analytically
derived homogenization expressions require solution through numerical iteration. One
such model is the vanishing fiber diameter model which has the two deficiencies of not
being able to accurately model behavior dominated by transverse stresses and not being

able to provide accurate local values.
An alternative approach to the development of homogenization procedures when

the constituents become nonlinear is phenomenological micromechanic models such as
bimodal plasticity [Il]. This model uses the inner envelop of a micromechanical level
fiber dominated mode and matrix dominated mode. The numerical implementation of
such a procedure can be made quite efficient, however, it is not likely that such approach
will provide accurate predictions of local field quantities.

Numerical models using more realistic micro-geometries have recently received

I considerable attention for the homogenization of nonlinear constituents. One such model
is the periodic hexagonal array model (14] in which a local finite element discretization is
used in the construction of a macromechanical constitutive model based on the constituent
properties. Although a computationally demanding model, the periodic hexagonal array
model does provide accurate prediction of the overall properties, and, if the local
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discretization is fine enough, a good estimation of the local field quantities. Another
micromechanical level analyses based on a finite element implementation of mathematical
homogenization [15) is given by Guedes and Kikuchi [16].

Most homogenization procedures rely on a level of uniformity of the local fields at
each point of evaluation. If the gradients of the critical solution parameters are too high,
the accuracy and validity of the homogenization process is in question.

The ability to evaluate the idealization errors associated with homogenization is
strongly dependent on the homogenization process used. Mathematical analysis pro-
cedures can be used in some cases to bound specific elastic constants. The ability to
define such bounds is often lost by the introduction of nonlinear material behavior of the
constituents. The use of finite element techniques for the solution of the homogenized
problem provides an interesting method to employ discretization error control techniques
to evaluate the homogenization errors [16].

Separate evaluation procedures are required when the high local gradients invalidate
the micromechanical uniform periodicity of the entire homogenization process.

Dimensional reductions. Since the effective use of composite materials must account
for the directional nature of the material, most composite components are thin in at least

one direction. Therefore, the development of analysis idealizations must deal with the
reduction of the through the thickness direction. This introduces the complexities of
the plate and shell type of assumptions which all utilize at least one representational
inconsistency which leads to complexities in the representation of transverse shear
and/or introduce representational difficulties at boundaries and junctures in shells. These
problems become even more critical in composite materials [17].

One approach to the control of idealization errors associated with dimensional
reduction is to convert it into a discretization process. Instead of stating specific

I assumptions on the through the thickness direction, a convergent discretization through
the thickness is used which allows the development of estimates of the error introduced
by truncating the expansion at a given point [18, 19]. Since many of the finite element
discretizations of laminated shells [20] employ semi-discretizations where there are
laminate level through the thickness discrete assumptions applied, the use of an expansion
through the thickness is possible.

Often the need to improve the through the thickness idealization is limited to
critical areas. In these cases is advisable to employ different levels of through the

thickness idealization locally. For example at shell boundaries or at junctures complete
three-dimensional representations could be used to improve the solution accuracy [21].
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Alternatively, two level models can be used to determine local parameters and to provide
feedback to locally improve the through the thickness idealization. Noor has successfully
demonstrated such a procedure [22, 6] for composite shells.

Domain. Domain simplifications in the analysis of composite materials can arise
at each scale level considered. At the macromechanical level there are the standard
domain simplifications of ignoring fillets, small cutouts, etc. An additional concern in the
evaluation of the influence of these procedures is the directional nature of composites will
complicate the evaluation of idealization procedures. For example, typical dimensions for
assuming Saint-Venant's principle holds can be much greater for anisotropic materials.

I At the micromechanical scale it is common to employ geometric simplifications of
the shape and distribution of the constituents in the specification of the idealization used
in the homogenization process. Consideration must be given to the influence of these
approximations on the determination of macromechamcal material parameters. Often
the approximations used have only a small influence on these parameters. In some
cases, consideration must also be given to the influence of micromechanical domain
approximations on the estimation of local quantities such as stress concentration factors
that may be used in criteria to estimate the initiation of local nonlinear behavior and/or
damage.

Material properties. The accuracy of the material parameters in a macromechanical
constitutive relation are a function of the homogenization process and the accuracy of the
constituent material parameters, including the representation of interfaces or interphases.
Therefore, the accuracy of representation of the material parameters must consider the
constituents and the representation, if any, of the constituent interfaces. Once the
constituent material parameters have been combined through homogenization to produce
a macromechanical constitutive relation, it is also necessary to examine the ability of that
relationship to represent the material behavior.

Although the mathematical model places constraints on the overall form of the
constituent constitutive relations, there are a wide range of possible models that can
be selected when material nonlinearities must be represented. The selection of these
models must consider both the model's ability to represent the experimentally measured
material response, and the validity and influence of that model on the nonlinear solution
processes that must be applied to that model during thermo-mechanical analyses. At this
time there has been a limited amount of work on the qualification of the idealization

I errors associated with nonlinear material models [23, 24].

Boundary and initial conditions. The representation of boundary conditions must

I
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account for the homogenization and dimensional reduction processes. The dimensional
reduction processes introduce a number of problems in the specification of boundary
conditions [25). The issues of boundary condition representation become even more
complex in composite materials if edge effects are considered. Another issue of particular
importance associated with the specification of boundary conditions is when a local
micromechanical level analysis needs to obtain boundary conditions determined by a
global macromechanical analysis.

I Discretization. The control of discretization errors for composite materials at a
particular level becomes complicated by the desire to control the discretization errors as
they relate to variables at different scales where different discretizations may be used at
the different levels of scale. Even with these complications it is clear that error control
based on a posterion error estimation is the most reliable method to qualify and controlI idealizations.

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES IDEALIZATION

CONTROL USING SUPERIMPOSED REGIONS

An Approach to a-posteriori Idealization Control

The approach to analysis idealization outlined here is an extension of the basic
concepts used in adaptive discretization error control coupled with hierarchical models
applied through hierarchic superposition methods. The basic assumption underlying the

I approach is the ability to selectively apply improvements to locally enrich idealizations
in much the same manner the basis functions can be enriched over portions of a finite
element mesh to obtain a given level of discretization control.

To consider such an idealization control process, one must consider the exact solution
to the analysis problem. This solution would be obtained by the most-comprehensive
idealization if all idealization expansions are allowed to go to their limit. For example,
in a case where only dimensional reduction and spatial discretization errors are introduced,
the exact solution to the most-comprehensive idealization would have a three-dimensional

I discretization with an infinite number of degrees-of-freedom. It is clear that the exact
solution to the most-comprehensive idealization cannot be obtained. However, the goal
of adaptive idealization control is to have a reliable estimate of the error between the
current idealization, for which we have a solution, and the exact solution to the most-
comprehensive idealization. These estimates will be obtained by employing various forms
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of higher-level idealizations which would, in the limit, become the solution to the most-
comprehensive idealization.

A major objective of this approach is to develop practical computational techniques to
construct and solve the required higher-level idealizations in a computationally efficient
manner. A promising approach to achieve this is by a hybridization of a posteriori
discretization error estimation procedures with hierarchic modeling methodologies. As
a by-product, a measure of the local idealization error, termed here as a posteriori
local idealization error estimators, will be developed. This concept is analogous to the
elemental a posteriori discretization error estimators, in which two numerical schemes
are compared on the element level and the local error of a lower degree scheme is
approximately taken as the difference between the two.

The philosophy behind the proposed local idealization error estimates is similar to thatI of their discretization counterpart, namely, if the solution is locally enriched, the solution
outside the local region is not significantly affected, and thus the bulk of the error can be
computed on the local level assuming insignificant changes outside the local region are
taking place, thus reducing the problem of error estimation to one of manageable size.
Discretization error indicators based on this approach were found to be very efficient,
especially in linear applications, making us believe that application of these ideas in the
context of hierarchic modeling will be efficient as well.

The basic steps in the a posteriori idealization error estimation procedure are i) model

subdivision into idealization regions, ii) error estimation on individual idealization regions
and iii) estimation of the total idealization error

Model subdivision. There are two levels of model subdivision used. The first
is the lowest level used for the numerical discretizationr, e.g., the finite element mesh.
The second subdivision consists of what are referred to as idealization regions. The
idealization region is the local unit over which local a posteriori idealization error
estimation is performed. In general, the idealization regions may be of arbitrary shape
(Fig. 1) and can be independent of the finite element mesh. However, it may often
be advantageous to align the boundaries of the idealization region with the boundary of
finite elements to maximize computational efficiency.

The idealization regions are defined to isolate portions of the model where it may
be necessary to introduce hierarchic improvements in the idealization used in the global
analysis. Figure I depicts one such example where the global idealization has introduced
geometric simplifications that ignored a crack tip and small circular cutout. These
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geometric features can be introduced into an improved idealization locally using an
appropriately selected idealization region.

Reliable computational techniques require that these regions be defined based on
a combination of a priori and a posteriori information. The a priori information is
knowledge of the individual localized idealizations performed in a step of the analysis.
For example, knowledge of the local geometric simplifications in the example of Figure
I can be used in the determination of an idealization region that isolates them, allowing
further local investigation. The a posteriori information to be used must be derived

I from the solution results of the global analysis model. These results, combined with
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a knowledge of the local idealizations performed, must be used to derive simple error
indicators which key the need to define idealization regions allowing an explicit estimation
of the idealization errors. For example, the stress in the area of a small hole ignored
in a global analysis can be multiplied by a conservative stress concentration factor to
see if a more careful consideration of the idealization error due to ignoring that hole
is required [68]. Another simple example would be to use knowledge of global stress
magnitudes and gradients to see if an idealization region needs to be defined to more

Scarefully estimate the influence of edge effects at critical locations on the boundary of
a composite structure.

Error estimation in a single idealization region. In general, the errors in the
idealization region can be estimated by comparing the behavior of the most-comprehensive
idealization to the current idealization model in the idealization region. One way the
behavior of such a local idealization region may be quantified is in terms of its overall
and local responses.

The quality of the overall behavior of a given idealization region may be assessed by
its ability to accurately represent the interaction with the remaining global idealization. A
given idealization model can be considered to have an accurate overall behavior if, for all

I possible prescribed displacement modes applied on its boundary, the traction resultants in
the current idealization model and its higher level counterpart are within the required error
tolerance. The difference in these traction values measured in appropriate norms can be
used to estimate the quality of the overall behavior in the idealization region. Obviously,
in the implementation of such error estimation procedure, the prescribed displacement
field wiUl consist of a finite number of degrees-of-freedom expressed in terms of finite
element shape functions applied on the boundary of the idealization region as shown
in Fig. 1.

I On the other hand, the ability of a given local idealization model to accurately resolve
some critical local behavior, such as a maximum stress, must be assessed using various
sup-norms, depending on the goal of analysis. In many cases, a current idealization
model can accurately resolve the overall behavior of an idealization region, but may err
badly in predicting some critical pointwise values. A typical example is a problem of a
small scale yielding zone at the tip of a crack. If the characteristic size of the idealization
region is much greater than the size of the plasticity zone, the overall behavior of the
idealization element might not be significantly affected by the material nonlinearity.

I Although this procedure will reduce the error estimation to a local level, numerical
solution of the most-comprehensive local idealization model subjected to a variety of
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loading conditions as shown in Fig. I is not realistic, especially in the case of large

idealization regions and nonlinear material and kinematical mathematical models. There-
fore, efforts must be devoted to further reduce the computational cost of the local error
estimation.

So far, the formulation of the local error estimation was based on the idea that since
the displacement field at the boundary of the idealization region is unknown a priori
the behavior of the local model can only be assessed by subjecting it to all possible
prescribed fields. By drawing the analogy to the elemental discretization error estimators,
it is reasonable to assume that, for the purpose of error estimation, it is sufficient to assess
the behavior of the local model by only subjecting it to the displacement field found from
the global solution of the current idealization model. This reduces the computation of
the local error estimation to a single boundary value problem over the domain of the
local idealization region.

To provide effective idealization estimates the relative contribution of various individ-
ual idealizations associated with the reduction of the most-comprehensive local idealiza-
tion model to the current local idealization, must be obtained without explicit comparison
of these two models. For example, consider a linear laminated plate as a current idealiza-

I tion, and a fully nonlinear layerwise solid as the most-comprehensive idealization. In this
case, solution of a single three-dimensional nonlinear problem is more expensive than
solving both a nonlinear laminated plate problem (to examine the effect of nonlinearities)
and a linear layerwise solid model (to examine the effect of the refined through-the-
thickness modeling). These two contributions added together in some meaningful way
should be able to determine the total local idealization error.

"Remark 1: The philosophy behind this approach is analogous to that of the residual
error discretization error indicators, except that the actual idealization is compared not
only to the higher level discretization models, but also, to other higher level local
idealization schemes. Note that the idealization error, although it may be large, can
be orthogonal or "almost orthogonal" to one or more higher level idealization models.
In other words, one may have a poor idealization of a physical phenomenon, but by
enriching the actual idealization model in a certain manner (for example, accounting
for geometric nonlinearities in a plate where the deflections are much smaller than the
thickness) no significant improvement in the solution will be achieved. For this class of
problems, estimation of the relative contributions of various idealizations associated with

I the reduction of the most-comprehensive local model to the current local idealization will
be more efficient than comparing these two models.
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It is currently assumed that only the errors in the overall behavior of the local

idealization region will be needed to steer the process of global (or first level) adaptivity,
since only these errors may directly affect the global response and the force redistribution
within the model. The detailed response within the local idealization region can be
recovered by means of postprocessing techniques such as subjecting the local model to
the boundary conditions obtained from the global solution. Adaptive techniques may be
employed to solve the local boundary value problem, which is referred here as a second
level (local) adaptivity. This approach will enable the further reduction of the problem
of error estimation to one of a manageable complexity, while retaining its essential
characteristics.

Estimation of the total idealization error. Idealization error estimates for the whole
problem domain are to be obtained by adding the contributions from all idealization
regions in some meaningful way to be determined as a part of this research. The
effectiveness of this approach must be verified by computing the idealization error
effectivity indexr, defined as the ratio of the estimated idealization error to the "exact"
error which can be approximated by employing a close approximation to the most-
comprehensive global idealization model

Remark 2: Special care must be exercised while estimating errors due to the
scale reduction, where the homogenized (macro) and heterogeneous (micro) models are
considered as lower and higher level representations, respectively. Idealization errors
resulting from scale reduction cannot be assessed without explicitly considering the
homogenization procedure as indicated below.

U Assessment of Idealization Errors Due to Scale Reduction

The techniques to derive the effective properties of heterogeneous media is a well

established field starting from the simple model of Rule of Mixtures (RM), followed by
the Composite Spheres (CS) model of Hashin [26], the Self Consistent (SC) method
of Budianski (27] and Hill (28], the Generalized Self Consistent (GSC) method of
Christensen [29], the Mori-Tanaka (MT) method which has many contributors, but the
simplest form has been given by Benveniste [30], and finally the Periodic Hexagonal
Array (PHA) of Dvorak and Teply [14]. The primary objective here is to assess the
errors introduced by scale reduction when one of the homogenization procedures is used,
and consequently, to develop an adaptive strategy for nearly optimal scale representation.

3 For the purpose of developing a unified framework to control homogenization errors
it is convenient to view the scale reduction as a five-step process:
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1. Macrostructure idealization as a spatial repetition of representative volume elements
(RVE) of the microstructure.

2. Idealization of prescribed fields of the RVE assuming that it is subjected to prescribed
uniform (periodic) field.

3. Solution of the boundary value problem of RVE for all prescribed uniform fields.

4. Solution of the boundary value problem of an equivalent homogeneous volume EHV
for the same prescribed uniform fields.

5. Extraction of material properties from the energy equivalence between EHV and RVE.

Remark 3: In practice homogenization models based on the solution of the inclusion
problem (fiber embedded in the infinite matrix media (SC), fiber embedded in the
homogenized composite media (MT), fiber embedded in the two-phase (matrix and
composite) media (GSC)) are based on finding concentration factors relating averages
of local fields to overall fields (24].

Four of these steps introduce some level of approximation. A brief description given
below indicates what each source of error is and how to control these errors.

Periodicity assumption. Periodicity is referred herein as a geometric repetition
of representative volume with no restriction made on uniformity of local fields. In
most composites geometric periodicity is only an approximation. Various mathematical
approaches to control these errors exist, but will not be extensively addressed in this paper.

Solution of the boundary value problem for RVE. The errors introduced in this
step depend on the type of homogenization procedure employed. The CS, SC, GSC and

MIT homogenization techniques employ analytically-based results for idealized situations
to solve microscopic boundary value problems. The PHA method involves solution of
the boundary value problem of the representative volume element using a finite element
method. In this case, a standard discretization error control procedure can be used to
control the errors at this step. Furthermore, since, with reasonable discretization the PHA
model is more accurate than any of the above analytically-based methods, especially
for inelastic problems [24], it can serve as a higher level hierarchical model for all
homogenization techniques.

Solution of the boundary value problem for EHV. At this step we prescribe a
uniform overall strain field on the boundary of the equivalent homogeneous volume. No
errors are introduced at this step if the geometry of the EHV can be exactly represented
by a finite element mesh, and the finite elements employed in the discretization pass the
'patch' test (which test their ability to exactly represent constant fields).
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Idealization of prescribed fields on RVE. Theoretically, the problem of simplifica-
tion of boundary conditions and loading applied on the RVE can be treated by means of
hierarchical modeling. By this technique the microscopic boundary value problem can
be solved for both actual and idealized (uniform and periodic) prescribed fields applied
on the boundary of RVE. The difference in the solution measured in an appropriate norm
can be used to quantify the errors introduced due to the idealization of prescribed fields.
Further research is required to assess the idealization errors introduced in this step.

Energy equivalence. At this step, the energies absorbed in RVE and EHV are
compared in order to extract material properties. For linear problems this step introduces
no errors. However, when one of the phases deforms plastically, its homogeneity is
lost, local properties become stress-dependent within the phase and their instantaneous
values need to be found at many loading points. In such a case it is only possible
to define instantaneous properties of EHV from the instantaneous properties of phases.
This is accomplished by comparing the energy rates in both models [14]. The error in
this step is tightly linked to the mathematical idealization of the material model and the
specification of material and state parameters.
Remark 4: Special care must be exercised to account for degradation of effective material
properties (as a result of damage in microstructure), which may result in strain softening
phenomenon [31, 321. It has been shown that strain softening dissipates no energy, and
thus a failure is localized to a region of a vanishing size. The mathematical model
becomes ill-posed since the governing equations change type, which manifests itself in
severe mesh-size dependence in the finite element solution. For real materials this is an
unrealistic feature and demonstrates one of the difficulties we encounter in modeling
failure processes of materials. Regularization of these rn-conditioned mathematical
equations by enriching the fundamental mechanics of failure process is a critical step
in reliable modeling. This can be achieved either by regularization through localization
limiters techniques [33], or by incorporating rate sensitivity into the material model [32],
or by the use of embedded shear banding techniques of the type proposed by Pietruszak
and Mroz [34] and Belytschko, Fish and Engelmann [31].

Framework for Multiscale Computational Techniques

In practical problems modeling of physical phenomenon has to be performed at
several scales in order to capture both the overall and local features of the prototype. For
example, an airplane shown in Fig. 2 is approximately 30m long, while the diameter of
the fastener hole is approximately 2.5mm. In order to determine the force redistribution
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between the various structural components, fasteners, lugs and other interconnecting
parts must be accurately modeled at a scale which is three orders of magnitude smaller
than the entire aircraft. Furthermore, if various failure modes such as delamination
or matrix yielding at the free edge of the fastener made of more than 100 layers
(not unusual in aircraft structures) are of interest, the interconnecting parts should be
modeled as an assemblage of three dimensional lamina models. And finally, prediction
of micromechanical failure modes such microbuckling, microcracking, or fiber breaking
necessitates considerations at even smaller scales. The useful life and cost of maintenance
of the structure depends on the quality of modeling at each scale and the ability of a
reliable transfer of the appropriate information between various modeling levels. In this
section we briefly summarize the basic ideas of such multiscale computational techniques
termed in the references [5, 6, 35, 36, 4] as the s-version of the finite element method.

The basic idea of the s-version of the finite element method is that a portion of
domain, where unacceptable idealization errors have been identified, is overlaid by a
patch(s) of local idealization regions as shown in Fig. 3. The solution in the entire
problem domain Q2 is obtained by superimposing displacements resulting from the global
analysis model uG defined on f9 with the displacements urL on local idealization regions

PL. The total displacement field u is approximated by adding the two fields

uUG + uL in QL (4)

where
UL = 0 on FGL (5)

and uk + u4 = A onFg k = 1,.nad (6)

where F is the boundary of the problem domain Q, which consists of the prescribed dis-
placement boundary Fg, and the prescribed traction boundary F h,. FGL is the boundary
between the global and local analysis models, and gk are prescribed displacements on
Fr,. Condition (5) is required in order to satisfy compatibility between the global and
local analysis models.

Both the global (macroscopic in Fig.3) and the local (microscopic Fig.3) displacement
fields are discretized using hierarchical C* continuous shape functions on finite element

t meshes as
U = V (s, t)d 

(7)
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Figure 3 Multiscale modeling by the s-method

u k = NkA(S, t)aA 
(8)

where dA and aA are the degrees-of-freedom in the global and local finite element meshes,
respectively. The lower case subscripts indicate spatial components, while the upper
case subscripts indicate degrees-of-freedom. Standard tensorial notation is used with
summation over the repeated indices.

The compatibility condition (5), is imposed by constraining the nodal and side
degrees-of-freedom on the boundary between the meshes

aAIrGL = 0 (9)

The discrete equilibrium equations can be obtained by the principle of virtual work,
which for linear elasticity problems, states

J bu(Iji)Djjkiu(k,z)dfI+Jf u(iji)VjiAklu(k,l) df2- Jbuihid1' - J Suibidf? = 0 V6
fl-Ofl A, (102

(0)
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I In equation (10) the Dijk and Dijkl represent homogenized and heterogeneous con-
stitutive tensors, respectively, bi and ti are the body forces and prescribed tractions,
respectively, and the prefix 6 designates a variation. Discrete equations are obtained
by substituting interpolants eqs.(7, 8) into variational statement eq.(10) and requiring
arbitrariness of local and global variations. For details of see [37, 38].

Remark 5: Several strategies can be employed to control the location of the super-
imposed mesh. One approach is to construct the superimposed heterogeneous mesh from
a fixed amount of representative volumes, corresponding to those which would give the
highest value of the homogenization error indicators. Alternatively, one could decide
a priori on the homogenization error indicator value, say -1 (Ehet - Ehom) where

0 < -f < 1, above which all the representative volumes which produce a larger error
would be included in the superimposed model.

I ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the process of idealization error control.
A very simple problem was selected to investigate some of the issues in developing this
type of system. Mu,.h work remains to be done in the area of developing reliable and
accurate idealization error estimation proceedures and the overall control system. For the
purposes of this demonstration some simple idealization error indicators are used. The
general idea for this example was to model a problem as simply as possible and then use
that solution and some simple post processing techniques to enhance our knowledge of
how the problem should be modeled. In this example the idealizations considered are the
modeling of material properties, dimensional reduction, physical scale and discretization.

Problem Definition

j The problem investigated here is that of a flat plate, with three sides clamped
and one simply supported, subject to a uniform pressure load. The plate is made of
boron/aluminum with a fifty percent volume fraction. A (0/90)s lay-up is used in this
example. The geometry of the plate is as indicated in Fig. 4.

I System Description
The geometric model in this example was generated using the geometric modeler

CATIA [39]. Interfaces to CATIA have been developed for both the model manipulations
required to construct idealized geometries, which are controlled by the goal manager and
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strategist [40] and for mesh generation using the Finite Octree [41] mesh generator. The
ABAQUS [42] finite element analysis program and the Mesh Superposition Research
Code [4, 5, 6] were used to perform the analyses in this example. In the future many
different types of analysis codes and modelers will be integrated into the system to allow
for the use of the most appropriate analysis procedures for a given analysis goal. All of
these programs are tied together to provide a system which can both adaptively change the
representation of the model to reflect different idealization and provide adaptive meshing
capabilities.

The process starts with the definition of the problem to be analyzed. This definition
must include a geometric description, attributes and a functional model. From this
problem definition and any a priori information known about the problem, an initial set
of idealization regions is created and initial idealizations are defined on the idealization
regions. After this initial information is given to the system the adaptive idealization
process can start.

At each cycle of the adaptive idealization process the following steps must be
performed:

I. Determine and specify the appropriate idealizations over the appropriate idealization
regions.

2. Convert the physical model to a numerical model through the specified idealization
processes.
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3. Obtain the numerical solution.
4. Evaluate the idealization error estimate or indicator for each idealization in each

idealization region.
5. Redefine the idealization regions and idealizations and return to step 2.

Initial Model

There are four idealizations that will be investigated in this problem. The first
idealization investigated is the material behavior. The assumption of elastic behavior
in this material is incorrect at most reasonable load levels since plasticity in the matrix
occurs long before the material approaches its usable limits. However, it has been
observed [43] that even when plasticity occurs in the matrix, the overall deformation of
the plate is primarily governed by the elastic response of the fibers. In this example the
elastic material properties are calculated using a Mori-Tanaka mixing model. The second
idealization is that of dimensional reduction. In this problem the plate relatively thin (h/L
= 25) thus for the initial analysis a first order shear deformation model will be used. The
appropriate initial dimensional reduction is then that of a two dimensional plate. The
third idealization is the mesh discretization used for the analysis. Mesh discretization
error is controlled using adaptive mesh refinement procedures. The fourth idealization is
the scale of analysis. This issue will be addressed using a global/local analysis procedure
and s-method finite element analysis [4, 5, 6]. The initial scale used in this analysis
assumes that the material is homogeneous on the lamina level. Further refinement of this
idealization will consider the existence of both fibers and matrix in the material.

For this problem the initial idealization regions cover the entire domain of the plate.
There is one defined for the material property idealization and one for the dimensional
reduction. In the course of an adaptively idealized analysis these idealization regions will
be subdivided and refined when there are areas with different idealizations.

I Mesh Discretization

The mesh for this model was automatically generated and refined using the Finite
Octree mesh generator (41] and a simple adaptive algorithm to define the areas of mesh
refinement. The adaptive meshes are shown in Fig. 5

I Material Model

For this particular problem, if we account for yielding in the matrix, we would not
expect the gross behavior of the plate to change significantly since the elastic response of
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I the fibers will still be the dominant factor. However, stress resultants and local stresses

will change strongly with the nonlinear material behavior. How important these changes
are depends on the goals of the analysis. If the goal of the analysis is to find theI displacement at the center of the plate to within a few percent. the elastic material model
may be sufficient. However, if the goal is to investigate some local stresses at a point in
the plate or to determine the reaction forces and their distributions at the supports with

• great precision, then such an analysis may not be adequate. We can obtain an indication
of the error due to the material model by using the stresses predicted by the problem

Isolved using the elastic model. In this case, itwas deemndwhere, ireaonto

the initial yield surface of the composite, the stresses from the elastic model were. The
i initial yield surface used is that given by the bimodal plasticity material model [11].I Note that this is a very inexpensive procedure compared to doing the analysis with the

nonlinear material model itself. Figure 6 shows the areas where plasticity will have
I occurred anywhere through the thickness using this criterion. The actual plastic areas

would be expected to be somewhat larger than those shown here since there will be a
certain redistribution of load away from the inelastic areas. This information can then be

I used to redefine the idealization regions for the material properties and, in those regions

where plasticity was predicted, change the idealization.I Dimensional Reduction

The first order shear deformation theory used in this analysis generally gives goodll h inplane stress quantities, howeveri thebpredictions for transverse quantities

diesplae nts atthrntr of thhlt o wivrthiafew pecnteolsir atra oe

are usually poor. These poor predictions for transverse stresses may not be too important
g unless these stresses reach too large a magnitude. Large transverse shear stresses may

indicate an area where delaminations may occur or grow. Also large transverse shear
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Figure 6 Ara of Plasfcit for Plate E~xample

stresses may. initiate plasticity in the matrix. A more accurate str'ess field can be calculated
S~from the one predicted by shear deformation theory by finding transverse stresses that

satisfy the equilibrium equations locally [44]. For the problem at hand the transverse
stresses were calculated to satisfy the equilibrium equations through the fthckness of
the plate. Since the occurrence of large transverse shear stresses are of concern, the

magnitude of the greatest shear stress was found through the thickness of the plate at
S~each integration point. The results of this are shown in Fig. 7. If the trnsverse shear

stress is high enough there is the need to model that particular area in more detail. In
particular we might choose to use a layerwise plate model or a three dimensional solid

S~model of the plate in that area.

The new idealized model in this example could include a three-dimensional idealiza-
S~tion region. An example of such a refined model is shown in Fig. 8.

Scale of Analysis
S~To assess the micromechanical response (stresses and strains) of the heterogeneous

I

I
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constituents (fibers and matrix) we employ a multiscale finite element method for locally

nonperiodic medium developed in references [37, 38]. By this technique, in the portion
of the problem domain where the material is formed by a spatial repetition of the base
cell and the macroscopic solution is smooth, a double scale asymptotic expansion and
solution periodicity are assumed. Consequently, mathematical homogenization theory is
used to uncouple the microscopic problem from the global solution. It has been found
that the reactions on the plane normal to the simply supported edge are significantly
smaller than the other planes. Therefore, a two-dimensional idealization was deemed
adequate. This analysis was performed by extracting the tractions thought the thickness
of the plate near the edge of the global model and applying them to the local model.

-Superimposed micro-mesh

C4 00 Plate .SI, Q0 model
...... .:: : : : :.. : : :. : : : :i : : : : ::. : .:: : : .. . . . .. . .. . .: .: . . . .:. -. :.. . .: . .

10Solid model
, 4.0

I fiber

Micro-mesh Solid model mesh

Figure 9 Idealizaion used for rmicromechmical level idealization region

In the immediate vicinity of the singularity (interface between 0/90 layers at the
edge as shown in Fig. 9) it is assumed that the periodic solution does not exist
and the approximation space is decomposed into macroscopic and microscopic fields.
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Compatibility between the two regions is explicitly enforced. For formulation detail,
comparison to other techniques and validation tests see [37, 38]. Figure 10 depicts the
distribution of shear and normal stresses in the superimposed region. As expected higher
stresses are found in the vicinity of the singularity with stress concentration in the fiber
phase.I

I

I
IQ

I
Il

I Firxe 10 She mm in microsmoum at freed

i CLOSING REMARKS

A broad consideration of the various classes of idealizations used in the analysis of
composite structures has been presented as well as a framework to provide the reliable
control of these idealizations. The overall analysis idealization control framework allows
the inclusion of a wide variety of idealization control techniques and can easily build on
a variety of analysis procedures implemented in different software packages. The use of
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idealization regions and adaptive idealization region control, in much the same manner
as finite elements in adaptive discretization control, has been introduced for use in the
reliable control of analysis idealizations. The use of these idealization regions within the
context of a superposition method has also been discussed. A simple example problem
was used to partly demonstrate the application of multiple analysis idealization control.
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ABSTRACT materials. The mixing models for fibrous composites that consider
the inelastic behavior of the constituents have been developed

The inclusion of an advanced nonlinear mixing model for [Teply and Dvorak, 1988). |Dvorak and Bahel-EI-Din, 19871,
the determination of composite constitutive relations in finite [Bahel-El-Din. and Dvorak, 19891. This effort is considering the
element formulations for the analysis of composite structures Is application of one of these models, the bimodal plasticity model
considered. The nonlinear mixing model considered is based on the [Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din. 19871 into various levels of spatial
bimodal plasticity model. This material model Is being discretization as applied in the finite element analysis of
Implemented into various forms of finite element Idealizations composite structures.
including solid elements and laminated shell finite elements Since most conse structures have one dimension which
employing different through-the-thickness kinematic is substantially smaller than the other two, it Is desirable to
assumptions. At the time this paper was due a complete set of employ a spatial disoretization assumption which reduces the
results was not available. They will be presented in the associated amount of computation needed in this small dimension. This
presentation and published subsequantly. dimensional reduction process is particularly complex in the case

of laminated structures constructed from thin orthoiropic layers.
This process Is further complicated when lamina level nonlinear

NOMENCLATURE material behavior is considered.
The purpose of our efforts is to examine the influence of

do stress Increment the type of modeling on the accuracy and computational expense of

de strain increment analysis of composite shel structures with lamina level nonlinear
behavior. Lamina level nonlinear behavior is represented using

M instantaneous compliance matrix the bimodal plasticity theory [Dvorak and Bahel-EI-Din, 19871
L Instantaneous stiffness matrix which is defined by the inner envelope of a fiber dominated mode
cf fiber volume fraction (FDM) and a matrix dominated mode (MOM).
crn matrix volume traction The next section gives a brief overview of the bimcdat

I Instantaneous stress concentration matrix plasticity theory. The associated presentation and subsequent
A instantaneous strain concentration matrix publications will describe its Implementation Into various levels
W fiber stress concentration for a dilute solution of finite element idealizations and present the results obtained.
T fiber strain concentration for a dilute solution
G plastic compliance matrix

n unit normal vector INTRODUCTION TO BIMODAL PLASTICITY
a slip direction vector

shear stress Bimodal plasticity Is a semi-phenomenological model

slip plane angle which describes the plastic deformation of fibrous composites
consisting of elastic fibers and an elastic-plastlc. rate-

o slip direction angle Independent matrix [Dvorak and Bahel-El-Din, 19871. The
O material stiffness matrix theory assumes that the deformation of such a composite can be

described In terms of one of two deformation modes, the fiber-
dominated mode (FOM) or the matvlx-dominalted mode (MOM). In

INT 'ODUCTION the fiber-dominated mode, both phases deform together In the
elastic and plastic range and the composite aggregate is treated in

The accurate modeling of structures constructed of the context of heterogeneous moea elasticity arnd plasticity. In the
advanced high temperature composite materials requires matrix-dominated mode, plastic deformation is caused by slip on

consideration of inelastic material behavior. The accurate matrix planes which are parallel to the fiber axis. The yield
prediction of the inelastic behavior of these materials requires the condition corresponding to each mode gives a yield surface in the
explicit consideration of the Inelastic behavior of the constituent overall stress space. The overall yield surface of the composite is
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I
I then given by the inr envelop of the yield surfaces of the two W-L, TM6

odes. T Is the fiber strain concentration factor of the dilute
The dominant deformation mode is determined by the solution:

elastic modull of the phases, In parlicular the longitudinal shear
modulus, and the overall loads. In the plane stress space, the T - I I + P (L - ]-1
matrix-dominated mode Is active in composites where the ratio of where P is a constant matrix that depends on the shape of
the longitudinal elastic shear modulus of the fiber and the matrix the fibers and the elastic properties of the matrix.
is large, eg. B/AI and SiC/Al composites. The fiber-dominated In the plastic range, for composites with elastic fibers, theI mode is common In composite systems where the fiber longitudinal plastic strain increment in the matrix phase (de.) is related to
shear modulus Is comparable or smaller than the matrix elastic
shear modulus. This mode also occurs when stress in the fiber the overall plastic strain Increment (deP) by
axis Is the dominant loading. Recent experiments on a B/AI
composite system have verified the existence of the deformation deP - c, BT--dL
modes postulated by the bimodal plasticity theory. Following is a where BL is the transpose of the matrix elastic stress
brief description of both of the deformation modes. concentration factor.

The plastic strain increment of the matrix phase is relatedFier.Dominatod Mode to the matrix stress Increment (dam) through the plastic
Plastic deformation in the fiber-dominated mode is compliance matrix (G)

described by averaging models originally introduced for elastic
phases [HIP, 1963). The constitutive relations of the phases are dk = G de,
assumed to be known for the volume average of the local fields. where G is derived from the constitutive model of the
Under Isothermal loads, the phase strain average der and the matrix, which in this case Is described by a two surface plasticitys tress aosodOr, are related by: theory.

average The explicit form the instantaneous stress concentration

dor iLrdgr factor (B,ý"t) can then be shown to be:

d4 dar M [(M. -MK) + (I - B;'.) G]' (MK - Mfyc.
wherewhe r - f (fiber phase) or m (matrix phase) M Is the composite overall elastic compliance

* ~~Lr - instantaneous stiffness matrix phase r.marxMr - Instantaneous complfn nce matrix phase r.Mme is the matrix elastic compliance matrix.

rMr V1 - instantaneous compliance matrix phase Mf Is the fiber compliance matrix (assumed always
Similar relations can be written for the composite overall e

uniform field The fiber instantaneous concentration factor (Br") and
matrix instantaneous concentration factor (Bts) can then be

da - L de related:

de - M do B' - (I - c.
The volume average of the local stress and strain It can be shown that the phase stress concentration factor

increments are related to their overall counterparts by and strain concentration factor are related as:

do*,+ qdo AMBrL
do,,ced+dawhere L Is the composite overall stiffness matrix.

Thus, once the instantaneous stress concentration factors
di"cf dFf + Clde. of the phases are found, the overall stiffness matrix of the

cf. cm - fiber and matrix volume fraction cf + cm c

1. Matrix-dominated mode
In addition, the local fields are assumed to be related to the In the matrix dominated mode the deformation in theoverall fields by: plastic range is derived from plastic slip along plane parallel to

the fiber direction. Consider a typical slip system shown in Fig.
% o- hr dcy 1. The unit normal n defines the slip plane, and s is the slipI direction.

where d =, [i 0 cos 0 -sin P1 T
Br a instantaneous stress concentration phase r.
Ar - Instantaneous strain concentration phase r. s - f cos 6 sin o sin 0 Cos 1 sin 01 T

Thus, the overall stiffness and compliance matrices can be The resolved shear stress on the plane with normal n in thewritten as direction s Is then:
L cf Lq Af + cm Lm Am

M CjMlBf + cmMm Om f = ni Oij Sj
In the elastic range, the Concentration factors of the phases o r

can be found from an averaging model. In the present work, themethod developed by Mod OW Tanaka [1973] was used to evaluate im -1/2 sin 210 Sin 8 ( CF22 - 033) + COS 0} COS 0 021
m the elastic concentration factors. The fiber stress concentration

f - sin Cos 0 031 + cos 20 sin e 032
Bf - W (Ca I + cfW)-1 We now transform the coordinate system by rotating by %

where W is the fiber stress concentration factor of a dilute about the fiber axis. In ,ftis new coordinate system we denote 021I solution: and 023 by Tj and v, respectively.
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It -COS A 21 -Sin A (31 +=co.1 I~

v2 1/2 sin 20 (oan - o03) + CoS 20 032 A more complete derivation and a discussion of te specifc
The resolved show stress can be written as: plasticity theory used can be found in Wu [191J.

TM -T2 +,2
The onset of yielding occurs when the magnitude of the resolved ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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ADVANCED FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS FOR
COMPOSITE SHELLS

Mark W. Beall*

Mark S. Shephard**

ABSTRACT

This paper considers the application of advanced nonlinear mixing models for the
determination of composite constitutive relations in finite element analysis of composite plates
and shells. The nonlinear mixing model considered is based on the bimodal plasticity model.
This material is used in conjunction with two spatial discretizations: solid finite elements and
layerwise linear kinematic deformations through the thickness in first order shear
deformation shell finite elements. Initial numerical results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate modeling of structures constructed with advanced high temperature composite
materials requires consideration of the inelastic behavior of these materials. The accurate
prediction of the inelastic behavior of composites requires explicit consideration of the
inelastic behavior of their constituent materials. Mixing models for fibrous composites that
consider the inelastic behavior of the constituents have been developed [1,2,31. This paper
considers the utilization of one of these models, the bimodal plasticity model [2], with various
levels of spatial discretization in the finite element analysis of composite structures.

Since most composite structures have one dimension which is substantially smaller than
the other two, it is desirable to employ a spatial discretization assumption which reduces the
amount of computation needed in the small dimension. This dimensional reduction process is
particularly complex in the case of laminated structures constructed from thin orthotropic
layers. This process is further complicated when lamina level nonlinear material behavior
must be considered. This paper considers two spatial discretizations: solid finite elements and
layerwise linear kinematic deformations through the thickness in first order shear
deformation shell finite elements.

For composite materials that are generally characterized by linear material responses,
such as epoxy matrix composites, this issue of accuracy has been investigated for many different
laminated shell models. Noor and Burton [41 give a complete review of the subject. However, in
some composite systems, for example metal matrix composites, there is significant nonlinearity
in the material response, i.e. matrix plasticity, long before the useful strength of the material
is reached. For these materials the nonlinear response of the matrix material and thus the
composite as a whole, must be accounted for.

""Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Eng., Aeronautical Eng. and Mechanics, Director,
Scientific Computation Research Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NT 12180-3590.

*Research Assistant, Dept. of Mechanical Eng., Aeronautical Eng. and Mechanics, RPI.I



COMPOSITE SHELL MODELS

Due to the complex nature of laminated composites there are many different manners in
which they may be modeled. Many papers, surveys and reviews have been published on this
subject, for a recent reviews see Noor and Burton [41 and Reddy [5]. Each type of model provides
good engineering accuracy for different types of problems. The increase in computational
expense incurred by increasing the modeling accuracy can be quite significant. Therefore, it is
important to understand the bounds of validity of each of the models.

The most complete way to model a composite structure is with full 3-D solid modeling.
In this way no specific kinematic assumptions are introduced regarding the behavior of the
structure. Assuming a correct material model, the only source of error is the discretization error,
which can be easily quantified and controlled. This type of modeling, however, is
computationally expensive, especially with thin curved structures. A typical composite may
have dozens of layers, each of which requires one or more element through the thickness.

One way to derive formulations for the behavior of shells is to apply specific
kinematic constraints to the full three-dimensional elasticity equations. This 'degeneration' of
the three-dimensional elasticity equations is the basis for many shell formulations. A common
kinematic assumption on the behavior of shells is that the in-plane displacement components
vary linearly in the thickness direction. In particular, if we assume a linear variation through
the thickness of the in-plane displacement quantities in each layer (equivalently, constant
transverse shear strains in each layer) we arrive at a first-order discrete layer theory. In this
formulation, if we neglect the generally small direct strain in the thickness direction, there are
2N +3 displacement parameters through the thickness, where N is the number of layers, which
can be a significant reduction compared to 3-D modeling. Since the transverse stresses are
constant in each layer, the continuity of these stresses is not satisfied at the layer interfaces
and they are generally not zero at the top and bottom surface of the shell. This set of
assumptions will be referred to as discrete layer theory (DLT) throughout this paper although
there are many different shell theories that also fall into this category.

Another common simplification that is made is to apply the assumption of a single
linear variation of the in-plane displacement quantities through the entire shell thickness,
rather than to each individual layer. In this way the layered shell is replaced by an
equivalent single-layer anisotropic shell. This type of formulation, generally called a first-
order shear deformation theory, is computationally advantageous since the number of
displacement parameters is independent of the number of layers, but gives poor results for
transverse stress distributions 141.

The analyses performed in this investigation utilized the ABAQUS finite element
program 161. This program provides a simple interface to add user routines that are run during
an analysis. In this work both a user element, for the discrete layer theory shell, and a user
material, for the nonlinear material model, bimodal plasticity, were used.

The 3-D solid modeling was performed using the ABAQUS C3D20 element. This is a
20-noded quadratic displacement element. Both the fully integrated (3 x 3 x 3) and version and
the reduced integration (2 x 2 x 2) version of this element were used. The reason for using the
reduced integration element was to reduce the computation time for models with several
elements through the thickness of each layer for problems where the reduced integration did
not introduce errors into the solution.

The discrete layer theory element, called LCSLFC, was developed by K. Dorninger 171.
It employs CO linear segments for the through the thickness deformation of each layer. The
LCSLFC element is based on the degeneration principle. The element is a 16-noded shell usingI cubic shape functions for the in-plane displacement quantities.

The implementation of the LCSLFC element allows considerable flexibility in
modeling composite laminates. The shell thickness may be varied through each element. Each
layer may have a different orientation, thickness and material. In this study a user defined
material is incorporated into the element.

I
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BIMODAL PLASTICITY

Bimodal plasticity is a semi-phenomenological model which describes the plastic
deformation of fibrous composites consisting of elastic fibers and an elastic-plastic matrix [21.
The theory assumes that the deformation of such a composite can be described in terms of one of
two deformation modes, the fiber-donmnated mode (FDM) or the matrix-dominated mode
(MDM). In the fiber-dominated mode, both phases deform together in the elastic and plastic
range and the composite aggregate is treated in the context of heterogeneous media elasticity
and plasticity. In the matrix-dominated mode, plastic deformation is caused by slip on matrix
planes which are parallel to the fiber axis. The yield condition corresponding to each mode
gives a yield surface in the overall stress space. The overall yield surface of the composite is
then given by the inner envelope of the yield surfaces of the two modes.

The dominant deformation mode is determined by the elastic moduli of the phases, in
particular the longitudinal shear modulus, and the overall loads. In the plane stress space, the
matrix-dominated mode is active in composites where the ratio of the longitudinal elastic
shear modulus of the fiber and the matrix is large, e.g. B/Al and SiC/Al composites. The fiber-
dominated mode is common in composite systems where the fiber longitudinal shear modulus is
comparable or smaller than the matrix elastic shear modulus. This mode also occurs when
stress in the fiber axis is the dominant loading. Recent experiments on a B/Al composite system
have verified the existence of the deformation modes postulated by the bimodal plasticity
theory 181. Following is a brief description of the both of the deformation modes [9].

Fiber-Dominated Mode
Plastic deformation in the fiber-dominated mode is described by averaging models

originally introduced for elastic phases [10). The constitutive relations of the phases are
assumed to be known for the volume average of the local fields. Under isothermal loads, the
phase strain average dEr and the stress average dOr, are related by:

dar = Lr dEr (1)
dr =Mr dOr (2)

where
r = f (fiber phase) or m (matrix phase)
Lr = instantaneous stiffness matrix of phase r.
Mr = Lr"1 = instantaneous compliance matrix of phase r

Similar relations can be written for the composite overall uniform fieldSdo = L dE (3)
dE = M do (4)

The volume average of the local stress and strain increments are related to their
overall counterparts by

do-= cf daf + cm dam (5)
w dE= cf drf + cm dE• (6)I where

cf, cm = fiber and matrix volume fraction, cf + cm = 1.
In addition, the local fields are assumed to be related to the overall fields by:

dor = Brdo (7)
dEr Ar dE (8)

I where
wr Br = instantaneous stress concentration of phase r.

Ar = instantaneous strain concentration of phase r.
Thus, the overall stiffness and compliance matrices can be written as

L = cf Lf Af + cm Lm Am (9)

I



M = cf Mf Bf + Cm Mm Bm (10)
In the elastic range, the concentration factors of the phases are found from an averaging

model. In the present work, the method developed by Mori and Tanaka [11t was used to
evaluate the elastic concentration factors.

In the plastic range, for composites with elastic fibers, the plastic strain increment in
the matrix phase (dW&) is related to the overall plastic strain increment (deP) by

S= c.. BL d (0(11)
where BL is the transpose of the matrix elastic stress concentration factor.
The plastic strain increment of the matrix phase is related to the matrix stress

increment (drm) through the plastic compliance matrix (G)
d = G dam (12)

where G is derived from the constitutive model of the matrix, which in this case is
described by a two surface plasticity theory.

The explicit form of the matrix instantaneous stress concentration factor (Blr) can then
be shown to be:

B = [(M - M,) + (I-B.)G]' (M.-MYc. (13)
where

Me is the composite overall elastic compliance matrix.
Mme is the matrix elastic compliance matrix.
Mf is the fiber compliance matrix (assumed always elastic)

The fiber instantaneous concentration factor (BP") and matrix instantaneous
concentration factor (B•r) can then be related:

Br3it = (I -"c.• BWY1"c= (14)

The phase stress concentration factor and strain concentration factor are related as:

Ar=MrBrL (15)
where L is the composite overall stiffness matrix.
Thus, once the instantaneous stress concentration factors of the phases are found, the

overall stiffness matrix of the composite can be determined.

Matrix-dominated mode
In the matrix dominated mode the deformation in the plastic range is derived from

plastic slip along planes parallel to the fiber direction. Consider a typical slip system shown
in Fig. 1. The unit normal n defines the slip plane, and s is the slip direction,

nn=[0 cosp -sin p]T (16)

s=[cosO sin Psin e cospsinO]T (17)
The resolved shear stress on the plane with normal n in the direction s is then:

Ins - ni aij sj (18)
or

%ns - 1/2 sin 2P sin 0 ( 022 - q33) + cos P cos 0 a21 (19)

- sin 0 cos 0 a3 + cos 20 sin 0 oa
We now transform the coordinate system by rotating by 0 about the fiber axis. In this

new coordinate system we denote o21 and Y23 by rj and T2, respectively.

tj = cos 1O"21 - sin 0 a31 (20)
T2 = 1/2 sin 21 (o22 -a33) + cos 20 a32 (21)

The resolved shear stress can be written as:
Tns = T12 +r,22 (22)
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Figure 1. Slip Plane in Matrix Dominated Mode

The onset of yielding occurs when the magnitude of the resolved shear stress Tns equals
the matrix yield stress in simple shear. Thus the slip planes are found by evaluating the
maxima of •n$().:I = [(022 - 033?2 . 2j sin 43 + 032 (o - 033) cos 4P (23)

(oil -oai) sin 2P - 021 031 cos 213 = 0
2

Some trigonometric simplification of this condition leads to the following quartic
equation for P3s corresponding to the maximum resolved shear stress.

we ly + 2y + a3y2 + +•CS -0 (24)I where
a, = 4(A 2 + B2)

a2 = -4(AC + BD)
x3 = -4(A2 + B2 - C2 - D2)

a4 = 2(2AC + BD)
and Cý = B2 -C2

A I (a22 - 033?)a2.
4

I B = 032 (022 - 033)

c- I(oi, -ail)
2

D = 021 0Y31

Once the roots the quartic equation are known, the possible slip planes are given by:

y +Cs" " + (25)

A complete derivation and a discussion of the specific plasticity theory used can be
found in Wu [91.

IMPLEMENTATION OF BIMODAL PLASTICITY INTO LAMINATED SHELL ELEMENTS

The original bimodal plasticity formulation considered a six dimensional stress-strain
space. Therefore it is necessary, in the implementation of bimodal plasticity into shell
elements, to eliminate the stress and strain terms that do not occur in the shell formulation.I
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The shell formulation used here assume that each layer is in a state of plane stress, that is a3
0. This condition was enforced by modifying the stiffness matrix (D) into a plane stress stiffness
matrix (D) as follows.

Dj -- DkI- D22 (26)I D22

where the correspondence between i,j and k,l is given by:
ij 12345

k, 1 2 4 5 6
The strain increments passed into the material model are also modified to properly

reflect the assumed state of the material. For this case the proper increment of e3 must be
passed to the material model such that the model returns a3 = 0. this strain increment is
calculated as:

d D.. i = 1.2,4,5,6 (27)
D33

This transformation of the stiffness matrix is performed between the element routine
and the bimodal plasticity routine. Thus, the same code can be used for the material model in
both the shell elements and the solid elements.

RESULTS

The material properties in Table I were used for all examples.

Fiber Matrix
axial stiffness 689655 axial stiffness 72395.4
axial shear stiffness 16517.2 axial shear stiffness 27216.3
axial Poisson's ratio 0.2 axial Poisson's ratio 0.33
transverse stiffness 0.41 transverse stiffness 72395.4
transverse shear stiffness 2068.97 transverse shear stiffness 27216.3
volume fraction 0.5 yield stress 70.0

Table 1. Material Properties

Simply supported flat plate under uniform pressure load
For these problems, one-quarter of a simply supported plate, under a uniform load was

modeled using shell elements and solid elements. The solid models used a 5 by 5 mesh for the
quarter plate, with symmetry conditions, with 2 or 4 elements through the thickness of each
ply. The shell models employed a 4 by 4 mesh for the quarter plate.

For all the plots presented below, stresses are given in the global axis system as shown
in Fig. 2. The fiber orientations are measured with respect to the xI axis.

I 3P

h .I
I

Figure 2. Simply supported flat plate.I
I
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For this problem LI = L2 = 2. Although, for all the cases tested with this layup, there
was significant material nonlinearity, load-deflection curves were very nearly linear. This
implies that the overall response is primarily governed by the elastic response of the fibers.

For this layup the solid model and the discrete layer model produce essentially the
same displacement results. The stress distributions obtained from the solid and discrete layer
models, for a plate thickness h = 0.1, are shown in figures 3 and 4, ý is the normalized thickness
coordinate. For both models the in-plane stress distributions are in good agreement, while the
transverse stress distributions show a significant difference, as would be expected since the
discrete layer model assumes constant transverse strains through the thickness of each layer.I 1 ! t '1 I I

0.5 0.. .......................i
---- LTI ~0 - ...... 0 . .............................
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-0.5 - ------............. 05..............

-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
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Figure 3. In-plane stress distributions for solid and discrete layer model h 0.1, Load 2 Ma.
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Figure 4.I Tranvese::er stress dsrbtosfor solid and discrete lyrmodel. h =0.1,

In ig.4 i ca beseen that the transverse shear stresses in the discrete layer model are
not constant. The transverse shear strain components are assumed constant through the layer
but the other strain component vary through the thickness. Thus, for a nonlinear material the
shear moduli may change through the thickness resulting in stress that are not constant. This in
an important consideration in the formulation of shell elements for use with nonlinear materialU ~model&.

-II •
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I For this problem Li = L2 -=2. The thickness, h, was taken to be 0.1. The load-deflection curves

for this laminate showed much more nonlinearity than those for the (0/90)s laminate. This
implies that the overall response was significantly affected by the nonlinear behavior of the

0.S--plastic
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Figure 5. Stesdistributions for (±45)s lamidnate, solid model, 2 elements throughI thickness per layer
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Fig"re 5 shows the stress distributions through the thickness for the laminate in both

the elastic and plastic ranges for the solid model with 2 elements through the thickness. The
stresses have been normalized by the applied load. The inplane stress quantities show similar
distributions in both the elastic and plastic ranges. The transverse stress quantities, both direct
and shear, show some significant differences between the elastic and plastic cases. The
differences in the distributions increased with increasing load.

The transverse shear distribution through the thickness of the laminate for the shell
model are shown in Fig. 6. These stress distributions show a significant difference from those
obtained from the solid element. There is also a significant change in the stress distribution
between the elastic and plastic stress distributions. The inplane stress quantities are similar to3 those from the solid model and have similar distributions in both the elastic and plastic range.

I . - g l a s t i c

0.5 .. - " 0. 5
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-.0 . .......------ " -0 .5
0 . l5l0I, ___i -

-4 .3 -2 .1 0 1 2 3 3 -2 1

020b a Y P0

Figure 6. Transverse shear stress distributions, shell model.

I Since the response of this material is dominated by the in-plane stiffness of the
laminate and not the detailed transverse shear stress distribution, a first order shear
deformation model, might be expected to give reasonable results. Combining this model with a
predictor-corrector approach, such as that proposed by Norr, et. al. [12], could be expected to
give good results with a significant reduction in computation time. Also since the response, for
the layups tested, was dominated by the elastic properties of the fiber, it may be possible to use
the elastic properties of the composite in the predictor phase and then incorporate the
nonlinear material properties into the corrector phase.
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Analysis Idealization Control for Composite
Materials with Nonlinear Behavior
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reliable modeling of the physical behavior of composite structures requires
the balanced consideration of each of the analysis idealizations used to go from
the physical description of the composite system to the numerical analysismodels used to predict the behavior. Specification and categorization of the

idealization steps associated with the analysis of nonlinear composite materials
is complicated by both the complexity of the idealizations needed and the close
interrelationships among the idealization steps.

Prediction of the performance of composite structures must explicitly
account for the physical scales that control the behavior of interest. There are a
variety of methodologies available to account for these physical scales in an
analysis. Of particular interest in composites with nonlinear constituents are the
methodologies used to account for the micromechanical nonlinear behavior.
Another analysis idealization important to the analysis of composite smtctures
is dimensional reductions.UThis paper begins with a brief review of the issues associated with the

control of analysis idealizations and outlines a modeling system being
developed to provide this control. This is followed by a more detailed
discussion of the idealizations associated with the thermo-mechanical analysis
of composite structures. Finally some results which make comparisons between
specific idealizations and emphasize the application of the bimodal plasticity
model for nonlinear composites are given.

2. CONTROL OF ANALYSIS IDEALIZATIONS

Analysis Idealigtin
.The application of engineering analysis typically employs a number of

idealizations to reduce a physical behavior to a set of algebraic equations that
can be solved manually or on a computer. Each step of idealization used in an
engineering analysis process introduces some level of approximation. Thereliability of an analysis depends on the ability to understand and control theapproximation errors introduced by each step of idealization [1, 2, 3].
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The accuracy of a solution is a function of the measure(s) of accuracy you
are interested in. For example, the results of a finite element solution to the
equations of elasticity for a given problem may yield values of the reactions
and displacements with sufficient accuracy, while the predictions of the peak
stresses are unacceptably inaccurate. It is therefore important to qualify the
error of interest in an appropriate norm. Typically several norms of the
solution results are of interest.

3 The first step in estimating the errors in engineering analysis is to
enumerate the contributing sources which in the thermo-mechanical analysis of
composites include: the basic mathematical model selected to represent the
physical behavior of interest; the physical scale the mathematical model is
solved upon and the alterations to the basic mathematical model associated with
representation of lower scales; the dimensional reductions and associated
alterations to the mathematical model to eliminate physical dimensions; theI-- domain of the analysis; the material property parameters; the boundary
conditions (also initial conditions when time is one of the dimensions of the
problem); and the discretizations used for the analysis. Section 3 discusses
each source with respect to the thermo-mechanical modeling of composites.

Since the exact solution to a requested analysis is generally not known, it is
only possible to obtain estimates to the solution error. The goal of idealization
error control is to ensure that reliable estimates of the errors of interest can be
obtained and that these estimated errors are forced to be less than a user3 specified limit for that analysis.

The techniques available to aid in the control of idealization errors include
analytically-based error estimation, hierarchic model comparisons, analytically-
based results for ideal situations, sensitivity analysis, statistical methods,
comparison to known physical limits, test results and reasonable limits, and
rules based on experience and intuition (2]. Analytically-based error estimation
and hierarchic model comparisons provide the greatest promise for the reliable
estimation of the idealization error contributions. Analytically-based error
estimators have been developed to provide reliable control of some of the finite
element discretization errors. However, techniques of similar reliability are not
readily available to control other idealization error contributions. The
combination of analytically-based error estimation and hierarchic model
comparisons is a promising approach for the control of the other idealizations3 critical to the analysis of composite structures.

Framework for Analysis Idealization Control in Engineering Desirn
The ability to apply idealization control during engineering design requires

a system framework which can house various levels of analysis idealization
control with intelligent design methodologies and engineering analysis tools.
The framework of an engineering modeling system for mechanical objects
(IDEALZ) that is specifically structured to support the idealizations used in
engineering modeling and analysis is described in references (4, 51. The system
architecture is consistent with the architectures being considered to supportdesign modeling systems in reference [6].

The heart of the system is the representation of the object being designed
and the modelers that support that repmsentation. To support the functions
necessary in the design evolution of an object, its representation is housed in

I
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linked functional and geometric model stucures, each of which are controlled
by the appropriate modelers. The other operational components of the modeling
system are the applications. The applications include analysis procedures to
answer performance questions, algorithms to alter the design based on analysis
results, and procedures to plan the manufacturing processes, etc. Applications
are separated into two groups based on the technology underlying their
implementation, not on the functions addressed. The first group is analytically-
based applications. The majority of the applications in this group are numerical
analysis and optimization procedures. The second group is knowledge-based
applications. Knowledge-based applications operate from codified heuristics
placed in rule sets.

The task of analysis idealization control falls to the goal manager and the
analysis strategist, which guide the operation of the system. The goal manager
and the analysis strategist interact with the models, applications, and databases
to track the various activities that have been performed and guide the
application of those that are requested. The first task of the goal manager is to
accept a request to perform an operation, and determine if the basic information
and capabilities required to perform the task exist. It then invokes the strategist
which is responsible for formulating and controlling the idealization steps
required to perform the requested analysis. The goal manager is responsible for
maintaining information about the status of the analysis goals used for the
design and the goals that have been performed previously.

3. ANALYSIS IDEALIZATION CONTROL FOR COMPOSITE
MATERIALS

This section outlines the analysis idealizations that should be considered in
the analysis of composite structures and gives a brief indication of how the
idealization processes can be addressed. The close interaction of the methods of
idealization control applied to composite materials tends to make one
idealization process flow into the next and makes the idealization processes
dependent upon each other. Although this makes the process of idealization
categorization difficult, and in some cases seemingly arbitrary, it affords an
opportunity to employ idealization evaluation processes that can provide useful
insight on multiple idealization steps. This possibility is being specifically3 considered in the current research program.

Mathematical Model
The derivation of the base mathematical model begins with a clear

enumeration of the physical laws deemed critical to the description of the
physical behavior at hand. In the case of the thermo-mechanical behavior of
heterogeneous materials, the minimum scale that must be addressed in any
analysis idealization must be considered. In structural composites of the overall
size scale considered here, the minimum level is assumed to be orders of
magnitude above that of individual atomic units. This assumption allows us to
employ classic continuum mechanics in terms of i) equilibrium of mechanical
forces, ii) kinematic relationships relating internal deformations (strains) to
displacements, and iii) constitutive relations between internal forces and
deformations. These relationships must be satisfied at any scale for which they
are constructed. They are valid down to constituent levels where the minimum
dimensions of the constituents considered are well above atomic dimensions.

I
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Such assumptions may not be reasonable in extremely small scale structures
such as micromachines or ultra-thin multichip interconnects. Since the
definition of the mathematical model as used here is the fundamental starting
point for an analysis process, the only idealization evaluation measure availableis comparison to measured physical behavior.

Physical Scale of the Solution and Representation of Lower Scales
By their very nature, the thermo-mechanical analysis of heterogeneous

materials at a macromechanical level must explicitly account for the
micromechanical structure and properties of the constituents. In some simple
linear cases, this consideration may be through simple homogenization models
which are easy to apply. However, in more complicated situations much more
explicit consideration of micromechanical behavior is needed. For example,
metal matrix composites can not be properly designed without explicit
consideration of the material nonlinearities. These materials demonstrate
nonlinear behavior early in the load-deformation process, and the extension of
linear results past the limit of linearity is not conservative (7, 8].

The determination of a homogenization method and its bounds of validity
appropriate for the problem at hand must consider.

1. the accuracy level required for the terms in the homogenized
constitutive model developed

2. the geometry of the microstructure

3. the well-posedness of the mathematical model due to the possible loss
of ellipticiry of local damage models

4. the material behavior of the constituents

5. the need to use the information generated during the homogenization
process to predict local field information after the global field is
determined

I6. the gradients in the solution parameters with respect to the size of the
constituents used in the homogenization process

A number of analytic procedures are available to perform the
homogenization of idealized micromechanical geometries when the constituent
materials are linear elastic [9]. In many cases these procedures can be shown to
produce tight bounds on the macromechanical constitutive relations. However,
they often do not provide accurate estimates of the detailed local stresses and
strains for other than the idealized geometric configuration assumed. In cases of
linear material problems, where these techniques do not provide accurate
macromechanical constitutive properties or where accurate local solution
quantities are important, more detailed micromechanical level homogenization
analyses based on finite element techniques are possible [10].

When one or more of the constituent materials becomes nonlinear,
analytically derived homogenization expressions require solution through
numerical iteration. One such model is the vanishing fiber diameter model
which has the two deficiencies of not being able to accurtely model behavior
dominated by transverse behavior and not being able to provide accurate local
values.I
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Numerical models using more realistic micro-geometries have recently
received considerable attention for the homogenization of nonlinear
constituents. One such model is the periodic hexagonal array model (1 I] in
which a local finite element discretization is used in the construction of a
macromechanical constitutive model based on the constituent properties.
Although a computationally demanding model, the periodic hexagonal array
model does provide accurate prediction of the overall properties, and, if the
local discretization is fine enough, a good estimation of the local field
quantities for the idealized micro-geometry.

An alternative approach to the development of homogenization procedures
in the presence of nonlinear constituents are phenomenological micromechanic
models such as bimodal plasticity [7]. This model employs the inner envelop ofI. a micromechanical level fiber dominated mode and matrix dominated mode.
The numerical implementation of such a procedure can be made quite efficient,
however, it is not likely that such an approach will provide accurate predictions
of local field quantities.

Most homogenization procedures rely on a level of uniformity of the local
fields at each point of evaluation. If the gradients of the critical solutionparameters are too high, the accuracy and validity of the homogenizationprocess is in question.

The ability to evaluate the idealization errors associated with
homogenization is strongly dependent on the homogenization process used.
Mathematical analysis procedures can be used in some cases to bound specific
elastic constants. The ability to define such bounds is often lost with the
introduction of nonlinear material behavior of the constituents. The use of finite
element techniques for the solution of the homogenized problem provides an
interesting method to employ discretization error control techniques to evaluate
the homogenization errors [10].

Separate evaluation procedures are required when the high local gradients
invalidate the micromechanical uniform periodicity of the entire
homogenization process. As indicated below, this area is one that will receive
specific consideration in the current research.

SDimensional Reductions
Since the effective use of composite materials must account for the

directional nature of the material, most composite components are thin in at
least one direction. Therefore, the development of analysis idealizations must
deal with the reduction of the through the thickness direction. This introduces
all the complexities of the plate and shell theories which all have at least one
representational inconsistency which leads to complexities in the representation
of transverse shear and introduces representational difficulties at boundaries
and junctures in shells. These problems become even more critical in composite
materials (12].

One approach to the control of idealization errors associated with
dimensional reduction is to convert it into a discretization process Instead of
stating specific assumptions on the through the thickness direction, a
convergent discretization through the thickness is used which allows the
development of estimates of the error introduced by truncating the expansion at3 a given point [13, 14, 15, 161. Since many of the finite element discretizations
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of laminated shells (171 employ semi-discretizations where laminate level
through the thickness discrete assumptions are applied, the use of an expansion
through the thickness is possible.

Often the need to improve the through the thickness idealization is limited
_ to critical areas. In these cases it is advisable to employ different levels of

through the thickness idealization locally. For example, at shell boundaries or at
junctures, complete three-dimensional representations could be used to improve
the solution accuracy [18]. Alternatively, two level models can be used to
determine local parameters and to provide feedback to locally improve the
through the thickness idelization. Noor has successfully demonstrated such aprocedure [19] for composite shells.

Domain
Domain simplifications in the analysis of composite materials can arise at

each scale level considere& At the macromechanical level there are the
standard domain simplifications. An additional concern in the evaluation of the
influence of these procedures is the directional nature of composites which
complicates the evaluation of idealization procedures. For example, typicaldimensions for assuming Saint-Venant's principle holds can be much greater inan anisotropic material.

At the micromechanical scale it is common to employ geometric
simplifications of the shape of the constituents in the specification of the
idealization used in the homogenization process. Consideration must be given
to the influence of these approximations on the determination of
macromechanical material parameters. Often the approximations used have a
small influence on these parameters. In some cases, consideration must also be
given to the influence of micromechanical domain approximations on the
estimation of local quantities such as stress concentration factors that may be
used in criteria to estimate the initiation of local nonlinear behavior.

Material Prondis
The accuracy of the material parameters in a macromechanical constitutive

relation are a function of the homogenization process and the accuracy of the
constituent constitutive parameters, including the representation of interfaces or
interphases. Therefore, the accuracy of representation of the material
parameters must consider the constituents and the representation, if any, of the
constituent interfaces. Once the constituent material parameters have been
combined through homogenization to produce a macromechanical constitutive
relation, it is necessary to examine the ability of that relationship to representthe material behavior.

IAlthough the mathematical model places constraints on the overall form of
the constituent constitutive relations, there are a wide range of possible
representational models that can be selected when material nonlineanrties must
be represented. The selection of these models must consider both the model's
ability to represent the experimentally measured material response, and the

validity and influence of that model on the nonlinear solution processes that
must be applied to that model during thermo-mechanical analyses. At this timethere has been a limited amount of work on the qualification of the idealizationerrors associated with nonlinear material models [20, 21].

I
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Boundar_ and Initial Conditions
The representation of boundary conditions must account for the

homogenization and dimensional reduction processes. The dimensional
reduction processes introduce a number of problems in the specification of
boundary conditions (22]. The issues of boundary condition representation
become even more complex in composite materials if edge effects are
considered. Another issue associated with the specification of boundary

* conditions of particular importance to this research is when a local
micromechanical level analysis needs to obtain boundary conditions
determined by a global macromechanical analysis. However in engineering
analysis the choice of boundary conditions is usually a modeling decision
between several alternatives. If this is the case for a particular problem then the
choice leading to the smoother solution is preferable since it increases the rate
of convergence of the solution [141.

I sretzarion
The control of discretization errors for composite materials at a particular

level become complicated by the desire to control the discretization errors as
they relate to variables at different scales where different discretizations may be
used at the different levels of scale. Even with these complications it is clear
that error control based on a posteriori error estimation is the most reliable
method to qualify and control idealizations.

4. APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR MIXING MODEL WITH AND
WITHOUT DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION

IThe following sections present some initial results comparing idealizations
of the material model and idealizations involving dimensional reductions.3 First, an overview of the nonlinear material model, bimodal plasticity, is
presented. Next the specific dimensional reductions used are discussed.
Finally, some initial results of the effect of these idealizations on the prediction
of the behavior of a transversely loaded plate are presented.

Bimodal PlasticilX Material Model
Bimodal plasticity is a semi-phenomenological model which describes the

plastic deformation of fibrous composites consisting of elastic fibers and an
elastic-plastic matrix [23, 7]. The theory assumes that the deformation of such
a composite can be described in terms of one of two deformation modes, the
fiber-dominated mode (FDM) or the matrix-dominated mode (MDM). In the
fiber-dominated mode, both phases, fiber and matrix, deform together in the
elastic and plastic range and the composite aggregate is treated in the context of
heterogeneous media elasticity and plasticity. In the noatrix-dominated mode,
plastic deformation is caused by slip on matrix planes which are parallel to the
fiber axis. The yield condition corresponding to each mode gives a yield
surface in the overall stress space. The overall yield surface of the composite is3 then given by the inner envelope of the yield surfaces of the two modes.

The dominant deformation mode is determined by the elastic moduli of the
phases, in particular the longitudinal shear modulus, and the overall loads. In
the plane stress space, the matrix-dominated mode is active in composites
where the ratio of the longitudinal elastic shear modulus of the fiber and the
matrix is large, e.g. B/Al and SiCIAI composites. The fiber-dominated mode is
common in composite systems where the fiber longitudinal shear modulus is

I
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comparable or smaller than the matrix elastic shear modulus. This mode also
occurs when stress in the fiber axis is the dominant loading. Recent
experiments on a B/Al composite system have verified the existence of the
deformation modes postulated by the bimodal plasticity theory [23, 7].
Following is a brief description of both of the deformation modes (24].

Fiber-Dominated Mode Plastic deformation in the fiber-dominated mode is
described by averaging models originally introduced for elastic phases [25].
The constitutive relations of the phases are assumed to be known for the
volume average of the local fields.

The overall stiffness and compliance matrices can be written as functions of
the phase volume fractions, phase properties and stress concentrations. In the
elastic range, the concentration factors of the phases are found from an
averaging model. In the present work, the method developed by Mori and
Tanaka (26] is used to evaluate the elastic concentration factors. In the plastic
range, for composites with elastic fibers, the plastic strain increment in the
matrix phase is described by a two surface plasticity theory.

The explicit form of the matrix instantaneous stress concentration factor in
the plastic range can be found. Once the instantaneous stress concentration
factors of the phases are found, the overall stiffness matrix of the composite can
be determined.

Matrix-Dominated Mod In the matrix dominated mode the deformation in the
plastic range is derived from plastic slip along planes parallel to the fiber
direction. The active slip planes are determined by finding the planes parallel
to the fibers on which the resolved shear stress is a maximum. The onset of
matrix yielding occurs when the magnitude of the resolved shear stress along
one of the slip planes equals the matrix yield stress in simple shear. The plastic
strain on each active slip plane is found from the associated flow rule and the
normality requirement. The overall plastic strain is then found by the
summation of the plastic strain on each active slip plane. A complete
derivation and a discussion of the specifics of the implementation can be found3 in reference [24].

Dimensional Reduction and Finite Element Discretiaaions

One of the most important idealizations in the analysis of composite
laminates is dimensional reduction. Dimensional reduction can significantly
reduce the number of degrees of freedom required to model a given problem.
This process is practical since a typical composite structure is usually relatively
thin. However, the accuracy of the dimensional reduction process useddepends on the particular problem to be analyzed and it is generally difficult to
make a priori statements about its accuracy.

Dimensional reduction can be performed in several different manners. In
reference [17] four general approaches for constructing two-dimensional
theories for multilayered shells are identified. These four approaches are: 1)
the method of hypotheses, 2) the method of expansion, 3) asymptotic
integration techniques, 4) iterative methods and methods of successive
corrections.

Of the above four methods the one that is most commonly used in
engineering applications is the method of hypothesis. In this approach a prioriI__
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assumptions are introduced regarding the variation of displacements, stresses or
strains through the thickness. This approach has the advantage of being
intuitive and easily extendible to large displacements and nonlinear materials.
However the theory does not provide an estimate of the error in the response
predictions.

The other three methods have the advantage of producing, within the scope
of the theory, some kind of estimate of the error introduced by the
approximations. One recent theory (141 results in a set of hierarchic models
that have the properties that the exact solution of the hierarchic series of models
converge to the solution of the corresponding problem in elasticity for a fixed
laminate thickness, and that the exact solution of each model in the series
converges to the same limit as the solution of the corresponding problem in
elasticity as the laminate thickness approaches zero. The lowest order model of
the theory corresponds to Reissner-Mindlin plate theory.

The dimensional reduction used in this paper is a discrete layer shell with
assumptions of a piecewise linear approximation for the in-plane displacements
and constant transverse displacements in the thickness direction. This element
is formulated using the degeneration principle, where the three dimensional
elasticity equations are reduced to two dimensions by assuming a certain
displacement behavior through the thickness of the shell. This approximation
generally gives good results for in-plane quantities but since the transverse
shear strains are constant within each layer, the continuity of the transverse
shear stresses is not satisfied at layer interfaces.

A recent development in this area is a layerwise plate theory by Reddy [271.
This theory allows arbitrary piecewise representation of displacements through
the thickness of each lamina. This theory has been shown to produce accurate

-- results, even for thick plates [28]. It has also been extended by Barbero to
account for multiple delaminations between layers including geometric
nonlinearity to capture layer buckling (29].

Results of a Transversely Loaded Plate
This section demonstrates some of the effects of idealizations of the

material model and the finite element formulation on the analysis of a
transversely loaded plate. In each case, two analyses, which differ by only one
of the idealizations used, are performed. Comparing the results of the two
analyses shows the effect of that idealization.

The first set of results deals with the effects of idealizations on the global
behavior of the model. Specifically, the effect of the material model used in the
analysis is investigated. This is done by comparing the displacements and the
stress resultants predicted using an elastic material model and those predicted
using bimodal plasticity.

The later results deal with the effects of idealizations on local behavior of
the model. The effect of the material model is first shown with a comparison of
transverse shear values using elastic material model and bimodal plasticity.
Also the effect of the finite element formulation on the prediction of transverse
shear stresses is examined.

Some recent articles by Noor, et. al. [30, 17, 12, 19] provide a very good
overview of many different plate and shell theories and their effects on the

I
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accuracy of various analysis results, although all of their results are for elastic
materials.

The results shown here are raw finite element data, no artempt was made to
smooth the data or use various procedures to post process the data to improve
the results. Predictor-corrector procedures [31] have been shown to be
effective in obtaining better estimates of global and local response quantities
for composites incorporating elastic materials. If these methods can be
effectively implemented for composites with nonlinear materials much better
local stress distributions could be found. The predictor-correc procedures in
reference (31] use a first-order shear deformation shell theory to obtain initial
estimates of the solution to a problem (predictor). The results of the predictor
are then used in conjunction with the three-dimensional equilibrium and
constitutive equations to calculate a more detailed estimate of the solution.
This result is then used either to calculate a corrected transverse shear stiffness
for the shell or to directly calculate the functional dependence of the
displacement components on the thickness coordinate.

The procedures used in the predictor-corrector methods were developed for
linear elastic materials and take adv,'ntage of this fact by being implemented in
a 'post-processing' manner. For elastic-plastic materials such procedures may
have to be implemented in the solution procedure. The path dependence of such
materials may preclude the correction of the stress and strains unless this is
done within each load increment before any stress update procedures.

The specific problem analyzed is a flat plate with clamped edges as shown
in Fig. 1. The plate is Boron/Aluminum with a (0/9 0)s lay-up. The parameters
for the problem, unless otherwise noted are: L=2.0, h=O. 1, and po= 2 .0. In the
following results the loads ame normalized to the load that causes initial yielding
in the matrix. The finite element meshes used to produce the results varied
from example to example. In all cases a uniformly refined mesh was used3I which was refined until the solution quantities of interest had converged.

3 Po

B L
L

3 Figure 1. Flat square plate with clamped edges.

.Globsli Figure 2 shows the effect of the material model on the overall
solution. The difference in the displacements at the center of the plate does not
become significant until almost three times the initial yield load and there is
only a 4% difference at four times the initial yield load. As expected. thebimodal plasticity model shows softening behavior at higher loads.
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Figure 2. Effect of material model on displacement at center of plate.

Figure 3 shows the displacement at the center of a thin plate (h=0.01, po-
0.05). Again, the difference between the two solutions is only a few percent
even up to eight times the initial yield load. The geometric nonlinearity, due to
the large displacements, is much more significant than material nonlinearity for
this problem. In both the thick and thin plates the linear response of the fibers,
rather than the plastic response of the matrix, dominates the displacement
behavior.

rwn Maw

.5 -~SaM d Mode

7.

I I
0 0.004 0.009 0.012 0.016 0.02

Displacement at center of plate

Figure 3. Effect of material model on displacement at center of plate.
(thin plate: h=0.01, po0= 0.05)

I Figures 4 and 5 show another example of the effect of the material model
on the overall solution. This result shows the resultant moment along edges A-
B and A-D of the plate. The moment predicted by using the bimodal plas."city3 ~model is sipi~cantly different from that predicted by the same analysis using a
linear elastic material model. As the load is increased past the elastic limit the
moment does not change uniformly along the edge of the plate, rather there is a
significant redistribution of moments. Edge A-D of the plate shows a similar

I
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Sresult but with the moments predicted using bimodal plasticity being higher

than those predicted with the elastic material model.

This redistribution of moment occurs when yielding of the matrix limits the
load carrying capability of a lamina. As the load is increased the reaction
moments along the edges increase proportionally until one or more of the layers
begins to yield. At this point the layer cannot maintain the increase in load, but
the laminate must still be in overall equilibrium with the applied load. Thus,the increased compliance of the yielded portion of the laminare causes the loadto be tansferred to other portions of the plate.

I Tbick Plac
ID5 Sdid Modlt

I.$
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huI deId• k Load 3 .D P.A

4 P L. BI

Figure 4. Bending moment distribution along edge A-B.
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Figure 5. Bending moment distribution along edge A-D.
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Loal sluin The effect of the material model on the local solution is shown
in Fig. 6. In this figure the transverse shear stress, an important quantity in
determining the initiation of delaminations, is plotted through the thickness of
the plate. Generally, this example shows a decrease in the transverse shear
stress everywhere except the bottom of the third layer of the plate. In some
areas, the local values of stress change significantly after onset of man-ix

plasticity. In this example the significant changes are generally decreases.

Solid Model

0 .. .. ....

.~ -- 1.6
0 .............-----.----- --.-

*73.2

-- .

-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
l I13 (MPa)

Figure 6. Changes in transverse shear stress due to nonlinear material model.

Next, the effects of finite clement formulation on the local solution are
investigated. The problem analyzed for these results has the same geometry as
shown in Fig. 1. The material is Graphite/Aluminum with a (:±45) lay-up. In
these results the problem was modeled with both a solid element model and a
discrete layer shell model, in both cases the bimodal plasticity material model
was used.

SThe inplane stress values agree well between the discrete layer shell and the
solid model, as would be expected. However, as shown in Fig. 7, the discrete
layer shell assumption of layerwise constant transverse strains produces poor
local values for the transverse stresses. The transverse shear stresses are not
constant due to the nonlinear material model. This arises because the direct
stress quantities are allowed to vary linearly through the thickness of each
layer. Thus, although the transverse strains are constant through each layer, the
point in overall stress space may change through the thickness of each layer.
This results in different points through the thickness following different loading
paths. With a plastic material model the response of the material is path
dependent and a different loading path results in different material properties.
The result of this is that the transverse shear stiffness may change through the
thickness of each layer. The varying material properties through the thickness
give rise to changes in stress even when the strain is constant.

I
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Figure 7. Effect of finite element formulation on transverse shear stress
distribution (solid model and discrete layer model).

Birnxdl Plasticil
The next two figures show the evolution of the different plasticity modes

throughout the loading history of an analysis. The load indicated in the figures
is the, acual load normalized to the initial yield load. In each figure one quarter
of the plate is shown with the center being in the upper right corner (point ).
The deformation mode prelicted by the bimodal plasticity model is indicated
by the shading in the figures. Elastic behavior is indicated by white, fiber
dominated mode (FDM) is shown as pay and matrix dominated mode (MDM)
is shown as black. In each case the data is shown for the bottom of the lower
two layers in the laminate.

I Figure 8 shows the results for a thin plate (h-0.01, po= 0.05). For this case
the primary stress are inplane loading due to bending-stetching coupling and
bending behavior around the edge of the plate. The first inelastic behavior is
FDM deformation at the center of the plate and along edge A-B near point B.
The first appearance of MDM is at a load of 3.0 times the initial yield load on
edge A-D near point D. This load is also when inelastic behavior is first
indicated in layer 3. The inelastic deformation in layer 3 first appears as FDM
near the center of the plate. Subsequently, areas of inelastic behavior can be
seen to spread out from these initial areas. There are several areas that undergo
unloading at one time or another, this shows up as an area of elastic behavior
where there was previously FDM or MDM. At a load of 7.0 times the initial
yield load layer 4 is almost totally inelastic and approximately one half of layer3 is inelastic.

I
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Figure S. Bimodal plasticity deformation modes for thin plate.

Figure 9 shows the results for the thick plate. For this case the plate resists
the load primariy by bending forces around the edge of the plate and near the
center. As would be expected the initial inelastic behavior appears in the area
where the stresses causing these bending moments are highest: in layer 4 at the
edges and center of the plate. Again in this case the initial deformation mode is
FDM. The first appearance of inelastic behavior in layer 3 is at 2.0 times theI initial yield load. By 3.4 times the initial yield load almost all of layer 4 and
about 35% of layer 3 is behaving inelastici.
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applicability of a given solution. Some progress has been made by various
researchers in developing theories which give an estimate of the error for some
types of idealizations for specific linear cases. These techniques must be
extended to include nonlinear constituents in order to reliably predict their
response characteristics.

This paper indicated the analysis idealizations important for the analysis ofI composite structures and outlined a system for the control of analysis
idealizations in engineering design. Spe-cific results were presented to ilustrate,3 ~some of the effects of idealizations on the analysis of composite laminates.
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I. Ineroductiom

Fabrication. processing. and effective use of metal matrix composites often
cause inelastic deformations in the material. In many actual systems, the
elastic.straan range of the elastic-plastic matrix is much smaller than the
failure strain of the elastic-brittle fiber. Similarly, the temperature changes
that may cause yielding in a stress-free composite are often smaller than
those encountered in service. However, the total strains seen in fibrous
iystems are also small, i.e., they seldom exceed the failure strain of the fiber.
which is usually found in the range of 0.01-0.02. Therefore. in contrast to
metals. plasticity of fibrous composites is usually limited to small strains.
but it may affect much of the useful load-bearng capacity of structural parts
designed to utilize the high strength of the fibers.
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The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief review of the elastic-plastic
response of fiber composites and of its implications for the mechanical
behavior of these materials. First. we shall discuss some general features of
thermoelastic behavior, such as evaluation of overall thermomechanical
properties. phase concentration factors. thermal concentration factors, and
transformation stress and strain concentration factors. Next. the elastic-
plastic behavior of macroscopically homogeneous metals and composites is
outlined. This provides a basis for a discussion of the plasticity of fiber
composites. which includes a number of new. exact results. Then. some
specific micromechanical models for plasticity analysis are described, to-
gether with their experimental venfication and implementation in finite
element programs for structural analysis.

The approach is based on micromechanics of heterogeneous media. The
obiective is to evaluate overall instantaneous properties of the medium from
inf'rmation about local properties and microstructural geometry and to
establish various general connections between local and overall response.
The consequences of plasticity in such phenomena as dimensional stability.
fatigue. and fracture of fibrous metal matrix laminates are briefly described.

The notation used is similar to that introduced by Hill [1. 2]. Vectors are
denoted by lower-case boldface letters. e.g.. a. e. a. b: matrices are denoted

- by upper-case boldface Roman letters. e.g.. L M. In the contracted notation
used. those will typically be 16 x 1) vectors and (6 x 61 matrices. L - denotes

the inverse of L. defined if it exists to satisfy LL - I = I - L 'L. where I is
the unit matrix. Further details of the notation are explained in the Appendix.

I !I. Elastic Reslpa•e

.4. Overall Properties aud Local Fields

We start the exposition with an outline of a general procedure for the
evaluation of overall thermomechanical properties of two-phase composite
media in terms of thermoelastic constants and volume fractions of the phases.
The elastic response contributes to the total strain during plastic loading.
and it is the sole source of this strain in any elastic unloading step.

Consider a fibrous composite material consisting of two distinct con-
tinuous phases of cylindrical shape. which are aligned parallel to the x, -axis
of a Cartesian coordinate system. The phases remain bonded and are free
of voids and cracks during deformation. A representative volume V with
surface S is chosen so that under certain boundary conditions. it represents
the macroscopic response of the composite. Within V, each phase r - %.
occupies a volume V,, and the volume fractions c, - V,, V satisfy c. + cp - I.

I
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I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROLS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 3

The volume V is subjected to certain uniform overall stresses 6 or strains
1. and to a uniform temperature change 9. Suppose that the constitutive
relations of the phases are known. e.g.. from experiments on neat matrix
samples and on the fibers, and are written in the form

S%) - L, %) .,- 1,0. aEx) = M,mX) - m,d. i t

where L_. M, are instantaneous stiffness and compliance matrices. which
ha~e full dLagonal s.•mmetry: L, = LT. M, , %Mr:. LM- I: I., and m, are the
thermal stress and strain vectors, such that I, = - L,m,.. As long as the phase
remains elastic, the coefficients of these matrices are constant in P;. Note
that the components of in, are the linear coefficients of thermal expansion
of the phase. which are not affected by deformation and are assumed to be
independent of temperature.

The local fields in 11) are generally not uniform. Therefore. it is often
conmenient to work with %olume averages of the nonuniform fields defined
b% the intearal

Phase %olume averages of local fields follow from i2) if one takes IV =
and integrates both sides in ili.

h,= z,:, - 1,0. 6, = M,@, m,0. 03)
Shere

SO', i~lX ,v.,14)

Z,=,, xl:.. 14')

Since L.. M. are constant in V,. 3) are exact analogs ofl 1) for phase volume
a'erages. One can also obtain the overall stresses and strains as averages of
the respective local quantities over the representative volume V and write
the overall constitutive relations as

where

S- ',•X)}v, (6)

i =-,xG. 16')

The implication is that the representative volume V of the composite
aggregate is regarded as a macroscopically homogeneous medium and that
under uniform overall stress or strain, the L M are the elastic overall stiffness
and compliance matrices, and m. I - - Lm are the overall thermal strain
and stress vectors of this composite medium.

I
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4 GEORGE J. DVORAK

To deternmne L Nt L and m of an elastic composite. one can proceed as
follows. Suppose that for the composite system considered, one could
evaluate the actual local fields (1) and write them in the form

ofx) - B +j + bixA. 9ex1 - A.IMx)t - 2909. (7)

Of course. in many practical situations. one cannot find the actual fields.
but it is usually possible to evaluate an estimate of average local fields in

the t% o phases under the prescribed load increment. The result is the integral
121 of i,. taken o.er P,'.

a, = B,d - b,. 6, = A,i a,9. 18)

Shere A _. B.. a,. b, are certain mechanical and therm al strain and stress

concentration factors. If those are known. one can utilize Q2) to write for

6= Ce, -c(9, )9)

i= (,'t ge - 19')

Then. for t = 0. equations 3). i8l. and M9) give the overall mechanical

properties

L = L, -1- coLs - L,)Ao. M - M, + Ci(MD - M,)B0.

L = cL,A, - coLoAs. M = cM,B, -- cOMsBe,

together with the results

c,A, + c#A = !. c 1B, + cOB 9 = 8 .

A,M - M,B,. B,L X L,A,.

IThis sequence. first outlined by Hill (1. 2:. enables evaluation of the overall

instantaneous L and M in terms of one mechanical concentration factor.

The overall thermal strain and stress vectors m and I can be evaluated from
known overall mechanical moduli and compliances or from local properties
and concentration factors (3-71. Convenient forms are

m =cBrm., +cBm, (1l)

SI M - MxM, - M'9i) im, + (M - MAMO - %,I.)- lm (11t)

I= c,(M,b, + m.) + ci4Mob, + m) in)

I = cArl, cArl (11)
I-(L - LOML, - Lo)- '11 + IL - L,)LO - Lj- 110 (1ItV)

- c,4L,a, + Ij + cg(Lja + I#). (t V)

Using ! 10)X one can establish that the first two forms are equivalent.

I
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U I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROLS COMPOSITE MATERIALS

In a recent paper. Benveruste and Dvorak (81 had shown that the local
thermal fields in the phases can be denved from the mechanical fields. Their
result is

six) - AI - ](L, - LM)- '(i - I').
b,ix) =[ - Bj x)](M, - V10)- I Imo - mj.

Of course. since all local and overall properties are assumed to be constant.
11:) [can be inteirated as in 121 to find the thermal concentration factors in
terms of the mechanical concentration factors. In each case. these factors are
phase lolume aýerages of the fields Aixi. BNxi. aixL. or IWx) in 07).

B. .ticronecha•ical .Ioduis

I I I ['CLLSIO% PROBLEMS

In Section II.A. the av.erages of local fields and the overall elastic properties
hae been found in terms of stress or strain concentration factors. These
factors can be evaluated in several different ways. First we describe an
approach based on the solution of an inclusion problem. which will be useful
in some of the micromechanical models discussed in the following.

-A single inclusion of ellipsoidal shape is embedded in a large volume of
a different homogeneous elastic material. There is a perfect bond between
the phases. hence the tractions and displacements must be continuous across
the interface. A circular cylindrical fiber is a particular example of such an
inclusion. Let L and L" denote the stiffness matrices of the inclusion and
the surrounding medium. neither of which need to be isotropic. These
matrices ha'e full diagonal symmetry. and their inverses are denoted by M'
and 1". respectively. The surrounding medium is subjected to a uniform
stress 6 or strain i at infinity. The objective is to find the stresses and strains
in the inclusion.

Eshelby [9. /01 pointed out that in problems of this kind. the stress and
strain fields in the inclusion are also uniform. Therefore, one can wnte the
result in a form analogous to (8) as

We= . it' At
(13)

where a and t denote the uniform stresses and strains in the inclusion, and
a* and c' the averages of the fields in the surrounding medium. Since the
inclusion causes only a local perturbation of the overall field, its contribution
to the overall averages 6 and I is vanishingly small, and it follows that

I
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4 GEORGE I DVORAK

The evaluation of W was outlined by Eshelby. and in a more general case
by Kinoshita and Mura (11]; a recent survey of pertinent results appears in
Mura's monograph [12]. Here we limit our attention to a particularly simple
approach to the solution proposed by Hill (:I. The fact that the inclusion
fields are uniform suggests that the medium surrounding the inclusion is
loaded at the interface by certain surface tractions derived from a uniform
stress field. Therefore. it is useful to formulate an auxiliary problem in which
the inclusion is remo,,ed from the medium. the wall of the ellipsoidal cavity
is loaded bý certain surface tractions derived from a unit uniform stress field
a*, and the remotely applied stresses vanish. Suppose that the unit stress
components that generate the surface tractions are applied in a sequential
manner and that six such solutions are obtained. For each solution. one can
find the displacements of the cavity wall and convert them into strain
components t*. which represent a uniform strain of the ellipsoidal cavity.
The result can thus be written as

*= - L*. = -M)P,'. (a4)

I where each column of L" was generated by one of the six solutions. Both
LO and NI" ha.e full diagonal symmetry. and their coefficients depend on
the aspect ratios of the ellipsoid and on the moduli L of the surroundi-
medium. they may be regarded as stiffness and compliance matrices of t
ca,,it, In Hill's terminology. L is the overall constraint tensor.

The solution of the inclusion problem then follows from that of the
m auxiliary problem if one replaces the inclusion in the surrounding medium

and writes

a - Y L*fc - il. -i , - M(W' - *). dS)

Then. from the local constitutive relations and (13),

A. =LP - L-L L'-U). B' -N' + M')-I(M + M"). 116)

Note that if the local properties L' and L" are known. LO alone yields the
solution. It is advantageous to separate that part of the solution that depends3 only on 1". or M" and to wnte

P= L'+L*)i'. Q=(MO +,M")- (17)

5 This suggests that P =-Pr. Q = Qr. One can also establish that PL" +
NrQ = I.

The forms of P that correspond to different ellipsoidal shapes in various
anisotropic matenals can be found in the literature (11-151. Of particular
interest here is the result for an inclusion in the shape of a circular cylinder
and for the surrounding medium, which is transversely isotropic about x,.U

I
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I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE -MATERIALS 7

the cylinder axis. This result can be recorded as follows:
-- ~k"- 4. -k'

P '; P33 ' P23 ' P328m~l" ,, m" 8m '(k" -,- M '

P1. = P5 - " P66 ' V -2m

-p 2m'ik" -,, '

where km. and p .are Hills [161 elastic moduli of the surrounding
trans~ersei. isotropic medium, which belong to 1" and are defined in the
Appendix. The remaining P, vanish.

2. THE SELF-CO\,SISTENT METHOD

I So far. we ha'e considered only the problem of a single inclusion.
embedded in an elastic medium. as a stepping stone to the more important
problem of finding the stresses in the constituents of a composite medium.
The latter problem can be solved in several different ways. One approach is
based on the self-consistent approximation [2. 17-19]. which assumes that
the stress and strain field averages in the fiber are equal to those found in
the inclusion problem above, provided that the fiber is embedded in a
homogeneous medium that has the properties of the composite. In the
notation of Section ll.B. 1. the LV. WI are identified with the overall properties
L and M. and the L' and M' with the fiber properties, which we denote here
by L,. and M.. The matrx properties are denoted by Lp, Mp.

Rewrite 19) in the form

:,(a, - 6) c- qTo - a) - O. c,(1 , - t) + ¢c4i - ) - 0. 119)

The above postulate of the self-consistent method and (15). (19) suggest that

I a., - 6) - -L"(s, - 1), (e, - - -L(g# - !). (20)

It is now apparent that both phases are regarded on the same footing. i.e..
the concentration factor for the matrix phase is derived from the same LO
as the concentration factor of the fiber. The expressions follow from (16) andI 117).

I A," 1. P-L,-L), 1•11- I + Q(M, - M). l21)

where P is given by (18) provided that the moduli k", m", p" are replaced by
the unknown overall moduli k. m. and p. Since the coefficients in 118) were
derived for a transversely isotropic medium, the substitution of this particular
form into i2•1 is permissible only if the fibrous composite itself conforms to
the usual assumption of overall transverse isotropy.I

I
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Equations 121) and ( 101 yield estimates of overall moduli of the composite.

L - L. -- cs(L - L,)4I M ILO - U]" -.
%11 - %1 -*- caOVmP - M')(1 .- QqMt - M)]"

Self-consistency of the result can be established by showing that L = M.
Note. how4e~er. that 1221 is a system of six implicit algebraic equations for
the o'erall moduh. For fibrous composites that are transversely isotropic
and are made of two transversely isotropic phases. Hill (191 denved a different
jet of equations for evaluations of the self-consistent estimates of the o%erall
moduli. %hich yield the same results as 122):

I c, ck 8-- "Lcma - c,n ,i
Pr oo- rinn- M,- Ml

2 P - P0 P - P. 23
I -

: p p - , p - S

k - m k, -m k# --

In addition. Hill (161 shows that regardless of the method used to obtain
their estimates, only three of the five overall moduli of such composites are
actually independent. The moduli, k. I. and n are related by so-called
universal connections.

k-k, k-k 5  I-c,I,-clt k,-k,k ,= k i .,-cl = k,--k 124)1 - I, 1 - Is n - C'n. - cons I, - lo

3 betw4een overall and phase moduli and volume fractions. Therefore. only one
of the three moduli is independent. Relations 123) reflect this. they provide
a cubic equation for m. and quadratic equations for p and k. the latter in
terms of m. Once k is known. I and n follow from 124). If one or both phases
are isotropic. then there are only two independent moduli in each such phase.
and k-,. 1,. n,. m,. and p, can be wntten in terms of the engineenng phase
moduli. as shown in the Appendix. Hill also gives a proof that the estimates
(23) lie between rigorous bounds on the moduli, discussed below.

3 THE MORI-TANAKA METHOD

Another and somewhat simpler approach to the evaluation of phase
concentration factors of composite media was proposed by Mori and Tanaka
[20) and restated recently in a more tractable form by Benveniste (21]. In a
binary. matnx-based composite system. the method -sumes that the stress
or strain in the inclusicn can be evaluated from a solution of the problem
in Section 11.B.I. provided that L, is identified with the inclusion stiffness

I
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I I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 9

L', L" with the matnx stiffness Li, and the matrix average stress at is applied
in place of 6 at infinity.

This suggests that one must first find the partial concentration factors

i t, =~ Ta,. 6, = We,. .5

%4hich follow from 116) as

T = iL" - L,uL" -,- LO). W = IM" -, M, -M -,- 0). 126)I ,here the L" and MN are now functions of the coefficients Lo and Nis and
are deri',ed from VI 'I). P is again found from 118) if the moduli k'. m'. p are
,eplaced by k,. ma, p.. respectively.

Once T and %' are known, one can utilize 19) and 125) to establish that

(I = CCc,W - ca[1]'t. to = [cT - c.I] t. 12-1

Finall%. using i101. the overall properties can be obtiained in the form

L = L - cALi - L,)[c,T - c ] -'.2I +281

N = A -,- Cý,4M - Mo1c,W + c1] I.

Note that in contrast to i=). these are explicit algebraic equations for the
oerall properties. Proofs of self-consistency LM - I and full diagonalIvmmetrv of L. M for binary fibrous media are available. also. the estimates
128) lie within rigorous bounds on overall moduli [21-231.'

As yet unpublished results of Chen and Dvorak (241 give explicit expres-
sions of the Mori-Tanaka estimates of the overall moduli for a transversely
isotropic fibrous medium made of transversely isotropic phases. With r - 2

representing the fiber. and r = 0 the matnx. these expressions are

k k k,k - mi 4c,k, "- ck,)
L., k . inck, ",-

- clka " mo) - c 4lk, + m5)
c,tko .m no) -i c,(k, ..,. mo)

I, - I2
f lc,n,+cinal+it-c,1 ,-cpIl) k, k(29)

mi~mlk# + 2mj) + k~m,r•.m. + csm,)

komo + Ik# + 2m#M c, mo + com,)
2cpp0 + c•4psP ," pl)

SP = c jp" + po)

See also a more recent paper by Beiveniste et al (/03].l
I
l
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10 GEORGE J. DVORAK

These are analogous to 1231 and also satisfy the universal connections (24).Again. if needed. the expressions in the Appendix may be used to evaluate
the phase moduli of isotropic phases in terms of engineering elastic constants.

3-4 BOL 'DS 0N OERALL NIODLLI

The methods discussed in the previous two sections lead to simple
t i mates of I ,ol fields and overall properties, but they are heuristic in nature

and thus do not provide an assurance of accuracy of the results The
letziimac. of the self-consistent. Moon-Tanaka. and similar estimates is
deri'ed from proofs that show that. in certain cases of practical interest, the
estimates are bracketed by rigorous bounds on overall moduli. A simple
illustration of the bounding procedure is the dertation of the Voigt and
Reuss bounds [1]. The Voigt assumption is that the strain field in the entire
representatt~e %olume V is uniform. i.e.. A, = I in 1S). If this field is deri-ed
from continuous displacements that coincide with the prescribed sur-
face displacements on S. it is a kinematically admissible field, and the
principle of minimum potential energy then gives the inequality ZLi <
tic,L, -,Lii. where the first term Is the potential energy of the actual
state. and the second term is the energy of the admissible state. There follows
an upper bound on L.

L < L, = c,L , -- cgLp. (30)

%here L, is the Voigt estimate of the overall stiffness.
The dual assumption. introduced by Reuss. is that the stress field in V is

uniform. i.e.. B, = I in 18). The overall field that is in equlibnum with the
surface tractions is a statically adimssible field, and the principle of minimum
complementary energy leads to the inequality that gives an upper bound on
'I.

M < MRt = C,M, + cNMf. 01)

Each of the principles actually gives dual bounds that can be summanzed as
4L < L < L,. Mit > M> My. (2L LL. M3 >~>~ (32)

Of course. the Voigt and Reuss bounds are insensitive to microstructural
geometry and thus not particularly sharp. More restrictive bounds. which
reflect essential features of the geometry, were originally derived by Hashin
and Shtrikman [25-28], and for fibrous composites by Hashin and Rosen
([.'9. Alternative derivations were given by Hill [16. 301, Walpole [31. 321,3 Willis [33. 341. and Milton and Kohn [35]q they also appeared in Christensen's
monograph [361 and in several reviews [34. 37-39]. The procedure again relies
on the elastic extremum principles and on certain polarization stress and

I
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I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROLS COMPOSITE MATERIALS I/

strain fields that are estimated from solutions of inclusion problems in a
homogeneous comparison material of stiffness Lo. compliance Mo - Lo
from which follow the constraint tensors Lo. MO in (14-17). Walpole (31.
3'. 31 gi%es a particularly simple form of the bounds:

[: -, L,- ] - L0 > L if Lo > L,. 13

E _,IN1,-%to*) -I]"- >M if .Mo> M*,.

, here L., and M., can be assembled from the appropriate terms of either L,
i ur %1,

C. Transformation Strain

i L'IlFORMl STR•I% FIELDS I% FIBROLS MEDIA

I Local and overall deformation in elastic composite media can be caused
either b% mechanical loads or by transformation strains in the phases.
Thermal changes and phase transformations are the most common sources
of such strains. however. both local and overall plastic strains also can be
regarded as transformation strains.

Problems of this kind are best analyzed with the help of uniform fields in
fibrous composite media. which were recently discovered by Dvorak [7. 401.
To introduce the subject. we rewnte (3) in the more general form

c,(x M = X),qx + P., (341

eaX) = L,zx) + 1,. (34')

, where p, denotes uniform transformation strains in the phases. which would
be the onl. strains present if the phases were free to deform without mutual
constraints, and k, - L,pi,. The corresponding form of the overall relation
515i i 

Ma +p, 
(35)

a - .• + L (35')

S% here 6. I. k. and pa are the overall volume averages of stress and strain. L and
NI are the tensors of elastic moduli and compliances. and ) = --L. Note
that if the medium were unloaded in an elastic manner. then pa would be the
remaining overall strain caused by the eigenstrains pa,; ) is the overall stress
caused by pa, in a fully constrained medium.

In the presence of both mechanical overall stress or strain, and uniform

I
I
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phase eigenstrains, the local fields in the phases can be written as

ex) , A,(x)d + D,,(x)p , D,4 x)p o, •36)
,x) ,Bjx)d -, F,.(x))., -*- F,^xI.0

%here D,,1 xi and Djjx) are the strain fields caused in the phases by unit
phase transfornmation strains while the representative volume V of the
aggregate is under zero overall strain. Similarly. F,,ixi and Fduw are stress
fields in the respective phases due to unit phase transformation stresses k,
in [ %4 hen the overall stress is zero.

With these definitions. %e pose the following problem: For a fibrous
t%4o-phase composite medium that is subjected to uniform transformation
strains p, in the phases. find an overall stress qr such that the superposed
local strains are uniform in the entire volume l, and equal to the o~erall3 strain i. i (x ) = . (37)

The problem can be solved with the following decomposition procedure.
The phases are separated and subjected to the respective transformation
strains and to as yet unknown surface tractions that cause only uniform
stresses 4, in the separated phases. Before reassembly. the tractions must be
in equilibnum at the cylindrical interfaces such that the auxiliary phase and
o'erall stresses satisfy the conditions

(is• 6J, dr'- 60 for 2. 3.... 6.1 (38)

CI=c + C÷c0al a,-= P-a for =2.3,... 6

in the usual contracted notation. This means that the axial normal stress
may be piecewise uniform in V whereas all other stress components are
uniform in V

The components of the unknown overall stress then follow from (34, ). (3",
and the above equilibrium conditions.

6
M -6_ ;,., . - - -,,0 i= i. 2,... 6. (39)2 i A 6

There are seven unknown stresses in this system of six equations; if a
solution is found. it guarantees the existence of a uniform strain in the
aggregate under p, and 6. In general. even the homogeneous set associated
with 039) has a solution that gives a proportional overall stress path that
creates a uniform field in the medium when p, - 0.

Whereas the solution of (39) may be obtained for any material symmetry
of the phases. we restrict our attention to systems in which both phases are
transversely isotropic about xt. Of course, one or both phases may beU

I
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I I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 13

isotropic if the elastic moduli of the phases are defined as indicated in the
Appendix. In any case, the phases and the aggregate share the same
transverse plane of symmetry, the x.,x3-plane. This is the only symmetry
condition that must be satisfied on the macroscale; in single-crystal elasticity.
it is associated with monoclinic crystals. For this system. the solution of 139)
%as obtained by Dvorak [401; here. we only summarize the results in the
folloing form.

io -'. 6, o - 6 .-o . = o 14 0 1

such that for a, = 0.
if, =, =0. k" =0. f41•

The homogeneous solution is
60 = foSr. G, = f, S to = doSr. 142)

where Sr = ia: - 431 2 is selected as a free parameter in the solution. The
coefficients of the above vectors are obtained in terms of Hill's moduli of
transversely isotropic solids defined in the Appendix. Also. the following

additional symbols are used:

Ak = k, - ko. mI m,m,j,- in-,);: M, * Mo.
W A=1, - I'. PO - P.P4 l~-Pj,) P.,0P0.

q - = (1,ko - k,1l) - .kkavL - v) *O.

Then. the nonvanishing coefficients of fo. f ?. and do are

=, q~c,.A1 - nAk) + cq,41I - noAk)], fo = fo .
0)l] , = qI 1, A/ -n,.Ak). ff °)z - ' I f ,0) - L . (43)
uo = - nk. d', = do - qA 2. 3

The terms 6,. 6.. and 1. In (40) can be expressed in the form

1. - Kjp, -o Kops - KM.), - KgMo;LO. (44)

*= NjI, + Nopt - -N•MX. - NoMpkp, (45)

I = N,"p + N,op# , -N,,M)., - N,OMOA., (46)

where the nonvanishing coefficients of KV, N,, N,., N., are

K, = ql,k,. K11 - K 1 3 - qkk,. K21, - -qi, lg2,

KM. = -mO 2m, - qk,1ip2. K'23 - m*,2mo - qkJ,,2.1K, = K'z,. K 2 - Kr22, K 33 - K11,

K'= - m* mo. Ks = -p* p., K1. - K',,,

I
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14 GEORGEj DVORAK

and

N - q1ck, 1E" L. cok.,1 Ef).

N.1 1 .V - qk,k.1c, E, - cEf).
. ." for i #L.

together •ith

, qk,E'I,. I(p x if rr = if =x.
\'. = ""'23 = qk,E k, . -N"' -

•.,':=-.\"' .v"z =m. i "n. ,. = =%0 -nP'

I in addition. one can establish that

K, - K= 1. 14'1

N, .- NO =0. N,,- N,0 0. 1481

SN, = ',NS, - cN,,. (491

A similar solution could be obtained for other material symmetries of the
I phases. of course. the coefficients in the matrices in 143) to 149) would change.

This is also true for the case of q" ' - 0.

2. LOCAL AND OVERALL EFFECTS

The existence of the uniform fields opens the way for the derivation of
local fields caused by the uniform phase eigenstrains. and of the overall stress
k. and strain a in 135). Consider a two-phase fibrous system that is initially
stress free and introduce uniform eigenstrains into the phases. Apply overall
auxiliary stress or strain that makes the strain field uniform in V. With
reference to 140). disregard the homogeneous solution and use only the
o.erall stress , or strain i, in this loading step. Finally, reduce the overall
strain or stress to zero.

In terms of the overall quantities. this sequence can be recorded as

i. - M o, M W (50 )

a - -. M 1.

and in local terms as

I zz) - 1, - A.,•). = I - A,4x)*&,

CA -

with reference to (37).

I
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I PLASTICITN THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 15

Next. substitute into (50) for the auxiliary quantities from 144) to 146) and
recover the following explicit forms of 35). with the overall pa and X. being
expressed in terms of local and overall moduli and the phase eigenstrains.

= M -- iK, - MN,)pB, -,- K0 - MNajip. (52)

=Le -iLK, - Np, - (LK# -N,)j. 152)

SRecall that IIi presented an analogous result, albeit for thermal phase
strains. This can be generalized in a self-evident way to the case of general
elgenstrains if md and md in QI i are replaced by pa and ip,. and 1 and
I,• by k and k.- Then. compare the result with 52) and extract the
foollowing expressions for the mechanical phase concentration factors:

,Br = K, - MN, = I - K-,- MNO.

Br = KS - MN = I - K, - MN1.6 '53)
L',Ar = iLK, - N,)M, f I - (LKO - N-g~s.

Ar= iLKs - N'jMO = I - (LK, -

These equations give the same magnitudes of A, and B, as one would
obtain from 110) or It1). but they can be easily expanded so that one can
see the dependence of the individual coefficients A,,. B,, on L,, and .W4,,.
respectively.

Proceed now to the evaluation of local fields and their phase averages.
Substitute from 361 into i5l) and use (44) to (46) for the evaluation of the
auxiliar, strain and stress. After some algebra. derive the following relations
beteen transformation and mechanical fields in the phases

D,,x) = if - A,ix))K,. F,,(x) = (BxN, - N,,)M5,. (54

D,^ = i - Agx~iK, F,^x) = (B,4x)Na - N,#)Mf,

together with the connections

D,.Ixi - D,-x) - (I - Ax))L Fx)L. + F,jx)LL - 0. (55)

Find phase volume averages 12L (4) of the above fields and employ (53)
to replace the mechanical concentration factors. This connects the eigenstrain
and eigenstress concentration factors directly to the overall L and St

LVr, = Kxrc, - LK, - N,)M,J. c,F, - M,.N~(K, - MN,) - c,Nr).ID = KT'(c,I - ILK, - N,)M,). c,F,• = M,[Nr((K, - MN,)- c, Nr.

(56)

I.
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One also finds that these factors satisfy

C.D, + co Ds. - 0. c.F, + cF,2 - 0.

c. D* , 0. .cF. -- ceF#0 - 0.

These results, and particularly Eqns. 154). can be utilized in the evaluation
of the local fields. Equations 036) are the key: they can be restated as follows:

The local strain fields in a composite subjected to an overall strain i

and to the phase eigenstrains pi, are given by

tixi = A,ixii - D,,Ix', - D,,1cxia. 158)

The local stress fields in a composite loaded by an overall stress d and
b.• the phase eigenstresses k., = -Ljs, are given by

i xi = B4c, M - - F,^xo.-. 9)

Phase averages of the local fields follow if Aix%. BAxi. D,(%). etc.. are3 replaced by A,. B,. D,,. and so on.

3 EVALL TIO% PROCEDLRES

Applications of the various relations that describe the elastic behavior of
fibrous composites must be preceded by a specification of phase thernno-
elastic properties and volume fractions. The first step is the evaluation of
mechanical stress and strain concentration factors and overall moduli. This
can be done in two different ways that, for a given approximation. lead to

identical results. The factors can be evaluated directly by either the self-Iconsistent method from t21 or by the Mon-Tanaka procedure from (25) to
2'"). The overall moduli and compliances then follow from (22) or 128).

respectively. A more direct way to this result is indicated by 123) and (29).

which offer the magnitudes of the moduli. Using the equations in the

Appendix. one can readily assemble the overall L and M. Alternatively. (331

can be used to find bounds on these moduli. In any event, each set of moduli
obtained from one of these approaches must conform with the universal

connections 124). Also. each set may be substituted into (10) or 153L which

yield the concentration factor tensors. Of course, if (53) is used, one must
first find the coefficients of K,. N,, and so on. in (44) to (46). The relations

following (10) and (47)-449) may be used to verify the results.
The response to a unform change in temperature can be described in

terms of local thermoelastic properties and overall L or M. equations dI l)
give the overall properties. and (12) give the local fields. These results

represent exact connections between the various thermal and mechanical
terms. However. the latter are not known exactly; they are known only in

l
i
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I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 17

tems of bounds or estimates. Hence the overall thermal properties and phase
field averages are also approximations produced by the various procedures.

The effect of uniform transformation strains on overall stress or strain and
on phase field averages can also be described by loczil and overall moduli
and by mechanical concentration factors. Equations (_)ý indicate the overall
stress and strain in terms of the concentration factors 153). and 1581. 159) give
the local fields. Of course. these results reduce to those caused by a
temperature change if the transformation strains are replaced by phasethermal strains.

The overali thermoelastic properties and averages of local fields can be
obtained with minimal information about the microstructural geometry of
the fibrous medium. essentially in terms of local properties and phase volume
fractions. A much more difficult problem is the evaluation of local fields in
the phases. Obviously. the outcome depends very much on the details of theI- geometry of the phases. and as such it calls for solution of specific boundary-
, alue problems for prescribed geometries. The actual local geometry usually
%aries in any given system. hence exact solutions are beyond reach. Howeer.

- the parts of the local fields that are of interest in applications are usually
located in the fiber and in the proximity of the fiber-matrix interfaces.
Estimates of such fields cannot be found by the self-consistent method unless
it is modified by introduction of a matrix interlayer to surround the fiber.
nor can they be deduced from the bounds. Only the Mori-Tanaka method
offers a direct estimate of the interface stress and of those in the surrounding
matrix. Recall that the method is based on the solution of an inclusion
problem in which the fiber is embedded in an infinite matrix subjected to
the average matrix stress or strain (27) at infinity. this field can be used as
an estimate of the actual field. The fields are not described herein, but can
be found in available texts [12. 36].

Once the estimate of the mechanical fields (27) is found. it is an easy matter
to use it in the evaluation of the thermal stress fields via 12) or of the
transformation fields 058) and 59), with the connections (54).

I IlL Elasic-Plega Respml

S.4. Hen. eneous .Wt#dush

I. YIELD 0ND RELAXATION SURFACES

When a metal or a metal composite part is loaded beyond a certain stress
magnitude, the total strain at each material point may consist of both elastic
and inelastic contributions. If the loading rates are such that the response

I
I
I.

I
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can be regarded as independent of time. the inelastic part is represented by
a plastic strain. At a given applied stress, the plastic pan of the total strain.
if any. is defined as the strain that would remain after complete local
unloading, in which the material would be constrained to deform only
elastically In other words, the plastic strain in a homogeneous volume of
material under uniform stress is the difference between the total strain and
the elastic strain that would be generated by the current applied stress in a
,.ormplete1. elastic solid.

In pol.kcrystalhne solids that are assumed to be elastically homogeneous
on the macroscale. the plastic strains caused by prescnbed stress histories
can be e~aluated. in principle. within the framework of classical plasticit.I. 41-44). The results are useful in the formulation of constitutive equations
for the plastically deforming phases in composite materials. Although the
theor. is largely phenomenologizcal and thus not necessanly sensitive to the
effects that the heterogeneous microstructure may have on overall beha%ior.
its general aspects are relevant to the plasticity of composite materials. We
are concerned only with situations where the total strains are small and
% here the thermoelastic properties are independent of temperature. The yield
stress. however. may change with temperature. Only uniform temperature
changes will be applied.

Consider a representative volume of an elastic-plastic solid such that the
selected sample can be regarded as elastically homogeneous on the macro-
scale. Starting from an undeformed. stress-free state, apply uniform overall
stresses along a prescnbed path that terminates at the current state 0. In
most metals and composites. there is an elastic domain in stress space where
no plastic strains are generated by load cycles from the current stress. In
principle. its boundary can be found as a locus of points that can be reached

1 by purely elastic loading excursions from 6. The outcome is described by
a scalar-valued yield or loading function f(h. H). which depends on the
current stress and also on a functional of past history of inelastic deformation

1 H. The function represents a closed surface in the six-dimensional stress
space. If the sample is heterogeneous on the microscale. the surface may
consist of a finite number of smooth branches.

Experimental evaluation of yield surfaces has been performed most ex-
tensively on polycrystalline metals, particularly on commercially pure alu-
minum. on some aluminum alloys, and on other metals [45-491. Only recently
ha.e similar results become available for metal matrix composites [501. The
results suggest that the surface translates and distorts during plastic loading.
The distortions are often much less pronounced than the translation. hence
in the first approximation, they may be neglected. and

f(d. H) - -• -. (60)

I
I
I
I
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I I PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR FIBROUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS 19

where i denotes the position of the center of the surface. In the absence
of pnor inelastic deformation. ,i = 0. and 160) defines the initial yield
surface.

.lternaWvely. the material volume considered can be viewed as subjected
to a macroscopically uniform state of strain. After a deformation sequence
leading to the current state t. elastic strain excursions from the current
state ma. be employed to determine the outer boundary of the elastic strain
domain For materials that obey 160). the outcome is represented by the
relaxation surface in strain space

oi. HI = oDi '. - il. HI = .f/. H). 16li

%,here H. in an appropriate form. is again a functional of past plastic
strain history.

The specific analytic forms of o or ./ which approximate experimental
observations. are closely related to elastic symmetry of the material volume.
In the undeformed state. and after deformation histones that do not cause
internal rearrangements affecting material symmetry. the functions M60I and
(611 must be form-invariant under the group of symmetry transformations
associated with the particular solid. For example. most metals are usually
regarded as macroscopically isotropic. and the functions are expressed in
terms of the familiar isotropic stress or strain invariants. The assumption of
plastic incompressibility eliminates the dependence on the first invariant, and
thus on the stress 6 in favor of the deviatonc stress i. The third invanant
of i is convenient in special situations. but its role is neglected in typical
applications. This leaves only the second invariant J, - ss,,, 2. andf is then
represented by the Mises form of the yield function

fo - i)( ai (& - )rc(i - ) - Y` = O. (62)

Swhere the nonvanishing coefficients of the 16 x 6) matrix C are

IC, = C.,2 - C33 - l- C23 = C13 " C12 " -½. C" - C93 " C66 " 3.

and Y is the yield stress in simple tension; its magnitude may depend on
temperature and, or the plastic strain history.

In contrast to the isotropic metals, fibrous composite materials are usually
transversely isotropic. i.e., their properties remain invariant under rigid body
rotations about the fiber axis x, and also under the transformation x, -
- V 1. Hill [411 and Mulhem et at. [511 point out that the functions (60)
and 161) must then depend on the corresponding invanants. Green and
-ktkins (521 and Spencer (531 give the appropriate forms; for transverse

I
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isotropy the stress invarants are

It = +

,= ;t +.. 163)

1 1& 3 [' 3  - & ), 4 L•1&:-3:& 32 2.

Other appropriate sets must be selected for other than transversely
isotropic composites. Such considerations impose specific restrictions on the
admissible form of 1601 and 16hi that must be respected in modeling. In
particular. I'(. H) = 1.1:. 13. 1,. I. H). In properly constructed micro-
mechanical models, this restriction should be automatically satisfied when
the overall yield or relaxation surfaces reflect the onset of inelastic deforma-
tion. e g.. in the matrix phase.

. PLASTIC STR.AINS AND HARDENING

SWhen the overall stress is taken as the independent variable. the plastic
strain is defined as the difference between total strain and the elastic strain
recovered dunng purely elastic unloading. Conversely, when the overall
strain is independent, plastic deformation is associated with the existence of
a relaxation stress ax. defined as the difference between the elastic and
current stress at the prescribed overall strain. When this is applied to strain3 and stress increments. it suggests the additive decompositions

dti= M d + d'. 1641

3 d= Ldi - d. (64')

Unlike M dd or L dt. the dil or d*' are not linear functions of stress or
strain. Therefore. the total quantities generated under a prescribed load or
deformation history must be found by integration along the actual path.

The transition from elastic to plastic deformation can be defined with
reference to the loading or relaxation surfaces. In what follows, we focus on
the stress space formulation; an analogous strain space formulation can be
found in (54-561. By definition, the surface (60) must always contain the
loading point dunng plastic deformation; this is assured by the consistency

* condition

dc d= -d# -A ) d H + d O - 0. (6 5 )I

I.
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The possible states reached by loading excursions from the current
elastic state are:

id1=0 0 for f < 0. -. df -L- dO < 0 lelastic state or unloading).

,'-f _ c/
dP = 0 for I = 0. -- d* - dO = 0 (neutral loading). (661

if f
diP a0 for t = 0. da- - dO > 0 1plastic loading).

The direction of the plastic strain vector dW' can be established by
following a load c.cle that starts at some stress d* within the current loading
surface. continues to the stress state i on the yield surface where the
excursion into the plastic range takes place. and then returns to d*. The
elastic work is recovered in the cycle, whereas the plastic work performed
during the load c.cle is

P4' f '-di"ddtO. 167)

This result suggests that

S- AP'"d > 0. (68)

where the equality is valid only for neutral loading. The relations indicate
two important conclusions [421. First. in materials that satisfy (68), the yield
and loading surfaces are always convex. Second. at regular points of the
loading surface. the plastic strain rate vector is always normal to the loading
s surface.

Thus one can write

diP = do'. i (69)

where the magnitude d,* needs to be determined.
During plastic straining, the yield surface must follow the motion of the

loading point to satisfy (65). This can be assured by a proper evolution
equation for the vector I in (60). A suitable general form of a kinematic
hardening law is

d - d# + dt, (70)

%here the magnitude of the vector dt is specified by various rules. Well-
known prescriptions were suggested by Prager and modified by Ziegler
[31. However, experimental results (45-481 indicate that in aluminum alloys

Il
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dis is best approximated by selecting d- =, in (60). This hardening law
was first suggested by Phillips [45. 461 and Phillips and Lee (471.

An illustration of the strain evaluation procedure for a uniformly stressed
metal sample is provided by the following example (581. Let the loading
surface be represented by the Mises form (62). but with a temperature
dependent yield stress Y- Y(W). and the hardening by the Phillips law If the
latter is written in the form

dii = do.

then the consistency equation suggests that
* F, c-.~r l ]{( •f)r •fd6]" F -'(L' ) ' d L] f) d & d8]

= &I - 11rC d :]" i)rC do - YIO)Y(O) d&],.

ubhere the second expression was derived from the Mises form i62).
The plastic strain magnitude is evaluated from Ziegler's equality

- d!, <'f :-d.efS-" d~z .-=-.(-3)

which gives
-1 [qrd* YQ"io

whercQL 
Q ]

q--q. Q = (qrq.)l ,

Q Q ) -I
q! -q• 2(t &i - iii1) - - -- -- i 3 j),

q.= q2= I t - iL 1) 2(&22 - i.21 - 433 - i 3 3).

q3 = - - ii) - (&z2 - i 22) 2(a33 - '33,

Sq. = 2q - 6(ail - i21), q5 - 2qs 6(&31 - is,).

q6 - 2q: - 6(02 - '32).

The magnitudes of c and H are sometimes defined from a simple tent.'"
test, this gives

c - 2H,3. H - (dW - dY)ldM.3 but a much better agreement with experiments follows when H is found
from one of the contemporary theories of plasticity discussed, for example.
in [48. 49. 59].

I
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5. lhtegtaoffw.Watau•

l [•,ITIU.L YIELDIONG AND HARDENING

In comparison with the analysis of elastic systems. micromechanics of
elastzic-plastic composites is much more difficult. Some of the earlier results
appl,. however, the instantaneous mechanical properties of the phases. such
as stir"ness and compliance are no longer known constants, instead they
depend on the current stress and on past history of plastic deformation.
Therefore. a plastically deforming phase that has experienced some non-
uniform plastic straining is no longer homogeneous. its instantaneous prop-
erties change from point to point.

The plastic deformation process can be better understood if the medium
is % iewed as an aggregate of small %, olume elements k = 1. 2..... N. which
subdivide both the matrix and the reinforcement phase. and in which the
local strains are regarded as piecewise uniform. The refinement of such
subdihision can be %aried from two elements. one for each phase. to as many
as desired. Since each subelement is replicated in numerous locations in the
actual composite. it is appropriate to assume that local properties are similar
to those that would be found in a neat polycrystalline matrix or fiber material
that ,as exposed to the actual in situ processing sequence. Of course, in
many instances such properties can be found only indirectly. but it is
apparent that those that apply to the inelastic phase must fit into the same
general framework as those of the phase material. described in Section [I[.A.

The inelastic response of such a subdivided composite to external loading
will be studied in more detail with the micromechanical models in Section
[II B.4 However. an example of their behavior will be presented now, as an
introduction to the subject. The example is taken from the work of Ln
and Dvorak (60). who examined an idealized periodic model geometry of a
discontinuously reinforced fiber composite shown in Fig. 1. The fibers are
cylinders of hexagonal cross section. arranged in a periodic hexagonal array
in the transverse '"x 3-plane. In the longitudinal x , -direction. the fibers are
distributed also in a periodic manner. Figure 2 shows a representative volume
of the composite and its subdivision into finite elements. When appropriate
periodic boundary conditions are prescribed. the deformation of a large
volume of the composite under macroscopically uniform overall stress can
be studied with one such representative volume element. Finite element
analysis of the representative volume is usually used to obtain specific results.

Suppose that the fiber is always elastic but that the matrix is an elastic-
plastic material of the type described in Section III.A. The composite is
initially in a stress-free state, but loading excursions of sufficient magnitude
may cause plastic yielding in parts of. or in the entire matrix volume. At
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current overall stress, the boundary of the elastic region can be established
by loading in many directions from this stress state. Onset of overall plasticI deformation can be detected as a specific deviation from linearity in the
stress-strain diagram. In Fig. 3, this has been done by many radial loading
excursions from the origin. Then. the overall stress was changed along
the path indicated from A to B. Many excursions were again made from 8

I

to find the next loading surface. This was repeated at C. and the path CDE
was completed within the last surface.
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I Fro 3 Overall initial and subsequent yield surface ofta whisker-teinforced composite in the
ax~ial tension Ii&,j longitudinal shear (&,,) plane. The subsequent yield surface are given
at ioading points B and C (60].
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These overall surfaces reveal some aspects of plastic yielding, such as the
essentially kinematic motion of the overall surface in the direction of the
stress increment: this will be related to the Phillips-type kinematic hardening
of the matrix. Also. there is some distortion. mostly expansion or contraction
of the overall surface dunng plastic loading. In contrast, the yield surfaces
of the kinematically hardening matrix do not change size.

X better insight into local and overall yielding can be derived from an
exaimination of the local yield surfaces at integration points in the fite
elements. To construct such local surfaces in the overall space. it is necessary
to rind the elastic stress concentration factors B, of all elements. Each column
of B, is generated by a single component of the unit overall stress. Then. if
the local surface of point k is given by ve./i. H,) = 0. in the local stresses. its
image in the overall stress space is ,i. Hi =!,iiB*6. Hk, = 0. With reference
to 16oi. this can be written as

i V~~l• - • = .41 - i• =t~rBrc i*t - it -Y:-- 0 .6

or. using 162).

16= - j 1,rBrCBid -k - =z 1-.

Figure 4 ihos a plane section of the cluster of local surfaces for the

* '50

100

!s ,

I100

.300 -250 .202 .150 .100 -. 0 0 N0 100 IS0 2M,

I 1 1, (MPa)
FfG. 4. Cluster of initial yield surfaces found in the overall *,,&,.plane from local

nitial yield surfaces of the matri phase. Overall yield surface found from de"ation of the
)%erali uress-strain response from linearity is superimposed (60].
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integration points in Fig. 2. in the overall stress space for the undeformed
state. The surface found from macroscopic deviations from lineanty in Fig.
3 is superimposed. Figures 5 and 6 show similar clusters at points B and C.
together with the corresponding surfaces from Fig. 3. Of course. the loading
excursions designed to establish the points on the overall surface cause local
plastic .ielding and rearrangement of the clusters. In fact. even the seemingly

elastic path CDE causes such rearrangement and plastic yielding. Figure
i adetail of the cluster at point C. This is a section of a yield cone in

the six-dimensional overall space. In the plane shown. it represents a corner:
note the hinge-like arrangement which is typical after extended excursions
At the current point C. one can draw normals to the internal envelope and
also e~aluate the plastic strain increment. Hill (61] shows that the direction
of the plastic strain must fall inside a cone of normals. this is illustrated b.,
the plane section in Fig. "

The example indicates that it is not generally possible to derive the actual
oerail %teld surface from a local yield condition. Instead. the oerall surface
that corresponds to measurable de~iations from lineanty is a locus of vertices

200O

1 -00
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-50

-100O

-200 I I I I I

-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 so 100 150 200

a 1',(MPa)
FoG 5 Cluster of yield surfaces found at 8 in the overall , #,:.plane from local yield

iurfaces of ihe maimx phase. The loading path leading to B is indicated (60].I
I
I
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F:o 6 Cluster of ý.ield surfaces found at C in the overall fr2 -plane from local yield
i) iurfaces if :he matrix phase (60]
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Iof local yield cones. with associated cones of normals that contain the plastic
strain vectors.

From i 5). one can read the following relation between the " radii" of local

I surfaces in the overall and element space.

(do, - dma - B6(do - dt,"

In a kinematically hardening matrix. 170) applies to the stresses and
translations in each element k. Together with 777). this specifies the direction

of motion of the rield surface of each plastically deforming element k in the

, %~erall space as

I t d o

for the Phillips law. This last form is particularly simple in that it does

not require anv information about the local stresses or translations. Of

course. it still applies only to surfaces of the plastic elements. hence it does

not suggest an identical translation of all surfaces in the cluster.
Under certain limited circumstances that will be descnbed in the sequel.

the subdivision of the microstructure may be restrcted to the two phases
and the overall surface found from j77) and 178). with k replaced by the

matrix subscript 0. and B0 taken from the elastic estimates in Section lI.B.

However. an indiscriminate application of such a coarse subdivision of the

representative volume may produce entirely misleading estimates of overall3 •ield surfaces and hardening.

I :. PLASTIC CONSTIT'TIVE RELATIONS

An examination of the constitutive equations for the inelastic phase.
Section 111.A.2. sunests that they can be reduced to the form

3 dix) - .f(.lrx) - Stx). H(z)] da(x) + 1,[H(x)] dO. (79)

dewl) - A..[(z) - six) (x)] do(x) + =,[H(x)] dA.

3 where.N.(x - ox. H(x)] represents the instantaneous compliance of the

inelastic phase. which can be constructed from (64) I69) and 174). The

.Z•[tx) - 0iW. H(z)] is the instantaneous stiffness of the phase that follows
from an analogous strain-space formulation. The vectors 1,. w, are com-

posed from the temperature-dependent yield stress terms in 074) and from
the thermal vectors I,. n, taken from (1). These forms must replace I1) in the
inelastic phase.

I
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The phase volume averages (2) now are

de, t .W..toXl - I•x. H(xI dsx) ÷1,[H(fx)] dk dE.
V 

1801
di, 1- :.W{.,%x) - mvx. Hixm] dox - ,,CHIxi) de, i*;

These equations replace 03). but they do not reduce to that simple form.
Lnless the local deformation is uniform, one cannot write the phase con-
trituti'e relations in terms of phase averages of stress and strain, because

these are not connected by an instantaneous phase stiffness or compliance
rIndeed. no iuch phase properties exist in the average sense. The phase

,;onstttuti~e relations must be satisfied pointwise. and this can be achieved
only through integration of j91 in the phase volume along the prescribed
o,.erall stress or strain path. The fields cannot be found exactly for an actual
or model ieometry An approximate evaluation is most conveniently done
with the dnite-element method. as indicated in the previous example.

Of course. there is a strong temptation to circumvent the difficulty
associated with evaluation of the local fields. Typically. an attempt is made
to reduce the actual phase constitutive relations (79) to the form

de, - Y~"4,. H,) dit, + *. 4H,) dO.81

de, -*4.,. HO) de, + .AH,) dO. 18 F)

where the instantaneous Y',. f,. and .0,. #, relate the averages of phase
stress and strain fields, as if these fields were always uniform. Such assump-3tions seem to be justified in modeling of the instantaneous properties of
individual grains in elastic-plastic polycrystals (631. Models of this kind
regard the polycrystal as a multiphase medium. consisting of many differently
orientated but otherwise identical grains, where it seems appropriate to view
the deformation field as piecewise uniform. However. this view becomes
untenable in two-phase systems where both the geometry and the elastic and
elastic-plastic properties of the phases are entirely different. Usually. only
the matrx phase deforms plastically, hence the phase properties grow even
further apart in the plastic range.

A typical application of (81) is in variants of the self-consistent or
Mori-Tanaka methods in plasticity. The schemes that have been proposed
often employ composite cylinder or sphere inclusions in an effective medium.
or other adjustments of geometry designed to improve the estimate of the
local field in the matrix. We recall that in elastic analysis, these methods
derive their legitimacy from proofs that show that their predictions of overall
properties ame bracketed by rigorous bounds. Such proofs are not availableU
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in plasticity. Therefore, there is no assurance that the estimates are reliable.
Errors introduced in this manner are easily compounded by integration of
the incremental forms along a prescribed overall loading path. Additional
problems may be introduced by a loss of consistency and, or symmetry of
the estimates. Therefore. the approximation 181) should be either avoided
altogether or used only in situations where it may be indicated by com-

parisons with experiments and more accurate micromechanical models. InI to-phase fiber composites. such situations arise in the fiber-dominated
deformation of the bimodal plasticity theory discussed in the following.

SEXACT RESLLTS

In most situations. the overall response of an inelastic composite is related
to the nonuniform local fields, and those must be evaluated from an analysis
of a specific micromechanical model. Such models are often based on
simplified assumptions that may or may not be admissible in plasticity of

heterogeneous media. To assist in model formulation. we now present certain
exact results that are independent of the choice of model, and therefore. must
be satisfied by all admissible models. They refer to overall and local plastic
strains, to thermal hardening caused by a uniform change in temperature.
and to normality and convexity of the overall yield surfaces. Except as noted.
the results apply not only to two-phase composites. but to representative
%olumes of all inelastic heterogeneous media under homogeneous boundary

* conditions.

a. Local and Overall Plastic Stramis

Suppose that an initially stress-free aggregate is subjected to a load cycle
that starts and terminates at a = 0. but reaches some intermediate level
ii = 60 such that one or more phases undergoes plastic deformation. At each
overall stress 6o, the overall plastic strain is defined as the difference between
the total overall strain and the strain caused by purely elastic unloading by
- 4o As long as the local plastic strains are regarded in the usual continuumS~sense envisioned. for example by (79). a similar definition applies to each

homogeneously stressed and strained material point of the inelastic phases.
The local strain field in the inelastic phases consists of an elastic and plastic
part. and the latter may be written as a sum of the phase volume average
t, and a .anable plastic field 1,'(x). If (ax is the local stress under current
uniform overall stress, the phase strain field is

i x) - Me,lx) + If + IPtx). (82)

-After complete elastic unloading to zero overall stress, these strains become

iX) - Mfe.qX) - Bx)'1°] + .P + '1,(X). (83)

I
I
I
I
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where BAx) is related to the overall stress by the elastic influence function
in 17). and M, is the elastic phase compliance. The stress

0,(X1 - OAXI - Blx(*0  (84)

is the elastic stress field associated with the residual strain, which togetherUith the plastic strain clx) creates a compatible field in the unloaded
,:omposite. The variable part of the plastic strain field has the property

I 2 ,, xidV= o• 2 i& (x dt, ' 0.

The phase %olume aerage of the field 182) then is

III
Z,= 'I~e. - iP where V. [z~ix - NiM,v)%] dPV i85,

The o~erall plastic strain i' is defined as the volume average of the
local strains 1831 after complete elastic unloading from do:

In the alternative strain space formulation 164'). the overall strain i
is regarded as the independent variable. At current t. the local stress fields
are 

0
6.e r(XI = Li,ixl - - a,(xl i87)

and after elastic unloading leading to t - 0:

v~w = L,(~xi - A~gx)t] - - =L.'(x1 - - 1/8)

3 The variable part of the phase relaxation stress N(x) has the property

&fa,(x) dV -, 0-- V x) dV -o. 189)I

and the average of the field (88) thus becomes

3e, - L,z, - &, - Lc, - i. (90)

The overall relaxation stress follows as

30 .1' Lmej'tv: ) + 6,11 dV (91)

A h e r e -

,I
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The variable parts of the local plastic strain and relaxation stress fields
do not contribute to the overall strain or stress. Only the averages of the
fields and the residual elastic fields make such contmbutions. However. the
, ariable parts, together with the applied elastic fields. may have a very
ignificant influence on the magnitude of plastic deformation which actuaily

takes place in the phases, and thus on the magnitude of the averages. For
example. D'orak et al. [50. 6.' show that extensive matrix-dominated plastic

.% ielding ama% occur in an actual system under overall stress which would not
satisf. a macroscopic ýield condition based on average phase stresses.

We no•, proceed to derive a quantitative relationship between local and
o~erail plastic strains that does not involve the residual field. A representative
%olume o• a multiphase composite material under uniform overall stress or
strain is again considered. The virtual work theorem is used. it states that
the integral over a representative volume

where ilxi is an. stress field that satisfies equations of equilibnum. with
.olume average (6) equal to d. Similarly. O'x) is any strain field derivable
from continuous displacements. with volume averaging 16) equal to ([1].

The theorem is first applied to the elastic residual stress field in 841 and
to the purely elastic strain field in a composite without plastic strains. The
result is

Vexixl M,B,ix*" dV-, • Md," -. 0 i93)

because e = 0
"Next. the theorem is applied to the elastic stress field in a composite

%ithout plastic strains and to the total strain field in the unloaded composite
83) and 186):

I - IvSAX)#,,. -[Me(x) +- ei)] dV = 0,". -t. (94)

With reference to 093) and to the symmetry M - MT. one then finds the
relation between local and overall plastic strains as

a' - ' f rlx"g"(x) dV (95)

Ahere V,, is the part of the total volume undergoing plastic deformation.
,A here ef 0 0.

This is a general result valid for a heterogeneous medium with any number

I.
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of inelastic phases. Related but not identical relations have been derived by
Hill [61] and Rice (67].

A dual relationship between the local and overall relaxation stresses in a
composite sub)ected to a prescribed uniform deformation path is

IArlx)OIx) dV (961

In many mnicromechanical models, the actual local fields are replaced by
their piect:tse uniform approximations. For example. the self-consistent
model assumes that the local fields are uniform at each phase. In the
Nfori-Tanaka model and in the dilute approximation. uniform fields result
in the inclusions, but not in the matrix. The unit cell models discussed in
Section IlI.B.l and in Section 111.B.4.b. typically subdivide each phase into
man% finite elements with uniform or piecewise uniform strain and stress
fields that are related by the elastic or inelastic phase constitutr~e relations.
During plastic loading, each such uniformly strained subdomain will ha~e
different instantaneous properties and can be regarded as a separate inelastic
phase. In practice, the fields evaluated by a finite element procedure represent
the best a,.ailable approximations of the actual fields.

Under such circumstances. both terms in the above integrals are constant
,Aithin a certain subdomain k. and the integrals may be replaced by the sums

l = ¶c.Bri. (97)

1 @' 6A c, Ard•'t• (97')

taken over all k, in which the local plastic fields exist. Note that only in
elastically homogeneous media iB, = 1) is the overall plastic strain equal to
the volume awerage of local plastic strains.

The above results can be expanded to include the effect of a uniform
change in temperature and summarized as follows.

Lnder a given overall stress 6 and temperature change 0. the total

overall strain is the sum of the elastic strain, the thermal strain, and the3 plastic strain:

I M M + me + i'. (98)

Likewise. under fixed overall strain and temperature change e. the overall
stress is the sum of the following terms:

a - U + 18 - *rA 199)

%kith P' and Ir related to local plastic strain by (95) to (97).
When written as relations between increments, the above relations are

I analogous to 164).

I
I.
I
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b. Constitutive Relations for Two-Phase Fibrous Composites

For each fiber composite system. there are certain loading conditions that
promote the fiber-dominated deformation mode defined in Section III.B.4.c
below In this mode. the magnitude of the variable parts of the inelastic fields

Sn ,8K) and W8') seems to be negligible. If this is the case. then one may simplify
the analysis of such fibrous composite systems by assuming that the phase
constituti'e relations are satisfied by phase volume averages of the stressI and strain fields. as indicated by 181). This suggests that the actual forms
182) and 1871 of the local fields are now replaced by the much simpler forms
(0i and M90. respectively. In other words, both the phase plastic strains and

" relaxation stresses are assumed to remain uniform during fiber-dominated
deformation.

Now compare 85 with the phase average of (34). and 190) with the phaseI average of 034). The implication is that the if can be identified with a
uniform phase transformation strain pt,. and -6ý with k,. Similar connec-
tions exist between the overall transformation strain pi in 135) and 152) and the
o'erall plastic strain V' derived from 197) and also between the overall
transformation stress k. in 035) and (52') and the overall relaxation stress
-0 found from (971. Therefore. 52) can be utilized to write the following
result for a two-phase fiber system:

= K. - MN -,)tp. + (K 0 - MNahi. 1001

- (LK, - N,)jit + LKO - N•i.

which is analogous to 197). but employs the overall elastic moduli instead
of the phase concentration factors. Another form of (97) follows from t53):

-= C,Br -V+ cO Arti (101)

-4 =- cArdf - coA&. (lot)

where the relation employs again the elastic mechanical concentration
factors. A comparison with the Levin f3) and Rosen-Hashin [4) formulae in
i l lI and j ImIy) serves to establish an analogy between the uniform thermal
and plastic strains

If only one of the phases does yield. then the relation can be inverted and
the phase average of the plastic strain field can be evaluated in terms of the
overall plastic strain. Thus, if r - fi is the inelastic phase.

- (K 0 - M N , O) - ' = - (B r) _ IB 8 .
C'

(102)iUd - L,4LK, - N,V" 'R = t_(•)tx

providing that the inverses exist.

I
i

|I.
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When the local strains are assumed to be uniform in each of the phases.
equations (100) and (101) relate the local and overall plastic strains in a
two-phase fibrous composite.

We now derive relations between local and ocerall total strains. For the
elastic composite, such relations are given by 18). Here we include the effect
of a uniform temperature change R in a similar way, but consider the plastic
strains as separate eigenstrains. which by assumption are now uniform in
the two phases. Recall that the effect of phase eigenstrains on the total phase
strain or stress was evaluated in 158) or (59). respectively With regard to the
above connections between the uniform phase eigenstrains and plastic
strains, or phase eigenstresses and relaxation stresses. and with the thermal
strains taken from (8). the local and overall quantities are related as follows:

Under applied overall strain and temperature change:

Er = A, + a,d - D,,! , + D,81•. 103)

Under a uniform overall stress and temperature change:

r, = B, a -,- b, 8 - F, R - F,$ J . 1104)

where the transformation concentration factors are given by t54) and 156).
While both the overall ! or 6. and the temperature change 0 may have
contributed to the local plastic strains, the two leading terms in the equations
represent the elastic contribution to local averages; they may or may not be
equal to the overall thermomechanical loads that produced the plastic
strains. The relations are valid after a partial or complete unloading and in
any circumstances where t. 6. and 0 cause no further plastic flow.

The average phase stress, which corresponds to the strain (103). follows
from 034). When all contributions are included, one finds the local stresses
in a constrained composite as:

a, = L,e, + 1,0 - df = Ll, - i1,) + 1,0. (105)

Alternatively. the constrained composite may be viewed as medium
loaded by the overall stress 6, given by (99). Then, (104) and (101') may be
utilized to find another form of (105):

a, = B,Li + (b, + 11,00 + (cD, ,A.T - + (coBA - F,#)*. (106)
The identity 6, = Li~P may be introduced if desired.
Next. we find the local strains in a composite under uniform overall stress,

which coexist with the local stresses (104). According to (34), the result is:

C,= MI,., + m,0 + if. (107)

Again, the overall uniform stress may be regarded as a consequence of
the applied overall strain (98) that has the component (101') derived from the
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local plastic strains. When this is utilized in (103). the local, strain (107)
assumes the form:

, AM# + (a, -,- A,m)O + (cA,B.r + D,J)L• + (c,#A,B" + D,,I. (M08)

The above pairs of expressions for local stresses and strains, together
with 191. (10L 185). and (90). provide the following general connections
between the eigenstress and eigenstrain concentration factors:

L,A,B = L

F,, = L,[I - c,A, Br - D,])M, Ir = x. fl) 11091

F, = -L,[c 9 A, Br - D,1]Mt, (rp = 2# or #21.

We remark that only (100) and 1102) refer specifically to fiber systems.
while all the other results from (101) to (109) apply to any two-phase
composite for which the various concentration factors can be found. Exact
connections between the mechanical and transformation concentration fac-
tors have been derived in [40,. hence it is only necessary to find the elastic
A, and B,; this should be possible for most geometries of practical interest.
For completeness. we reproduce the expressions that apply to any two-phase
composite:

D, = II - A,X L. - LO) 'L.. D,0 = - - A.,XL, - LO)-Lo,

F,., = (I - B,X M, - M)- 'M,. F,0 - -(I - BX M, - MO) Mo.

(110)

For a fiber composite. these can be shown to represent another form of
(54).

We now proceed to derive macroscopic constitutive relations for those
two-phase composites that admit the approximate relations (81) for the
phases. To this end. we utilize J81):

de, =.A, d, + s,,,dO (811)

and the incremental forms of (104) and (107):

do, - B, do + Ib, dO - F,. L. d1. - F,0 Lo dA (111)

de, - M, do, + , dO + AdIf. (112)

From the first and third equation, one finds the average phase plastic
strain:

di- (. M- M,)do, + ( m,)- A)d, (113)
which we redefine to read as

df ,da, + td8.
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This is used in (1 12) to eliminate the local plastic strains and to write the
following two equations for the unknown local stresses:

de, = B, di + b, O

- F,.Ls(W. do. + p.d8) - F,,Lo(WO dao + psd8) (114)

for r =,x. 0.
The solution is:

de, = A, dd -t- 0, dO. (115)

where A, and 6, are the instantaneous stress concentration factors given by

~ =~ -- -' 1,- F.8 LIF
= FL .- F.L~ ]'s -! ±

(116)

I. - F2.L,1, - -.I Flo Lgqs (b. - F,. L,. . - Fi o Ls p#],Co

,~ !.

C, I
This applies when both phases experience plastic straining. If one phase

remains elastic, say the z phase, then q, = 0 and p. a 0.
The strain increments in the phases now follow by substitution of the

above stress increments into (8t'):

de, =-A ., d + (A,,, + ,m,)dO. (118)

Finally. the overall constitutive relation for the total strains is obtained
from (9') as

dt= dd + wd (M191

where

W E cPA4, A• oa T. c,&.+,6, +&,). (120)

are analogous to the elastic forms in (10) and (11).
Another possible derivation of these results may utilize the general formula

(lO). Substitute 1113) into (101) and wnte the overall instantaneous com-
pliances as:

.A M M + cg 2rW,*, + c (12J1)0 (121)
,.-M + C. BI~(W. 6, + P.) + Co BO(VO 00 + #As
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where M and m are elastic, and the remaining terms are inelastic contnbu-
tions that vanish for each elastic phase. when the particular V, - 0.

In principle. the above results may be extended to a multiphase composite
medium. The only requirement is to evaluate the additional transformation
concentration factor terms, up to - F,, L.t in ( 110). Once those are found.
then the solution of n equations I 114), if it exists, provides the instantaneous
stress concentration factors for all n phases. Both 1119) and I120) apply to
an. number of phases if additional phase terms are attached.

For a two-phase medium, the above results may be simplified. Recall that
the phase transformation concentration factors are related to the mechanical
concentration factors by 1110). Therefore. in a two-phase medium 1116) and
ii 117 ma.y be written without reference to the transformation concentration
factors. The result may be derived in several ways. Here we recall the
identities following (101 and restate them for the instantaneous concentration
factors:

C... 'o =DI C ,6, -+C1 6=O. (122)

This is venfied by the derivation leading to (116) and (117).
Next. compare the forms 1120) and (121). and use 1122) to eliminate one

pair of the instantaneous concentration factors. Then. in turn. solve for the
remaining instantaneous quantities to obtain

A. = M- M, -M - (Bfr -_), + 18 - I - EM - M, + rB -

e. = •- M, . ( - t•, - (e -12]' 3)

r -c 2(Br - lI)•" - ct4B[ - I)t, + C1 m, + came -m]

for any two-phase system. Both are symmetric with respect to the exchange
of i and P subscripts, and thus (122) is satisfied. It can be verified that this
agrees with 1116) and (117) if (110) is taken into account.

These results represent an explicit macroscopic constitutive relation for
any two-phase composite in which the response of the phases is approxi-
mated by 181). Note that no material model has been used in the derivation.
The only information about the microstructure is reflected in the elastic stress
and strain concentration factors A, and 1.1

In all two-phase systems, the transformation concentration factors can be
expressed in terms of A, and B,; this is indicated by (54) and (110). If this
route is chosen, then the self-consistent or Mori-Tanaka models may be
adopted for convenient evaluation of A, and B,. However, if the analysis
proceeds from an independent evaluation of the overall elastic properties L
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and NE e.g., via the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (33), the concentration factors
are derived from (10). For a fiber system. the factors also follow from (53) and
(56). Then. the above constitutive relation is independent of the details of
microstructural geometry and. therefore, is exact for any two-phase system
that admits 81).

In summary, the above procedure gives closed-form expressions for the
instantaneous overall properties in terms of instantaneous phase properties
and overall elastic stiffness or compliance. In contrast, other available
approaches usually evaluate the instantaneous concentration factors from
approximate solutions of inelastic inclusion problems that often require
extensive numerical computations. The estimates of .aare usually implicit.
and the plastic strains derived from these estimates may violate 95) to 197).

c Thermal Hardening

In an elastic composite. a uniform change in temperature will influence
the local fields: this can be evaluated from 17) and (12). Even in the absence
of plastic loading, such changes in local stresses and strains will affect the
)ield and relaxation surfaces in the overall stress or strain space. Under such
circumstances. it is convenient to retain the representation of the yield
surfaces suggested by (75) and (76) and to include the effect of temperature
through additional parameters. For example, with reference to the illustra-
tion of local yielding in Section III.B.1. and Figs. I to 7, consider the effectI of a small change A8 on the overall yield surfaces of individual subelements
k in the elastic-plastic matrix. Suppose that the overall stress, if any. is
adjusted such that no plastic yielding is caused by the A9. The average stress
change in a subelement k is equal to Ack = bA AO. There is no plastic loading.
hence datt = 0. and ,.s is the only change in the local stress. Then. it follows
from (77) that the translation of the overall yield surface of subelement k is
equal to

A•, 1  3 B- AG. (124)

The implication is that the change A9 will cause a rigid body transla-IB tion of all subelement yield surfaces in the overall space. This effect may
be referred to as thermal hardening. Of course, it is present both in the elastic
composite and during plastic deformation; in the latter case the translation
in t101 must be added to the i, during each loading step. Depending on
the respective loading directions. the thermal change may accelerate or retard
plastic deformation.

The result given is quite transparent, but not particularly convenient, as
it involves the stress concentration factors. A more useful description follows3 from the decomposition procedure of Section II.C.I. Recall that this pro-

!
I
I.
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cedUre admits eigenstrains in the phases and prescribes auxiliary overall
stresses that make the strain field uniform in the entire aggrega, while the
stresses become piecewise uniform. Moreover, if both the homogeneous and
particular solutions (40) are combined, one can create a one-parameter family
of such uniform fields. When each of the phases is isotropic in the transverse
plane. i.e.. isotropic or transversely isotropic. it is possible to adjust the
parameter in such a way that the uniform auxiliary strain field is isotropic
in the aggregate.

These considerations suggest the following strategy for evaluation of the
effects of uniform changes in temperature on plastic deformation in com-
posites with elastic-bnttle fibers. In contrast to the example given, consider
now a general plastic loading step from some current reference state in which
a temperature change dO is applied simultaneously with an overall stress
da. First. apply the temperature change and the auxiliary surface tractions
that create the above isotropic uniform strain field. In an isotropic metal
matrix that is plastically incompressible, such combined loading will cause
only an isotropic stress increment but no plastic yielding; the local stress
increment vector is parallel to the axis of the cylindncal local yield surface
(75) or 176). Next. remove the auxiliary tractions and add the overall stress
increment, if any. that has been prescnbed together with the change dO. This
modifies the current stress increment and the entire overall mechanical
loading path. The effect of temperature is represented by a uniform and
isotropic strain field together with a certain mechanical loading, which in
superposition with the applied mechanical loads may cause plastic deform-
ation of the aggregate.

This approach to thermal hardening was first outlined by Dvorak [7],
without the benefit of the results in Section II.C.I. Here we utilize (40) and
seek the magnitude of dST that guarantees an isotropic stress d#, in the
metal matrix Ir = 0). which is assumed to be elastically isotropic and
plastically incompressible. The thermal strains in the phases are uniform
phase eigenstrains given by

dpi, _ [2, p. p" 0, 0. 0]r dO. (125)
where 2, and f, denote the linear longitudinal and transverse coefficients
of thermal expansion of the phases.

Substitute (125) into (402), and with the help of (42) to (46). evaluate the
nonvanishing components of d,. The result is:

i&21- q(i,AI - nAk) dSr + qk,E.(i1&z + 2k0&A) dO, (126)

d&- qltal - noAk) dSr + qk+iiAx + 2kAf) dO, (127)

dd" - i1 c3=d3-d (128)

I
I
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Require that d& = d# = d#• and find

dSr - :qkoE.4lAz *- 2k.AP)(1 - qJlAI - np,.k)] -'I dO. 1129)

The overall auxiliary stress de# has the nonvanishing components

d&1 = d&2,. fO = dS,. d+, = dj 3 - dST. (130)

Together with dO. this overall stress creates a uniform strain field in the
aggregate It also guarantees that the stress increment in the matrix is
isotropic and thus causes no yielding.

Finall,. the auxiliary stress must be removed. This is a mechanical loading
step that also should include the actual stress dfy that was prescribed
together with the dd. After this step. the stress fields in the phases are

dejx) = d#, + .4 .,N x Xdir - d .)), ul31e

da(Xl = dea - A.Y.Xdd - del.

Inasmuch as plastic straining may be caused in the matrix during this
step. the 1,ixi denote the instantaneous stress influence functions i 161.1117t
derived for a particular model geometry from an appropriate integration of
C'91 along the modified loading path. The implication is that the effect of
temperature on local fields can be represented by a modification of the
mechanical loading path from d* to idd - d#). where d# depends on dO as
indicated by 1126) to 1130).

Similar conclusions apply to evaluation of the overall strain. In particular.
the dSr in 1129) is substituted into 1423) and the di, into (403): this gives
the overall strain di caused by d# and dO. Then, the strain caused by theI mechanical loading Idd - d#) is added. The result is

di - di +.•JdR - d#), 1132)

% here .41 is the instantaneous compliance of the aggregate (122).
Dunng an elastic unloading step. the results 1131) and (132) convert to

their elastic counterparts, i.e.. the A4x) are replaced by BA x). and .0by M.
Recall that such elastic loading by AO alone (40 = 0) was specified in the

example leading to (124). We now reconstruct (124) in the following way.
The change Ad is applied together with Ak, selected such that A#,# is
isotropic: i.e.. 1129) is used to evaluate 4Sr. By definition, the Mises yield
condition 462) or 176) does not depend on the hydrostatic stress component.
hence A## renders 6ek 0 9. and the 60 is accounted for by application of
the overall stress -,0, which does not vanish. As before. Aid, , 0 because
there is no plastic loading. Accordingly. 177) now becomes

0 = 1(A# - &&j). (133)

1
I
I
I
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Therefore. instead of (124). we now obtain

Adt, A& 134)

This is equivalent to (124), but it is now apparent that during elastic
deformation. a temperature change Ad0 causes a rigid-body translation of all
subelement yield surfaces in the overall stress space by the same amount A.

These results lead to several conclusions. First. unlike most polycrystals.
composite materials may experience macroscopic plastic straining due to a
sutricentl% large change in temperature. The temperature change Oy. which
A ill cause the onset of local yielding in an initially stress-free composite. can
be ealuated from 11341. The stress .1 is a function of temperature: (130)
suggests that in the system considered. it is an axisymmetric oerall stress
consisting of an axial normal stress dS 4 and transverse hydrostatic stress
dSrT The temperature needed to generate a certain dSr follows from (1291.
and the axial components from 1126). u127). Then. if the subelement yield
surface is known in the overall stress space. or if the overall yield surface
is derived from physical or numerically simulated experiments, the d# is
integrated along the thermal loading path until 0 = Ov. where a reaches
the respective yield surface. Of course, in reality the yield surface of a
stress-free composite undergoes a rigid-body translation equal to its diameter
in the a-direction in overall stress space. In the absence of an overall
mechanical stress, the origin is the loading point, and plastic yielding starts
when the overall surface comes into contact with this point. Similar con-
clusions apply to prestrained systems where the center of the yield surface
is at some initial position distinct from the origin. A somewhat different
treatment of such effects and specific examples can be found in (64-66].

In applications. it is useful to know that the effect of combined thermal
and mechanical loads on plastic deformation of a fiber composite can be
evaluated by prescribing only mechanical loading, but along a modified path.
The uniform auxiliary fields must be added to the results. If the matrix yield
stress depends on temperature, then it must be changed in each mechanical
loading step that corresponds to a specific temperature change. With such
adjustments. an existing model that was designed to predict overall response
of a fiber composite under mechanical loading can be easily modified to
accommodate both mechanical and thermal loads [7I.

d. Vorpialhty and Convexity

Additional connections between local and overall behavior of composite
materials can be established for certain work relations and for the direction
of the plastic strain vector. The results summarized here were obtained
mostly by Hui (611.
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Consider the direction of the overall plastic strain vector. Suppose that
the composite is subdivided into many small subelements, as in the example
in Section iII.B. 1 above. Assume that each inelastic phase and therefore each
subelement conforms with the Drucker postulate (68). Locally. the plastic
strain rate vector coincides with the outside normal to the yield surface at
the current local stress a,. Any elastic stress increment dak' must be directed
into the local surface, for example, if one takes d" a (% - al, then (681
indicates that

dg•dt- M, dek) • 0. 113.5)

After some algebra. this can be recast into the form:

do: dek - d da:5 0. (136)

where de: and de: are elastic, while da, and dc, are arbitrary.
Note that each of these terms is a product of an equilibrium stress field

with a strain field derivable from continuous displacements. This opens the
way to an application of 092) and to the result

dae dL - dad W s 0. 1137)

The implication is that the plastic part of the overall strain rate lies
within the cone of normals associated with the yield cone at the current
vertex. Figure 7 shows an example of such a configuration of local yield
surfaces, where the yield cone could be inscribed as an internal envelope of
the local surfaces at the current loading point.

This property does not necessarily guarantee normality to a yield surface
evaluated from numerical or physical experiments, such as those shown in
Figs. 3 to 6. or in Fig. 25. Indeed. such surfaces are merely loci of vertices
of adjacent yield cones, and at each loading point, normality limits the plastic
rate vector only to the cone of normals.

Finally. consider the relation between the products of stress and plastic
strain increments. Appeal again to the stability postulate (68) in the form

3 da1 (dc, - M, d.i) z 0, (138)

where the equality holds in the elastic subelements. This can be integrated
over V to yield

d di 2 1 daJlM, d(Md) dV. (139)

If the actual stress field in the inelastic aggregate is regarded as an
admissible field in equilibrium with d#. and the strain field NI, di compatible
with the strain M dA. then the pnnciple of minimum complementary energyI
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3 in elasticity suggests that when K is positive-definite

h ldd(Mda) < I fdek(M, dad) dV, (140)

%here the left-hand side represents the energy of the actual field.
From the last two equations and from (92), one obtains the inequalities

I d~di - M1 dd> 1 deo(dek - M, ded dV 0. (141)

under changing overall load da * 0. The sharp inequality guarantees that
the overall plastic strain rate may vanish only in the absence of all local
rates. It also suggests that in the absence of local strain hardening, when
do, = 0 everywhere, the overall load must still increase. This is sometimes
referred to as constraint hardening, since it arises from mechanical inter-
actions between the phases.

Many additional aspects of the general structure of plasticity of hetero-
geneous media were discussed by Hill and Rice [69. 701 and Rice (67. 681.

4. MICROMECHANICAL MODELS

The discussion of elasticity and plasticity of heterogeneous media suggests
that overall elastic properties can be estimated or bounded with relative ease
and that the simplicity of elastic analysis is derived from the homogeneity
of the phases during deformation. The elastic properties are known constants.
hence volume averaging (2) of local fields (7) gives the relations (8), which
provide the desired result 110). The estimates of A, or B, then follow from
well-known approximate solutions of elastic inclusion problems, such as the
self-consistent or Mort-Tanaka methods. Direct evaluation of bounds on
elastic moduli can be made according to Section II.B.4.

When at least one phase deforms plastically, its homogeneity is lost. Local
instantaneous stiffnesses and compliances are no longer known constants.
Instead. they depend on current stress and on past history of plastic
deformation, and as such they are functions of local coordinates. Although
Sections 111.8.2 and 11I.B.3 present many exact results, they do not address
the influence of specific microstructural geometry on overall behavior. This
can be accomplished only through evaluation of local fields along an
incremental loading path. When the approximation (81) is no longer ac-
ceptable. evaluation of local fields becomes a necessary part of inelastic
modeling of composite materials.

Before the advent of micromechanics. problems of this kind were some-
times approached by introduction of certain assumptions about the overall3 behavior of fibrous composites that were motivated by micromechanical
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considerations. For example. in the model by Mulhem et al. (51] and Spencer
[7/]. the fibers were taken to be inextensible and the composite plastically
incompressible; and with these restrictions, the aggregate was regarded as a
homogeneous medium. The early micromechanical models often employed
simplified phase geometries in order to introduce actual mechanical proper-
ties of the phases. A natural goal was to adjust the geometry of the
microstructure in such a way that the local fields became piecewise uniform.

This %4as accomplished, for example, by the self-consistent method [721, or
b% assuming specific simple geometries of the matrix and fiber [73-761.

Ea.ch of these approximate models had certain advantages as well as
draw backs. but at least one of the early models. the vanishing-fiber-diameter
model of Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [741 permitted a simplified analysis of
metal matrix composite structures. This model reduces the effect of the fiber
to a unidirectional elastic constraint on the elastic-plastic matrix that is
otherwise free to deform uniformly under uniform overall stress or strain.
The model will not be reviewed here. but it is useful to recall its extension
to plasticity of laminated plates [75], its implementation in a general purpose
finite element program for structural analysis [7,1, and applications in the
e'baluation of stress fields at holes and notches in laminated composite plates
[-8. "91. More recent extensions to thermoplasticity were discussed by
Bahei-EI-Din [581 and structural analysis applications in [801. A strain-space
form of the model [561 has been recently implemented into the ABAQUS
program.

As an example of more recent work. we now describe two different
approaches to plasticity analysis of fibrous composite media, one that
provides bounds on certain instantaneous overall properties together with

estimates of local fields, and one that takes advantage of certain newly3 recognized deformation mechanisms of fibrous composites.

3 a. Bounds on Overall Instantaneous Properties

Models of this kind typically utilize a particular geometry of the fibrous
medium and derive bounds on instantaneous overall properties from esti-
mates of local fields and minimum pnnciples of plasticity [44. 81-831. Here
we briefly summarize the derivation introduced by Dvorak and Teply [84.
851] an analogous model was later described by Accorsi and Nemat-Nasser
[861.

In the minimum principle of plasticity for strain rates, one considers a
representative volume Vof a composite material that is subjected to overall
uniform strain, applied along an incremental path that leads to the current
strain point 1. It is assumed that the current state is represented by known
actual local stress and strain fields in the phases and that these fields satisfy
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the local constitutive equations. which are also assumed as known in the
entire representative volume Vat the current point i of the overall deforma-
tion path. At this current reference state, a uniform strain increment d! is
applied through certain displacements d(, prescribed on the entire surface
S of V This creates local as well as overall stress changes that need
to be determined. An exact solution is often beyond reach, but an approxi-
mate solution can be found with the help of suitably chosen trial functions.
A kinematically admissible field d&" derived from a continuous velocity field
is selected in V such that its volume average d',v = di" = dt. is com-
patible with the surface displacements d,* = dfa on S = S,. This field is also
supposed to satisfy the actual local constitutive equations in the current
reference state. so that a certain stress field do* can be found from the di.
Under such circumstances, the fields dW". dW". and du" represent a kine-
matically admissible set. The energy changes that would occur in the actual
state mno asterisks. and those that take place in the admissible state are
related through the minumum principle for strain rates

jd.dodV- I ddidSs ½tdr."dadV- Iddi-dS. s 14. )

where S. = S - Sg. Body forces are neglected. Recall that displacements are
prescribed on the entire surface S - S.. hence the surface integrals vanish.
The volume integrals can be written in terms of volume averages and work
averages iit = :at v. The result is

SdiL dt < 1 diL, di. (143)

If one prescribes the boundary conditions in terms of surface tractions
rather than displacements. such that d*" = do and do* = do on S = S,. then
one can obtain the inequality

-½d#M d s -dM, d. (144)

The L and M represent the actual instantaneous overall stiffness and
compliance. The L, and M, are their approximations computed from the
admissible field dW*.

In a similar way. one can specify a statically admissible stress field in the
domain and use the minimum principle for stress rates to obtain lower
bounds on energy rates. The final result can be summarized as

diL, dia 2 d1L di a d1L, di a 0 (145)
and

dMiM do Ž d#M do > d#M, do > 0. (146)
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where L, and M,, are the approximate values of instantaneous overall
properties computed from the admissible stress field.

Since each of these terms is a positive-definite quadratic form, all the L
and M. matrices are also positive-definite. This property leads to the in-I equalities di(L, - L)di 0. di(L - Lidi A 0, (147)

%here the equality signs apply only to the exact solution. Let

L, - L = H. L - L, = D. d148)

and observe that all these matrices are positive-definite. In typical applica-I tions. these are 16 x 6) matrices with six eigenvalues. diagonal terms, and
leading principal minors that are all positive. If the eigenvalues are arranged
in nonincreasing order. then according to the monotonicity theorem for

- eigen~alues of symmetric matrices, the ordered eigenvalues of the above
matrices, denoted nere by lower-case kernel letters. are related by

wŽh > 1, - h. I, > 1, -,,- d. 1149)
,,,here

h, >_h>_h., d, ad>.d..

3 and the ordered eigenvalues satisfy the inequalities

It, >_.l >_..->_l6>0. h, ah 2 -2 Ž- _> h6  > 0, etc.

This indicates that h. >0. d. >0. hence it follows that

•, > t, t;(150)

If the ordered eigenvalues are arranged in a nonincreasing order as diagonal
terms, then one can write the bounds as

diag P, a diag 1, a diag 1,. i = 1. 2.... 6. 1151)

IA similar procedure can be applied to (146) to find analogous bounds
on the ordered eigenvalues of M.

diag mn' > diag m, a diag ml. (152)

One also can find bounds on the diagonal terms of L and M. Recall
that these terms are also positive, and it follows from (147) that

LŽ a LŽ a Lu4. Mk a MŽ i, a MI, (no sum on k). (153)

However. no close bounds can be found for the off-diagonal terms of L3 and AI. That can be done only on the basis of known connections between
the terms, such as those that exist, for example, in transversely isotropic and
other elastic media.
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If the bounds are used in an incremental evaluation of the overall
-- properties of an elastic-plastic composite. e.g.. by a finite-element analysis

of the representative volume, then they must be qualified in the following
way. We recall that the minimum principles compare the energy changes ofI the actual and admissible states from a current reference state that cor-
responds to the actual solution of the problem. This is assumed to be known,
together with the actual local properties. However, in an incrementalI numerical solution, this condition is not met. Except in the elastic state. the
local properties in each current state are not known exactly, they are known
only in terms of the finite element approximations. The current state does
not represent an admissible set. and it is not possible to find admissible local
fields for the next plastic step. Therefore. the bounds do not apply to the
actual composite system. Instead. they apply to a system in which the local
properties have been replaced by those computed. say. in the finite element
solution.

In a typical implementation. approximate upper bounds are computed
from the displacement formulation of the finite element method. and ap-
proximate lower bounds are obtained from the hybrid formulation. Thus
one follows a sequence of upper-bound solutions that also approximate the
local properties. or a sequence of lower-bound solutions that give different
approximations of the local properties. It remains to be established if either
procedure is convergent.

b. Periodic .4rrav Models

Evaluation of bounds on instantaneous overall properties of composite
aggregates is best performed for a specific model material that approximates
the microstructural geometry of the actual system. Although most micro-
structures are random. periodic distributions of the reinforcement are often
used in the development of model materials. The advantage of this approach
is that it may divide the composite into identical unit cells of smallest possible
size. which are repeated throughout the representative volume. The cells are
chosen so that one can prescribe for each cell certain periodic boundary
conditions that correspond to uniform overall strain or stress states. The
periodic representation appears to be justified in composites reinforced by
continuous large-diameter ( - 150 um) fibers, such as boron or silicon carbide,
in which a nearly periodic distribution of the fibers is assured in manufacture.
Models of this type are also useful in other fibrous systems, and in particulate
composites. particularly at higher volume concentrations when interaction
between phases becomes significant.

The model described here is the periodic hexagonal array (PHA) model
[84. 85]. Figure 8 shows the typical cross section of the model material in
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II

FIG 8 Transverse cross-sections of periodic hexagonal array models of fibrous composites
Aith hexagonal and dodecagonal cylindncal fibers. Repnnted with permission from J WeL'n
Phis 5olids .36..-'9. 1 L. Teply and G. J. Dvorak. (7 1988. Pergamon Press pic.

3 the transverse plane. The medium consists of a matrix reinforced by aligned
fibers of identical cross section. which is approximated by a regular n x 6-
sided polygon. As shown tn the figure. the microstructure is divided into two
sets of identical triangular prisms, with vertices in the fiber axes. these are
selected as the unit cells.

Under uniform overall stress or strain, the deformation of the composite
can be compared to that of a homogeneous effective medium that has the
same overall properties. In particular, it is possible to identify a set of contact
points in both the periodic and effective media, such that these points undergo
exactly the same displacements when either medium is subjected to a given
uniform overall deformation. For example. the previous choice of unit cells
suggests that to each point xo in a given cell. there correspond points x in
all other cells of the same Ishaded or unshaded) type, such that the local
stresses and strains are equal at all such points. In the x, system of Fig. 9.
the coordinates of x are

x = X0 + C. (154)

where c = c 2(0 3, j. 2sic) and the values of i and j must be selected by
an appropriate combination of the following:

t 0,= _2n, for translation parallel to X2

= == ± it, for translation parallel to V, V3  direction

= -J = ± .n. for translation parallel to V, V2  direction.

where n is an integer. Clearly, the relative displacements of all points
i 1541 must be identical to those of the effective homogeneous medium,
such points represent one set of possible contact points. Note that the fiber
centers belong to this set.
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X3

vi

FtG. 9. Two adjacent inK cells and their local coordinate systems. Reprinted with per-
mission from J 'dech. Ph vs. $olids 3&. 29. J, L. Teply and . 1. Dvorak. C 1988. Pergamon
Press plc.

.Next. one= can show iat the shaded and unshaded prisms are equivalent.
In particular, the transformation

2 -6x + CF (155)

4 where 6 is Kronecker's symbol and Co is a particular value of C) converts
the shaded prisms into the unshaded ones and vice versa. Both the overall
and local stresses and strains remain invariant under this transformation,
and the surface tractions and displacements are identical in the x and x'
coordinate systems.

Finally, the periodic displacement boundary conditions must be specified
for the unit cells. For a uniform overall strain increment Ai., Teply and
Dvorak (851 show that, with reference to Fig. 9,

.- y Au - -AU, 0, (156)
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where V and V' indicate pairs V, V'1. V2 Vý, and so forth. Also, they find that

Aa. = .AuP + Aop.) (157)

for any pair of points P and P' selected on the boundary between two
adjacent cells I Fig. 9). When P a V3 and P s V1 .

,A . = ,UV + Auv.) = fuco. f158)

Hence.

Auw - Au.= ½•oC. A'u - Au• = ALco. (159)

Therefore. the displacements of V, and M,. (U = 1. 2. 3). of the unit cell
are related to A in the same way as the displacements of the same points

Boundary Points V3 - 3

ses

Vm M,
• 3

S. _-"M3 ''

S' Nodal POinft>13

13

Element Numbers

Ffo 10. Unit cll and the finite element mesh used in evaluation of upper bounds. Reprnted
with permnsion from J. Meek Phys. Solids X! 29. J. L. Teply and G. J. Dvorak. C 1988.
Perpmon Press p
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located in the homogeneous effective medium. Accordingly, both sets repre-
sent contact points between the two media under uniform overall strain.

The subdivision of the unit cells into subelements is usually motivated by
the particular purpose of the calculation. If only distant bounds on overall
properties are needed. then one may prefer to choose the coarsest possible
mesh that. however, still provides the number of degrees of freedom needed
for plastic deformation. On the other hand. if one also wants to obtain some
insight into the local fields, then a much more refined mesh is required.

Figure 10 shows the mesh used in evaluation of the upper-bound solutions
for the PHA model. The number of subelements was determined with regard
to the considerations in the previous section. and is suitable only for
bounding of overall properties. Note that elements 7, 8. and 9 are shared by
two unit cells. The actual upper-bound solution employs the displacement3 formulation of the finite element method, where the admissible strain-rate
field is derived from a continuous, piecewise linear displacement field.
prescribed in V Figure 11 shows the actual solution domain and support3 conditions of the unit cell.
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GEORGE J, DVORAK3 A complementary lower-bound solution was also obtained. A somewhat

coarser mesh was used in this case, with elements 10-13 in Fig. 10 replacedby a single element. The equilibrium or hybrid formulation was used: theadmissible stress field was specified as uniform in each element. Continuityof the field was satisfied by boundary tractions applied at nodal pointsselected at midside points of element boundanes. These tractions werebalanced with Lagrange multipliers, identified with nodal displacements [87.8. 89].
Figure 12 shows an example of the results found with the bounding

approach implementation in the PHA model. A collection of stress-strain

I20 I ~ ~(22) ~i

LoadN Vectw
10 

152"2

U2 5 (21)

0.000 0.006 0.010

IA
20

U~ 
(21)000

O.M,'al 0 "0(2 0.0o0

1 FIG. 12. Approximate bounds on overall response under proportional loading Repnntedwith permisson tram J. .Wechi. Phys. Solids 314 29. I. L. Teplv and G. I. Dvorak. C• 1911.1SPergamon Press pic.
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curves was computed for a unidirectional fibrous material subjected tocombined transverse tension and longitudinal shear stresses Oz., and 0r21. A

linearly hardening aluminum matrix and an elastic boron fiber were used in
the unit cell. For the three proportional loading paths used in the evaluation.
two itress-strain curves in close proximity were computed. one from the
upper bound and one from the lower bound procedure. Note that both
transverse normal and longitudinal shear strains appear in the first loading
case. Ho~ever. the second and third paths apparently promote preferential
straining in shear. This turns out to be a demonstration of a so-called matrix
deformation mode of fibrous composites. which is examined as a part of the
bimodal plasticity theory in the following.

Local stress fields can be evaluated with more refined meshes in the PHA
model unit cell. In the examples that follow, the cell was subdivided into 87
elements, the local stress fields were found and stress contours were plotted
in the domain (90]. Figure 13 shows such fields for a boron-aluminum
composite under transverse tension and longitudinal shear, at two overall
stress levels. Figure 14 shows contours of local normal stress caused in the
composite by uniform thermal change. At the lower levels of overall stress
or temperature change. the matrix is strained only elastically, but it becomes
fully plastic at the higher levels. Large gradients are present in each case.

The local fields can be utilized in a comparison of predictions of overall
instantaneous properties by different micromechanical procedures. Of par-
ticular interest is the question of accuracy of those approaches that rely on
averages of local fields. such as the self-consistent and the Mori-Tanaka
methods. No attempt was actually made to reproduce either of the two
techniques. Instead. the overall properties were found from averages of the
fields found by the refined finite element analysis of the PHA unit cell. At
many steps of each loading path. the local stresses in each element were
integrated over the volume of each phase. as in (4). Then the specific forms
of the constitutive equation (3) and (64) to (74), originally prescribed for the
elastic and plastic strain increments in the matrix subelements, were applied
to find the average total strain that would have been caused in the matrix
by the average of the matrix stress field. A similar strain average was also
evaluated in the elastic fiber. Finally, these phase strain averages were added
as in (9') to arrive at the total overall strain. Figure 15 compares the overall
response of the PHA model with that evaluated from the above averages of
local fields. The agreement is quite poor in the B/Al system, but better in
the TS0-Gr. Al system. Similar comparisons were made for longitudinal
shear loading of the two systems; the two methods gave reasonably close
predictions, but the response computed from the averages was somewhat
stiffer. Figure 16 shows the response under uniform thermal change. Again,the agreement of the two methods is not very satisfactory in the B/Al
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Stress. aRM (MPs)I-Al. Ce - 0.484

F.',,.•• - f lt

X, X3 .121

o0 - Prediction using PHAI> In model
XIj-"-- Prediction using average

O•• -local fields
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FiG. 15. Overall reponse under transverse tension &j, (90J. 119 Of a BAI system. (b)
Of a Gr,;Ai system.
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system. There appears to be a better agreement in the T50-Gr Al case.
but in fact. the prediction of the axial strain by the averaging approach Is
entirely misleading, both in magnitude and in sign.

This example can serve as a salutory reminder of the possibly large errors
that can be introduced by averaging: similar discrepancies would be found
in analogous comparisons with the self-consistent or Morn-Tanaka schemes.
Several other examples of such errors appear in the following.

We note that the PHA model has been implemented as a UMAT routine
in the ABAQL'S program [91] and can thus be used in structural applications.
-lso. the model opens an avenue to numerical experimentation. which is
useful in the development of simpler constitutive theories and in interpre-
tation of physical experiments. It is shown in the following that the PHA
model agrees well with experimental results, provided that an accurate
descripton of actual phase properties is specified. Finally, the PHA model
serves as a check of accuracy of other approaches. such as the averagingscheme discussed earlier.

c Bimodal Plasticity Theory

Another approach to modeling of overall behavior of fibrous composites
was motivated, in part. by the experimental results described in SectionS1.8.5. [50. 621. The experiments suggest that a unidirectional fibrous layer
under plane stress may exhibit two distinct deformation modes that affect
only the inelastic response. If the overall stress increments have a large
normal component in the fiber direction, then the material tends to deform
in the fiber-dominated mode IFDM). In this mode, the composite appears
to deform as described in Section IIl.B.3.b. In any event, the segments of the
overall yield surface that correspond to this mode are well approximated if
the matrix stress concentration factors derived from self-consistent estimates
of local stresses. To this end. one finds the estimate of the elastic stress
concentration factors in the matrix and relates the local averages to the
overall stress. At yield, the overall stresses assume the magnitudes required
to satisfy the Mises yield condition (62) by the stress averages in the matrx.
This procedure leads to a single surface, given by (75) with k = r = P, for
the matrix phase. The elastic concentration factor Bp in (75) is given by (212)
for the self-consistent method and by the inverse of the coefficient matrix in
127,) for the Mori-Tanaka method. Overall hardening follows from (77),
di = da.

In the matrx-dominated mode (MDM). the theory postulates that the
composite can be regarded as an elastic-plastic continuum in which plastic
straining occurs in the form of smooth shearing deformations in the matrix.
on certain hypothetical slip planes that are parallel to the fiber axis. and in
certain preferred slip directions on these planes. This mode ignores the actual
microstructural geometry. Instead, the matrix is regarded as a homogeneous
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I medium. and the fibers that occupy a finite volume fraction are assumed to
constrain the matrix deformation to the slip planes. There is a similarity with
continuum slip models of single-crystal plasticity, which ignore the discrete
dislocation substructure of the crystal and postulate smooth sheanng to
take place on certain slip systems [92].

The MDM mode is illustrated by Fig. 17. which shows the admissible
slip planes. The actual slip directions are determined by the requirement that
the resolved shear stress reaches a maximum on the active slip systems. It
is possible to show that there are always two conjugate systems that satisfy
this requirement on planes parallel to the fiber axis. which is parallel to x-.
The corresponding MDM yield surface for an overall state of plane stress
appears in Fig. 18. It is an infinite cylinder of the oval cross section shown.
with generators parallel to the e'• axis; hence the &"t stress does not
influence the onset of MDM yielding.

X3

In

112

Fio V'. Geomery of the two conjupte slip systems of the maui-dominated mode
NMDM). Repnted with permtainon from Spnnnger-Verlag G. J. Dvorak and Y. A. Bahei-EI-Dn.
4cra Vechanuca 49. 219 19"11.
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FIG. 18 Transverse cross section of the cylindncal overall yield surface of the matrix-
dominated mode. Reprnted with permission from Spnnger-Verlag. G. J. Dvorak and Y. A.
Bahei-EI-Din. 4cra .Wecumnica 69. 219 (1987).

The surface consists of two segments defined by the equations

S (62, - izl)2/ro + &(d22 - iz2)/TO -T I] - I = 0 for Iql < I.

jE 16ilT, 1 _i2t)2 _ ro - 0 for Iql > 1.
1 4160)

where q =(2, - iz2 )/(i 22 - i2), and i,, = 0 for an initial yield surface.
Figures 19 and 20 show superimposed yield surfaces for the two modes

and for two material systems. Figure 19 represents the section by the
transverse normal stress *22 and longitudinal shear &i2 plane. Fig. 20 by
the axial normal stress *, and longitudinal shear plane. In both figures. the
solid line indicates the MDM yield surface, which is not affected by
phase elastic properties and is therefore unique for all systems. The various
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FIG M0. Initial yield surfame in the axial tenasion i*,,) and longitudinal shear i#,,
plane. Compansowu of Siber-domummitd (FDM) and matnax-domaflated jMDM) yield modes
in 8 Al and OctAl aonpousei system. Reprinated with permission from Sprnner-Verlag. G. J.

Dvorak and Y. A. abeieaEI-Din,. Actis Aechmenicis 0. 2 19 1"717.
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ellipses represent the FDM surfaces. Those were found for the B/Al and
the T-50 Gr Al systems and are designated by letters B and G. respectively.
The phase volume fractions were taken as equal to 0.5 in both systems. One
set of the FDM surfaces was found using the self.consistent estimate of local
stresses iSCMf. and another set with the Votgt approximation. cf. 130).

Note that the B Al system yield surfaces have both MDM and FDM
segments. the actual yield surface is the internal envelope of the segments.
kithin this envelope. the FDM segments can be regarded as end caps on

the MDM oval cylinder. In the Gr Al system, the FDM surfaces are
al~a. s within the MDM surface. hence the former is the active mode. Since
onl.6 phase elastic properties are involved, one may ask which property
makes a particular mode more or less prominent. In the example shown, the
matrix is isotropic and its properties are identical in both systems. The B
fiber is also isotropic. but the Gr fiber is transversely isotropic. Elastic
constants used in the evaluation appear in Table i.

The axial fiber moduli are very similar. but there is a large difference
in the longitudinal shear modulus G,. which is smaller in the graphite fiber
than in the matnx and an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding
fiber modulus. The implication is that the MDM deformation is preferred
in svstems that have fibers of large shear stiffness, and the FDM modes are
preferred in fibers that are compliant in shear. One may speculate that the
stiff fiber tends to prevent plastic shearing on planes that intersect the fiber
axis. and therefore encourages the slip pattern of Fig. 17. The more compliant
fiber cannot do that. and thus the FDM mode may prevail.

Viewed from a different perspective, the results in Figs. 19 to 22 can be
taken as a senous warning against Indiscriminate use of averaging methods
in plasticity of fibrous composites. Indeed. only the yield surface of the fiber
mode may possibly be approximated by the self-consistent estimate of the
local stresses. and then only under plane stress. Figure 14 tends to confirm
this. note the agreement between the PHA and the averaging predictions in
the Gr Al. which appear in Figs. 15 and 16. However. even in the seemingly
simple case of uniform thermal change, averaging methods typically predict

TABLE I
ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF SELECTED MATRIX Aso FisEa MATERIALS

E4 G,, v, E, Gr

(GPaj (GPa] (GPa] [GPR]

6061 Aluminum 12.5 27 2 0.33 '2.5 272
Boron 4W0.0 166.8 0.20 400.0 166.8
T-.50 Graphite 386.4 152 0.41 7.6 2.6

I
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an open cylindrical yield surface in the principal overall stress space (72. 75J,
whereas the actual overall yield surface is closed (64. 661. Such disagreements
in yield surface predictions then imply further problems in the evaluation of
subsequent overall surfaces and plastic strains: this is illustrated in Fig. 16.
The conclusion that emerges from these and other examples is that one may
use the self-consistent or the Mon-Tanaka method with some confidence
only in exceptional circumstances. which are currently limited to the planeI tress FDM deformation.

We now turn our attention to the evaluation of plastic strains. Note first
that the yield condition (160) suggests that the yield stress is independent of
the slip system imnolved. which is confirmed by the experimental results that
follow. Of course. that would be true in any case on the flat branches that
engage only a single system. However, comparisons of the MDM results
with the PHA model, and experimental measurements of flow stress. indicate
that the slip direction, and perhaps even the direction of the stress increment.
both influence the instantaneous overall properties in the plastic range if
loading involves any of the semicircular segments of the MDM yield surface.
The relevant connections have not yet been fully established, but work
currently in progress indicates that good comparisons of predicted plastic
strains with those measured in carefully conducted experiments are possible
with the PHA model.

This is actually a part of a broader problem that remains unresolved in
plasticity of both homogeneous and heterogeneous media, namely the
formulation of reliable predictions of plastic strains during loading along an
arbitrary path. A promising approach is offered by the contemporary
multiple surface theories that are discussed. for example. in (48, 49, 591, but
a definite treatment of this subject must await further research.

5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Whereas the theoretical aspects of elastic-plastic behavior of fibrous
composites have been investigated rather extensively, only limited attention
has been given to experimental investigations of the actual behavior of
composite systems. To be useful in verification of a theory, the experiments
must reflect overall response under multiaxial incremental loading. So far.
only the recent study by Dvorak et al. (501 has been designed with this
purpose in mind.

The work was conducted on thin-walled B/Al tubes, which were reinforced
by continuous fibers aligned in the axial direction. Similar matrix tubes were
tested as well. The tubes were loaded incrementally by combinations of an1 axial force, internal pressure, and torque; the in-plane strains were measured

I
I
I
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and recorded. The purpose of the investigation was to establish initial and
subsequent yield surfaces, and plastic strain magnitudes and directions. for
several different loading programs.

Figures 21 and 22 show the initial yield surfaces in two stress planes. Thecoordinates have been normalized with respect to the composite yield stress-. in longitudinal shear. The experimental points are connected by the
arrows. which retrace the actual loading sequence. The solid line shows theMDM and FDM yield surface segments determined for the current -o. Thedashed line is the prediction of the PHA model, with the same ro and yield
stress definition used in the experiments: the definition, we recall, relies on
a back-extrapolation from few initial plastic steps. Both upper tUB) and
lo%,er iLBI bounds were computed in Fig. 22. but only the upper bound in
Fig. 21. The agreement of the two predictions with experiments ', satis-3 factory, and the existence of the flat segments of the surface is clearly
confirmed. The positions of the centers of the surfaces do not coincide with
the origin, which is believed to be caused by residual thermal stresses left
after cooling from the annealing temperature. Note also that the values ofI r, are different in the two figures. Such variations have been also observedin subsequent surfaces, both in the composite and in similar matrix spect.
mens.

Many subsequent yield surfaces were evaluated. They were found to be ofsimilar shape, but the size. i.e.. the current r0 , changed somewhat along the
path. Similar changes were observed in the matrix surfaces. Figure 23
illustrates some of the results. The loading path connects points 87 and 88.then continues from 99 to 100. then from 113 to 114. from 136 to 127, and
finally from 132 to 133. The intervening points define the loading surfaces
established at the breaks in continuous loading. Note the similarity in shape,
and also the adherence to the Phillips hardening rule (77, 78). An exception
to the latter was found, however, for loading at the fiat segments (Fig. 24).The normal stress component, which is parallel to the fiat segment, exertsno influence on the translation, but reasserts itself if the loading vector is on
the semicircular branch. cf. path 132-133 in Fig. 23b. A possible explanation
of this behavior appears in [501. The translation of the MDM surface is given.
with reference to (160).

di, I dt 21 , di2z , dj2zz for f.M0,1q < 1 1
di, 1=2m da Ifor b a O. Iql 1. (161)

The strain increment vectors were found to follow the normality require-
ment along some but not all loading directions. An interpretation of
the results is still in progress.

Figure 25 is another illustration of the agreement between the two theories

I
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I
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and experiments. For a cyclic loading path ABCDEA. which was retraced
several times. we show the subsequent yield surfaces found by the different
approaches. PHA-computed directions of the plastic strain vectors are shown
as well. These are mostly normal to the current surface, whereas the
expenmentally measured plastic strains often have an additional longitudinal
shear component.

I IV. Calclod"

Space limitations prevent discussion of other aspects of plasticity of
composites, and also of the applications of the above theories to practical
problems. We note here related studies of fatigue behavior of B/Al laminates3 (93, 94) that indicate that the onset and evolution of damage is closely related

I
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I to shakedown of the laminate. The damage process is dominated by growth
of low-cycle fatigue cracks in the matnix, on planes that are parallel to thefiber direction in each off-axis ply. Cracks perpendicular to the loading direc-
tion grow in the matrix of the axial O plies. Cyclic plastic straining of
the matnx drives the cracks, and when it terminates by shakedown, the
damage process reaches a saturation state. Laminate stiffness loss caused bydamage saturation at a constant load amplitude has been predicted on these
grounds and found to be in agreement with experimental measurements.

Another recent application of the theory has been in predictions of fracture
strength of notched unidirectional B.A plates (95. 9. The matrix-domtn.
ated mode of deformation was identified there with discrete plastic zones
that were observed to grow from notch tips, in the fiber direction, under
increasing load. When plasticity was assumed to be limited to the matrix
mode. the definition of zone geometry led to reliable predictions of localstresses ahead of the notch and to fracture strength estimates for the
plates.

Current work that utilizes the PHA model includes a study in dimensional
stability of Gr Al +_ 0 laminates [91]. There we found that plastic deformation
may improve dimensional stability in comparison with a purely elastic
response in certain layups. The interaction between mechanical and thermalloads was also examined. particular combinations may enhance or impair
dimensional stability.

Plasticity of particle- or whisker-reinforced composite materials is closely
related to the present subject. In comparison to fibrous composites, the
microstructural geometry of such systems is much more complex, and that
makes modeling more difficult. The averaging techniques discussed earlier.such as the self-consistent and the Mori-Tanaka methods, are often likely
to be employed in model development. Examples can be found in the work
of Hutchinson (97. 981, Duva [991, Weng [100], Tandon and Weng [101], and
McMeeking (102]. Experimental or computational verification is apparently
not available in the literature.U
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This is a brief summary of the relevant details of the notation used in the
chapter. The constitutive relations of an elastic. transversely isotropic solid.
hith the axis of rotational symmetry x,. has the form

•z, I• EL -VL EL - "L Ef 0 0 0 #

r•,. I Er -Vr Er 0 0 0 a

E3 = u Er 0 0 0 are l
F 0 0 a

E I GE 4 0 aE L
z SYM. I GL

E 1 2(1 + v, o o o m
(k [k.m) (k -rot 0 0 0 e

S, (k -mm)k - 0 0 0
q4• p 0

The moduli EL. GL refer to straining in the longitudinal direction. and
IEr. Grmi the transverse plane. Poisson's ratios are defined as Y, = -E2 el-

'r -E3 -s, under uniaxiai tension at, a2:. respectively.
Hill's moduli k. L n. m. and p are related to the moduli in the compliance

i matnx by the relations

k =,1[, Gr - 4,Er + 4vL2ELj-
I , 2kvL,,
n EL + 4kvL = EL + 12k.k

m -Gr, p= GL.
i Additional usefual connections are

Er -6 20I + Vr)Gr := 4kmi(k + qm).
I ~vr -- (k -- qm)/(k + qm),

q 1. t + f4kvn)/EL.

If the solid is isotropic- with bulk modulus K and shear modulus G. then

km GM(l - 2v). I = K - 2G'3.

3 n-K+4G,3, m=p-=G.

.
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